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Up in Camden the team, they all
want to see is the Rccklasd Pi
rate?, for every game between those
teams this season has been a ring cents.
tailed peeler. Ter.’ght at 6 oc’.ock
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
there's another scrap Shells vs. Pi
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
rates cn the Camden field. The
The Rockland Gazette was established In 1846. In 1874 the Courier
b’.eachcritcs and the banking beys was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
will be right there.
was established in 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
>apers consolidated March 17. 1897.
Reading several ipeems from his
new book "Maine Tides," Prof. Wil
bert Prow of Wesleyan University
[EDITORIAL]
t Summering at Spruce Head)
proved a mest entertaining speaker
CONSCRIPTION—A NECESSITY
at last night's meeting of the Klwanls Club.
District Governor
Conscription—the chief topic under discussion in every
Frederick Mitchell gave an outline
American community today, and a subject on which there
cf the approaching New England
ts a wide division of opinion, as might be expected. Because
Kiwar.is conventicn.
of the universal interest In the proposition the American In
stitute of Public Opinion has conducted a nationwide survey.
"The European Situation, as fore
and lt showed 66 percent of the citizens favoring conscrlptold by the Prophets," wlll be the I
tion and 34 percent opposed. A draft for the 18 to 32 years
subject cf Rev. H. I. Holt's ad I
dress before the Lions Club tomor
old group was favored by 71 percent, every State In the Union
row. It will be "Vice President's”
being recorded in favor of the measure. The idea of drafting
meeting with Harold Leach at the
young men for the possible warfare, even If confined to the
throttle. Many members are plan
limits of our own country, is abhorent to many persons, par
ning to make the Vinalhaven trip
ticularly parents having families which would be affected.
Thursday.
Lobster supper and
One
of the chief arguments against conscription Is that an
moonlight sail. Yum Yum!
attempt should flrst be made to see if the situation could not
be met by voluntary enlistment. But nobody believes the
required number of men would be obtained, and it would mean
the sacrifice of valuable time, with the possibility of an
Invasion coming momentarily nearer to materialism. Nobody
would like to see another draft, but beyond that ls the vital
necessity of being prepared if the bombing planes do come.
We can see no other conclusion—there must be conscription!

If you’re as hot

as we are bothered •••
We're torn between two desires.
To announce the arrival of Fall

styles and lo tell you how anxious

we are to clear oul all summer
merchandise.

The season's over for us. We
want lo hand over every summer
article in the store on a bargain
platter.
If you’re as hot as we are
bothered . . . come in and let our
mutual interests comfort each

other.

SHIRTS
50c to $3.00

SLACKS
$1.00 to $6.00

STRAW HATS
$1.00

SPORT SHOES
$3.85 and $5.85
SPORT COATS REDUCED

GREGORYS
TEL. 294

416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.

—

‘

, .- ^*** »»■<»„,*
.___ ..-

Rockland folks awoke Sunday morning to find another large steamship lying at anchor in the outer harbor.
It was the Delorleans, a combination title originating from the Delta line for which it was built, and New
Orleans, which is to be the hailing port. The craft, designed for passenger and freight service, was built under
the sponsorship of the United States Maritime Commission, by the Bethlehem Steamship Co. for the Missis
sippi Steamship Company. It will ply between New Orleans and the east coast of South America. The visit of
the big craft to this port is of course for trial purposes, and the work of standardization began yesterday. The
Maritime Commission's trial board, headed by G. M. Easton, director, is ou the craft.

—Photo by Robert F. Hills.

Twilight Baseball

Lilnero(.|{

Peterson. Chisholm
and Marsh.

(By The Roving Reporter)
The Maine Aero Rendezvous at
the Augusta State Airport Friday,
Saturday and Sunday will again
draw many thousands of visitors to
the State capital. And they will not
be obliged to dodge bombs.

DON’T BE “SOLD”
One notable difference when
you select a I sed Car here
is that ”.vou buy" from us.
We never try to “sell." We fed
satisfied with a sale only when
wc know the purchaser has se
lected the car with which he or
she will bc satisfied. Come, look
around.

Chev. Sport Sedan
Ford Sedan
Plymouth Tudor
Pontiac Tudor
Lafayette Coupe
Plymouth Coupe
Ford Pick-up

Ill

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

August 20,21,22,23

l

Band Concerts

AND NOW
IT IS HERE

E.& M.

Fresh Fruit
Peach
Ice Cream

Vaudeville

Fireworks

At All E. & M. Dealers

93-101

Marjorie Weaver
Sidney Blaekmer

also
MGM’s Outstanding Featurette
in Technicolor

“THE FLAG SPEAKS”

A REAL AGRICULTURAL FAIR

ilifl

Special Band Concert

WALDO THEATRE

Night Shows Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday Evgs.

BIGGtB AND BETTER
flv

The baseball season will end in
a little over three weeks, so enjoy
lt to tlie utmost whether you are a
devotee of the soft drink or the
hard stuff.

Capable
Young Woman

UNION FAIR

&£TiE

I

i

The Black Cat

Mrs. John H. Andrews of Rock
port wi'ites:
The Searsport marine museum
"Richards Hill in Rorkport being
Pirates
and Samoset In An ,Cafnden *«• old To"'n 0
Holds Annual Field Meet wilt remain open until Labor Day. on Route 1, sights are seen like
111
'« Tin
Annthne ' Attired in somewhat shabby uniOne of the most remarkable ex these:
I I -inning I IC Anoiner forms and playing decidedly shabby
ing At Snow Bowl—
hibits is the model of the medium
"An open car having a woman
Camden Invasion Tonight jbaseba11' the Green Hornets of
Arthur L. Deering Speaker clipper ship, Andrew Jackson, passenger holding tightly to a broad
Old Town had their stingers ex
launched from the yard of Irons brimmed hat. The number plate on
Coming Games
tracted by the Camden Shells at
The annual field meeting of and Orinell at Mystic, Conn., in the car read Alabama. I wondered
Tonight—Rockland at Camden; Camden Sunday: Bennett’s benders Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
CITY FATHERS SHOULD ACT
March 1855, under the name of, if the woman had been holding onto
were too much for the visitors, and
Rockport at Thomaston.
was held Saturday at the Snow Belle Hoxie. Her figurehead was, that hat all the way.
when
he
gave
way
to
Wadsworth,
If there is no city ordinance against the riding of bicycles
Thursday—Camden at Thomas
an image of the soldier statesman | "Dogs were once just dogs. Now
a prime flrst baseman, but a rookie Bowl in Camden, with Megunticook
cn the sidewalks the Rockland City Government should lose
ton; Rockland at Rockport.
for whom she was natried. In 1863 ( they ride by in automobiles occupitcher, the Hornets were equally
no time ln providing one. Riding through the congested
Sunday—Vinalhaven at Rockland. I harmless. The visitors made an Grange entertaining.
the Andrew Jackson was sold to go j pying a back seat and on gazing
Perfect weather, good attendance, under British flag without change ( from the window they very often let
section of Main street every day one sees the bicyclists travel
• • • •
j even dozen errors. The score:
stunts
and games, picnic lunch at of name. She was lost in 1868. A [ out a loud yelp as tliey see Ming
ing at full speed on the walks devoted to pedestrians, with
Samoset 4, Rockland 4
old Town
scale model of clipper ship j Toy on the lawn. He sends back a
reckless disregard to the Safety of anybody who might emerge
The Pirates and the Samoset In- I
ab bh po a noon, followed by a program made rigged
Lightning, designed and built by 1 shrill little yap. It seems they are
unexpectedly from a store doorway. When bicycles flrst came
this
a
day
that
will
long
be
remem

dians battled to a 11-innlng tie | Cote, lb.......... —........... 1
Donald McKay in 1854, ls shown. | exchanging greetings.
Into favor in this city the sidewalk rider was promptly
Sunday. Kinney and French hooked i Bernier, lb .................... 3
bered by Limerock Valley Pomona. The Lightning made the fastest 24- | "It was a sad day on the Hill
squelched and the owners of the machines were required to
up in a duel and while Dick struck Andrews, c .............— 4
Stunts and games were arranged hour record for a ship under sail, when a Massachusetts car recently
out 14 and walked none. Kinney ' Moore, 3b ...................... 3
keep their proper place, with other vehicles, on the high
under
the direction of Mildred Phil 436 miles, or an average of over took the life of Billy Carleton's dog,
♦
was striking out eight and walking Cormier, ss ........
ways. Within a few days an aged man was knocked off
brook. lecturer of Megunticook miles an hour. The model is owned '8potty,' a big black and white
Pell'tier.
cf
__________
4
one.
The
Pirates
scored
two
in
the sidewalk by a bicycle rider, and there have been sev
by James F. Marden of Prospect. beauty and very Intelligent and af
4
Grange.
the second inning and two In the Duipuis. p_________
eral very narrow escapes from a similar hazard. Our
Ralph C. Urban, president of the fectionate.
Although he
was
Morency.
2b
........
_
.......
4
fourth, but Foote's men got two
The afternoon session was infor Brooklyn Model Makers society of ' Billy's' dog, he came to my hous<
attention has also been called to the danger which comes
In their fourth, one ln the flfth Harris, 3b ..„....-........ — 2
mal
and
was
held
in
the
lodge.
The
New York, summering at Lucerne- every morning and got his break
from bicycle riders who carry a passenger on the handle bars
and another in the last of the Beal. If .......................... 2
group of patrons- and friends was in-Maine, has lent the museum a fast. Can anyone explain why so
and are unable to manipulate their machines carefully on a
C.
Ben,
rf
......................
3
ninth. Rabbit Wiley hit a line
called to order by the Worthy Po group of interesting models in glass many tears are shed for Just a dog?”
congested highway; likewise to those bicyclists who ride at
drive in the sixth on which Thomas
mona Master Myron Young and the
34 0 24 9 following program was presented by cases. They include a Friendship
night-time without lights. The bicycle has come, to stay, and
made a spectacular catch and in
sloop, a Maine pinky, a Maine
One year ago: The class of 1910,
the llth he socked another to deep Cainden
nobody begrudges its use commercially or for pleasure, but
the Worthy Lecturer. Mary Foster. coasting schooner, and Admiral Rockland High School, held its an
center-field on which he was
ab bh po a
life and limb must be protected, and the community which
Opening Song: America; patriotic Peary's ship. Roosevelt, in which he nual reunion at "Oreen Gables" in
thrown out by a fine peg from Karl Miller, 3b ___________ 6 2 0 3 reading. Lucia Hopkins with sing
fails to recognize that fact is not performing its duty.
Camden. It was the last class to
to Billings to McNeilly for the best Heald, 2b ...................... 5 0 2 5 ing by Myron Young; the greeting discovered tlie North Pole. The
pinky
was
built
ln
Trenton
ln
1842,
graduate from Farwell Opera
Bohndell. cf ________ 6 2 0 0 was given by the Master of Megun
play of the game.
RESENTFUL NEIGHBORS
Simmons led the Indians at bat Cole, rf .......................... 110 0 ticook Grange. Mrs. Mae Young, a distinct type popular in the New House. Mrs. Harold Connon had
______ —. 5 2 5 0 [ wdio very graciously extended a England coast and Grand Banks the honor of being the flrst grand
besides catching a good game while Baum, c
American visitors in Canada arc said to be getting an
parent. -Hazel Burr Atwood, 45,
Lord,
ss
___
4 0 7 1 : cordial welcome to all the guests, fisheries of the early 1800s
French got two hits and had a
died in Flushing. L. I.—Oeorge Hill
unfriendly greeting in some quarters, because the residents ot
field day In the box by having nine Wadsworth, lb. p ___ 5 2 6
j The response was by F. L. S. Morse
of the World Wide Photo Service
that country feel that the United States should have entered
assists. The game was called alter Woodward, cf, If ........... 5 13
! in hls usual delightful manner. Miss
In an old trunk at the home of became a Summer resident at
the war on the side of the Allies. Clippings from Canadian
the llth as most of the hotel boys Richards, rf....... .....___ 5 2 0
i Beverly Grover's number was a Mrs. Mary Young in South Thom Wallston, St. George.—Otis Parsons,
newspapers support this story, and the situation has become
Bennett, p, lb ........... 4 14
go on duty then. The score:
surprise feature—an original tap- aston is pasted a copy of the Inde formerly of Rockland, died at Sail
such that a Montreal daily reminded its readers that the
Rockland
dance. and she responded to an en pendent Statesman and Maine Re or's Snug Harbor, aged 84 —Frank
46 13 27 11 core with a vocal solo. Tlie speak
American tourist trade meant $300,000,000 a year to Canada,
ab r bh po a e
publican, published In Portland In M Tibbetts was re-elected presi
McNeilly, 3b
... 5 0 0 2 0 0 Camden .... 101000140 x—16 er was Arthur L. Deering, dean of May, 1824. The paper was No. 46 dent when the class of 1901,
and that the showing of resentment against Americans would
0
I
Runs.
Miller
4.
Heald.
Bohndell.
■Whitman,
lb
.....
5
0
0
13
1
agriculture of the U. of M, and his of Vol. 3. and although it is 1161 R. H. S„ held its annual reunion
cost the country thousands of dollars at a time when Canada
Karl, cf .............. 9 0 10 1 0 ! Baum 2. Cole, Lord 2. Wadsworth 2. subject “This is the Life" was very years and the print ls still legible. I at Rockledge Inn, with 32 present.
needs the money. Tlie feelings of our neighbors across the
French, p ........... 4 0 2 1 9 1 Richards. Bennett. Errors, Beal 2, entertaining and instructive.
border are perhaps natural under the tense conditions which
Billings, ss .......... 5 0 113 1 Cormier 3, Morency, Andrews 4,
The census of Oranges was taken
prevail, but Canada should remember that the Allies were not
Winchenbach. rf 3 0 0 0 0 0 Bernier. Lord. Miller. Two base hits, Guests were present from Knox
as appreciative ot this country as they might have been after
0
Bohndell
2.
Bennett.
Three
base
Thomas, rf ____ 2 0 0 2 0
Pomona, and Capitol Grange in
America helped win the World War; they should remember
hits, Baum. Struck out, by Bennett | Augusta. Remarks were made by
Program at Public Landing WedChisholm. If ---- 4 1110
4, by Duipuis 4. by Wadsworth 3. I the visitors.
also that the United States would be a friend in need if the
Collamore. 2b .... 5 2 111
TO
Convey Hoppy Members nesday night at 7 30 p. m , Oeorge
Base on balls, off Duipus 1, off
war extends to CanadiSn shores.
Peterson, c .......... 4 1 0 12 1
The next meeting will be at
Of the Annual McLoon
a. Law directing:
Wadsworth 2. Umpires, Graffam Vinalhaven with Pleasant River
Picnic
At
Vinalhaven
Dreadnought March,
>
Loary
and
Richardson.
Scorer,
Blanchard.
4
6
33
16
3
43
Grange on Sept. 14
-------I Hungarian Fantasia,
Tobanl
Rcckland High School class of
Miss Dorothy Young of Haddon• • • •
Five boats left McLoon's wharf | Selection.
Twilight Topics
1910 will hold a reunion at Crescent Add. N. J., will play a comet solo. Samoset
NO .SECOND FIDDLER
1 Murinering Waters Waltzes.
ab r bi) po a e
Sunday
morning, loaded with 8
That Kinney boy does a fine job
John T. Hall
Beach Inn Aug. 20 ,at 6 30 o'clock. ' Lily Polka" by J. O Casey with Watt. If .......
Lincolnville, Aug 10
6 0 1 2 0 0
happy group bound for Vinalhaven Selection.
AU graduates and classmates are Rockland City Band at the Public Annis, 3b ........ ... 5 1 2 1 5 2 of pitching and has held the Pirates To the Sports Editor:—
Cornet Solo Lily Polka.
J O Casey
to five runs in two games in three
Miss Dorothy Young
I would like to have you publish for the annual outing of the em
urged to attend. Cards must be re- Landing tonight. Thursday night Foote, lb ........ ... 5 1 1 18 0 1 days.
Selection.
this as probably the fight fans ployes of A. C. McLoon & Co. and
• • • •
■ she will play at the concert at the Wilev. ss ......... ... 3 0 1 1 0 0
turned as soon as possible.
Irom Tlie Bohemian
would like to know why Carroll American Lobster Co. There wa.s Melodies
2 0 0 0 1 0
Oirl,
'arr. by Dtjliy
Cal Smith has played against
I Warren Baptist Church a duet, Hawkins. 2b....
.... 5 0 1 0 4 0 Rockland on three different teams Frost was not on Friday night's an even 100. including employers, I selection.
Smith,
ss.
2b
...
"Side Partners" by Herbert L.
Mil.
5 1 1 0 6 0 this season so far.
employes, relatives and friends. The i Clarinet DueL-Second Reverie
Clarke. She also was heard with Kinnev. p .......
NINTH ANNUAL
.
, ,
C Fabre
I was to have the main bout .boats
4 0 1 2 0 0
• • • •
were Silas McLoon. Captain
Messrs Clark and Dunton
her uncle, Frank Young playing a Crockett, rf ...
against Lefty Lachance ol Lewis Sidney Sprague; Pauline McLoon.
MID-SUMMER CONCERT duet "Gloriana." with the Band at Gahan. cf....... .... 4 0 0 1 0 0 Good sports at the hotel.
-----------------ton. until the management decided Capt. Clinton Teel; Narmada. Capt
4 1 2 8 1 0
• • • •
Simmons, c ...
Raymond L wiiite of Waterville,
the
Legion
Fair
at
Thomaston
and
Baptist Church, Warren at the Belfast City Park.
Another Camden-Rockland duel otherwise without my knowledge or Job Cunningham; Tcxoil, Capt J (^airman second district, Maine
consent. He toilled me to fight a Charles Tracy, and Rough It with nP,,ubncan Finance Committee, ad43 4 10 33 17 3 at Camden tonight.
Thursday Evg., Aug. 15
semi-final with someone I never Capt. John McLoon at the helm.
Pirates
„.
02020000000-4
dressed town chairmen, at the Court
8.00 P. M.
Chuck Ellis had quite a winning heard of. I will not play second
Samoset ..0002100010 0—4
Deep sea fishing was the major Rouse outlining plans for the raisDirected by Chester O. Wyllie
fiddle to anyone.
diverslon. with the Silas Pauline • ing of ,he quota o[ campalgn fun(U
Two base hits, Annis, Smith. streak, eight straight before the
Silver Offering
Carroll Frost.
and Texoil going to the fishing jn j^nox County. The procedure in
French, Wiley, Collamore. Struck Thomaston game.
grounds, while others enjoyed
out, by French 14, by Kinney 8.
Dollar Days in Rockland. Aug. themselves on the island. Pool making solicitation and in handling
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
Base
on
balls,
off
French
0,
off
Business school graduate, steady,
16-17. Record smashing values, contests were mdde up on the dlf- funds contributed was explained in
WORK WONDERS
Kinney 1. Hit by pitcher, Kinney,
reliable, best of references,
$100 in free cash prizes. Reduced lerent boats for the first fish and detail by Ralph McDonald of Lew
iston. Gilbert Harmon el Camden,
Boothbay, Maine
Route 27
fares on island steamboats.
*
the largest fish caught, the honors county chairman, and Mrs. Freder
Wants Employment
being carried off by Vivian Hussey ick Bird of Rockland, vice chair
Sherwood Keith, J. J. Celi present
temporary or steady
aboard the Pauline and Sidney man. have completed the prelimi
Sprague and Earl Cook on the nary organization in the towns of
“THE LATE
Address A. C. C. care The CouSilas. Classy music was furnished the county and work will begin
CHRISTOPHER BEAN” rier-Gazette. or phone 335-R.
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
by Maestro Bob "Socony" Allen's shortly to gather in funds for the
WEI)., THURS.. FRI.. SAT.
City.
TEL. WALDOBORO HMI
97*99
one man German band.
50c, 15c, $1.00 Plus Tax—$.10 D.S.T.
September and November cam
Returning, the fishermen gath paigns.
SHOW TIMES
Matinees Daily at 2.30
ered with the others at Smith's
Sundays at 3
Point to indulge in a hearty meal,
Evenings at 7 & 9
the piece de resistance being flsh ] YOUR FAVORITE POEM
TUES.-WED., AUG. 13-14
chowder with all the fixin's, pre„ , . .
——
. ,
,
If I had my ill. to live .gain 1
pared by those two fine chefs, Jack would have made a rule to read soma
EDWARD G. ROBINSON
Merchant and Lewis Nicker son.
_a.?d_
mueie -•*
ANN SOTHERN
least once a week. The lose of these
Onlooking and awestricken Juven tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charles
HUMPHREY BOGART
Darwin
UNION, MAINE
iles were not forgotten.
RALPH BELLAMY
in
The softball game that had been
KATHLEEN MAVOURNEEN
planned gave way in iavor of Kathleen Mavourneen! The grey dawn
“BROTHER ORCHID” I| watching
Is breaking.
the Vinalhaven vs. Ston
with
The horn of tho hunter la heard on
ington game.
the bill;
Allen Jenkins, Donald Crisp
The "fleet” returned to home The lark from her light wing the bright
dew is shaking.
port in the early evening, and all
Kathleen Mavourneen what, slum
THURS.-FRI., AUG. 15-16
HORSE RACING
PARI-MUTUEL BETTING
bering still!
| agreed that their employer-friends
Oh!
hast thou forgotten how soon we
were "tops" as hosts. The shiny
HORSE AND OXEN PULLING DAILY
“MARYLAND”
must sever?
Oh! hast thou forgotten this day
faces at the wharf Monday morn
(filmed entirely In Technicolor)
LARGE FARM EXHIBITS
BIG CATTLE SHOW
we must part?
ing were the only evidence of any It may
featuring
be for years, and tt may bo
forever
mishaps, but what docs a little sun
Walter Brennan, Fay Bainter,
MAMMOTH MIDWAY
Oh!
why
art thou silent, thou voice
burn amount to, on such a grand
Brenda Joyce, John Payne,
of my heart?
trip.
Charles
Ruggles
WOOD-CHOPPING CONTESTS
Kathleen MarouVneent awake from th,

-BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE-,

' •'’rockiand '

Is Having Her Trial Runs

Volume 95............ Number 97.

Took Five Boats

ENSEMBLES
$3.00 to $5.00

’39
'39
’38
’38
’38
’37
’36

TWELVE PAGES

Tuesday
Issue"7

III

Coming: “South of Pago Pago,”

"Tom Brown's School Days.”

slumbers:

The blue mountains glow in the
The H. A. Manning Co. has be
suns golden light;
gun work on a new Rockland di Ah! where ls the spell that once hung
on my numbers
rectory, and has in the advertising
Arise In thy beauty, thou star of
my night!
field at the present time, E. L.
Mavourneen. my sad
Gallo, George W Gow, Jr. and P. Mavourneen.
tears are falling.
To
think
that
from Brin and thee
C. Foster. The arrival of Mr. Gow,
I must part:
an old acquaintance was hailed Mavourneen.
Mavourneen, thy lover la
calling.
yesterday with something akin to
thou silent, thou voice
a public reception, as he is very Oh! ofwhymyartheart?
—Mr- Crawford
popular here.

Every-Other-Day
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Including Johnny Buckly who manSingle runs were added in the fourth Ia
v D „ Wnnstar
ages Johnny Skor, protege of Jack
and fifth, and two more in the last.
J
’’ u,jaiCI
ouarkey.
! The defeat left Snow's one slim
Another ogi Jimmy's list is the
chance for the playoff, and that is
Who Will Face Lou
rugged Butch Wooster of Rockland,
for the Elks to lose their remaining
By MOSHER
Cooper
On
Labor
Day
who has a string of 23 wins, 19 of
' games, including a tie game with'
At Togus
them K. O. without a loss in the
. Texaco Hart Talbot led the hitters
past year and a half.
with a double and triple. The score:
Ensign
Worth
Bagley
Post
which
Indies
ab r bh po a c will stage a mammoth boxing show ct fiFORfiF
1 at the Veteran's Facility, Togus ° "
Connon. r
0 Labor Day has appointed James R ! , M“s Margaret Graves of RockWith the drawing of the gift cot Oxford University. England. He
Payson, c
0 (Jimmy) Chase as matchmaker and la'ld *as, 8uest last week of Pm’
tage and let at 11.45 Saturday speaks 17 white man's languages
H. Talbot, 3b ...... 4
night, Rockport's 15th Annual and 23 Indian dialects. The pro
j in his first move Jimmy signed Lou I alia Robinson.
j Boynton, p .....
Miss Kitty MacKenzie lias re
0 Cpoper of Bath to box anyone
Regatta-Sportsmen's
Show
was gram which he and his rambling
Monroe, rt, 2b
turned to Framingham, Mass., after
whom
he
may
select
on
tliat
date.
brought to a close, following four cowhands gave was instructive and League Standing
Jameson, ss ........ 4
Cocper is recognized as the heavy [ being guest ot Faustina Robinson
L.
Pet , Gross, lb .............. 3
W
weight champion of Maine, a | for several days.
13
3
Amoco
813 ! Achorn. cf .......... I
Miss Betty Pike of Weymouth,
647 Thomas, lf .......... 3
rugged, tough durable fighter with
6
11
Texaco ......
Mass., is visiting his cousin, True
619 Anderson, 2b
7
dynamite in either fist and it will j Hall.
11
; Indies
be no easy job to select a worthy
10
7
.585 Hunt, rf
Elks ............
Jos. Robinson, Jr., motored to
381 1
opponent for him. The Bath lad
10
7
Snow's ......
Portland last week on a business
375
has
a
string
of
K.
O.
victories
so
6
10
A. & P..........
31 7 6 21 5 2
trip.
368 Snow's
12
continuous that his record sounds
7
Perry's ....
Miss Rhoda Hart of Tenants
236
like a life story of Dempsey.
4
Van Baalen
13
ab r bh po a
Harbor was guest last week of Mrs.
Chase has wires out to every lead- Elsie Thomas and Mrs. Lydia
Foley, rf ............ 3 0 0 2 0
0 ing fight manager in New England Ca(jdy
Coming Games
Topping. 2b ......... 2
I
_
_________
Tonight—Elks vs. Van Baalen.
Dowling, r........... 3
1
0i----------------------------- ---------------Glover. Lavern and Barbara Rob
Wednesday —Snow s vs. Perry s.
1
Payson,
c
............
2
0 1110
inson all of East Rochester. N. H.
Frye, c ................. 3
1
Thursday—Amoco vs. Texaco.
0 Jenkins, ss ........ 3 0 113 0 returned home Monday after sev
Small, ss .............. 3
0
Friday—'Elks vs. Indies.
1 ' Feyler, cf .......... 2 110 0 0 eral days visit with their grand
V Crockett,lb .... 3
0
j Arico, p .............. 1112 2 0 mother. Mrs. Ella Robinson.
Cares. 3b ............ 3
1
Texaco 14, Perry's Market 5
0
---------------------------Julia and Maynard Wilson of
E. Crockett, lf .... 3
1
Picking up 9 walks along with 8uomela, cf ...... 1
0
....................... 0 13 0 12 x—7 Bangor were overnight quests Sat0
ill hits. Texaco had an easy win Willis, p .............. 3
0 Amoco.................... 0 0 0 1 0 0 0—1 urday or Mr. and Mrs. James Riley.
0
over Perry’s Market last night 14
_ | Two base hit, Feyler. Three base
Mrs. Estelle Brown of Melrose,
i to 5. The game was called at the
hit.
Oney.
Sacrifices.
N.
Connon.
Mass
., arrived Monday and will
27 1 5 21 7 3
end of the fifth because of darktW Connon, Arico. Bisbee. Stolen ! visit Mrs. Stein Skoglund and Mrs.
Indies .............
0
3
0
1
1
0
2
—
7
ness. Texaco scored in every inn- I
0 0 0 1 0 0 0—1 base' Lord' w °°nnon Double plays, Elsie Thomas tor several weeks.
ing but the last, with the 1st and j Snow's ...........
Mr. aud Mrs. Elmer Coggshall ot
Two
base
hits,
Jameson.
Thomas. F Wink to Sullivan to F Wink;
4th the big innings. They jumped 1
Welch to Lord to Sullivan; Jenkins Phippsburg spent Sunday with Mr.
Talbot,
Tipping.
Three
base
bits
to the front with flve runs on three
to McPhee to W. Connon. Base on and Mrs. Harvey Kinney,
i hits and two walks. In the fourth Talbot. Mcnroe Base on balls, off balls, off Arico 2. off Bisbee 9. Struck
Barge Winifred Sheridan is due
it was five hits and two walks good Boynton 3. off Willis 5. Struck cut, out, by Arico 1. Umpires, Smith,' at Clark Island to load paving
by
Boynton
2.
by
Willis
1
Umpires.
for six runs. Perry s scored in
Mosher, Black, Glover.
' blocks for New York.
every inning but they came only Smith and Freeman.
• • • •
one at a time. Tlie score:
Beaton's Pet* 7, Amoco 1
Texaco
John Beaton's Pets made it two
ab r bh po a
straight over the Amoco Sunday and
Seavey, 3b.......... 3
Mike Arico easily defeated Ed Bisbee
Merritt, c ........... 3
7 to 1. Arico pitched fine ball,
McLeod, ss, 2b .... 3
scattering seven hits through flv*
Oowell, lb .......... 3
innings, and tlie only run scored
Bartlett, p .......... 3
against him came ln the fourth inn
Allen, rf .............. 1
ing on a double steal, when hls in
Spofford, ss ......... 0
field played the man on first, ignor
Hodgkins, r ........ 2
ing the run. Bisbee was exception
Mank. cf
2
ally wild, giving out nine passes,
MeLoon. lf.......... o
and being behind on practically
Chris, 2b. rf ___ 2
every batter Only seven hits were
Stone, lf, cl ___ 3
made off Ed. but combined with his
25 14 11 15 8 3 wildness it was a pushover (or the
Pets. The Pets' first run came as
—Photo by Dow. Perry's Market
the result of two walks and a
ab
r
bh
po
a
These groups were seen at Friday's baby show.
single. Ed was really hit in the next
3 3 2 3 1
Babies between thr age of six months and one and a half years. Left Freeman, c ....
inning, for three runs, the most
1
to right: Wayne, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Farley. Gleneove, non award McPhee. ss_____ 3
daring blow being Oney's triple.
for baby with blue-t eyes; he is 10 months old. Robert, 15 months' old son Connon. lb ____ 3
2
The three runs scored in the last
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Welch of Camden, awarded prize as healthiest. Dudley, r ............ 3
0
two innings were unearned, coming
Alan. 10 months' old son of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Carr of Rockland, hav Glover, 3b ...._ .„. 2
0
ing thr happiest smile, won him a prize.
from passes and errors. Yet. but for
2
LaCrosse, rf........ 2
Babies between one and a half years and three years. Left to right: Feyler. cf ......
a couple of double plays by the
0
Diana Bailey, two and a half years of age, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mosher, cf .....
Amoco infield, the margin might
0
Woodbury Bailey of Bath, curliest hair. Larry Gray, two years of age,
have been much greater. Oney led
Anderson, 2b
0
-on of Mr. and Mrs. Desmond Gray of Camden, healthiest. Dianne
both teams al bat with a single and
Duff, lf ......
0
Spear, two years and eight months' old. daughter ot Mr. and Mrs. Ross
triple The score:
Chatto. p.......
1
Spear nf East Corinth, happiest smile. The mothers are holding Ihe

The,£°"±:G^elte THE REGATTA ENDS
HCRREB-TIMKS1

And let the beauty of the Lord
our Ood be upon us: and establish
thou the work of our hands upon
us; yea. the work of our hands
establish thou it—Ps. 90. 17.

SOFTBALL

Attended By Big Crowds and Favored By
Fine Weather-Camden Man Wins Cottage

LEAGUE

GILA BREST FAMILY

The Gilchrest family will hold its
annual reunion at St. George
Grange hall Aug. 15. All members
are asked to make an effort to at
tend. as It is the 50th anniversary.
Emma W. Gilchrest, Sec.
f.5-97
YOl'NG FAMILY
The 49th annual’ reunion of the
Young family will be entertained
by Mr and Mrs. John Henders in
at their Summer home. Lincoln
ville Beach, Thursday. Aug. 15. An
outdoor fireplace will be available
for any who wish to cook. Coffee
will be served as usual.
Mrs. Willis P. Young. Sec.
97-lt

LIGHT F.AMILY
The annual reunion of the Light
family is to be held Sunday. Aug.
18 at the "Lookout' in Jcfffferson.
Ada M. Winchenbaugh, Sec.
97-lt
HOFFSES FAMILY
The 58th annual reunion ot the
Hoffses Family will be held at the
home of Mrs. Madlyn Thompson.
Friendship. Thursday. Aug. 22: if
stormy first fair day. All members
are asked to make an effort to at
tend.
Edith M. Carroll, Sec
Lake Avenue, Rockland.
97-100

SOUTH HOPE
Mr. and Mrs. R. F. Crabtree of
Camden are with her parents Mr
and Mrs. W. W. Lermond for a
few weeks.
H. A. Hart. Arthur F. Hart and
Archie Landry attended Gorham
fair last Thursday.
\
Mrs. H. A. Hart and Mrs. A. L.
Esancy motored Friday to Gorham.
They were accompanied home by
Miss Annie Hart also Donald Hall
of Appleton who attended the Sum
mer course at Gorham Normal
School.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest E. Hastings
were in Lakewood Saturday where
Mr. Hastings and his twin sister
Mrs. Alice Robbins of Union and
Portland attended the Twin Day
Celebration.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wellman of
Lincolnville and Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Payson of Camden were re
cent callers on Mrs W. C. Well
man and Mrs. Eleanor Payson.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Monkhouse
of Portland were weekend guests
at C. L. Dunbar's. Mrs. Monkhouse remained for several weeks.

ab r
23 5 8 15 10 3
Texaco ............... ...... 5 1 2 6 0—14 I Valenta, lf'-------- 3
day- of excellent weather and a i Kans , B S. from Carlyle Institute.
Perry's ----------------- 11111—5 Lord, 2b ................ 3
, full program of water sports, stage Carlyle, Pa. B M and M A., trom
Two base hit. Mank Three base F. Wink. 3b ____ 1
3
acts exhibitions and contests, educational, as well as entertaining. hit, Hodgkins. LaCrosse. Stolen Sullivan, lb ......
The financial returns from thc bases. Lacrosse. McLeod. Hodgki.is I Welch, ss.............. 3
Again it was evidenced that the
be determined at; Base on balls, off Bartlett 1. Chat- , A- Wink, r ........ 3
weather man heartily cooperates Regatta cannot
• -'e' •*ut record—•— Smith
——- and
■ —Freeman. 1 Bisbee, p .......... .
2
with the regatta, this vear almost I
** da
; •t0 "9' ”
Umpires.
Day, c ___
3
attended each afternoon ard eve• • • .
Shafter, lf ____ 3
outdoing himself with ideal condt- | njng performance, and the general Indies 7, Snow's 1
i Oeorge Boynton came through Leo. cf ................. 2
tions. Number 9043 was the lucky verdict was "best ever."
A letter trom George J. Stable, w'lth another nice performance Sunticket drawn with the name of
26 1
Fannie Kelley, Washington street, Commissioner of the State Depart- day to deal a death blow to Snow's Beaton's Pets
holding them to flve hits
Camden, appearing on the stub. J. ment ot Inland Fisheries and Game Shipyards,
for a 7 to 1 win. Snow's put to- |
ab
Frank Dailey of Camden, however, which exhibited at the regatta, was gether two hits Just once, in the Topping, 3b ____ 1
received
Saturday
expressing
ap

was the holder of the ticket, having
fourth for their only run, and in N. Connon. r... . 3
purchased it from Mrs. Kelley that preciation of the treatment ac three of the innings went down 1l MoPhee, 2b ____ 3
corded his representatives, reads
day
order. The Indies got enough runs W. Connon. lb
3
The main feature of the evening's as follows:
3
"Mr. Smith and the citizens of for their ball game in the second j Dowling, lf ......
outside
of
the
drawing,
i pregram
inning when they tallied three times.' Oney. rf .............. 2
Rockport
liave
eminently
supported
! was ® on e and one halt hour's en
tertainment by Chief Young Thun the Department of Inland Fisheries
der Cloud and Company of 14 radio and Oame 100 percent on their ex
INDIGESTION stars, of Indian dances and West hibit. The Department of Inland
ern music and songs. Young Thun- Fisheries and Game 'quoting Klir
may (fleet the Heart
Ou trapped In the itomarh or rullet mar art like a
ercloud is one ot the three best A. Beck i is “The Future Life-line"
balr-trtcrer on the heart. At the flr-t „|<n of dlitresa
amart men and women depend un Bell ans Tablet* to
educated red men ln the world, with of the State of Maine."
act (a* free. No laxative but made of tha fastest Officers and directors of the
acting medicines krxwn fur arid Indigestion. If the
degrees from several schools, A. B..
FIH.HT 1HJHK doesn't prove Bell ans better, return
from Haskell Institute. Lawrence Rockport Carnival-Regatta Associ
bottle to ui and receive DUl'BLK Mone> Back. 25c.
ation are: E. Stewart Orbeton,
president; Maynard Thomas, vice
president, Marion Upham, Secre
tary and Purchasing Agent; Fred
erick F. Richards, treasurer; Ro
land Richards, Walter Carroll. Hildred Rider, Francis Gilbert and
Henry Chatfield, directors; Clayton
E. Smith, executive director; Mar
ion Upham, executive secretary;
Donald D. Dodge, honorary chair
man.

BORROW MONEY AT HOME
FROM A HOME FINANCING

'

A Plan prepared and designed for your conveni

ence and economy to buy or build a Home—install a
bathroom—lay new floors—paint—shingle—build a

new garage—install a new heating system—or any

other improvements or repaifs you desire.
We loan from $100 up to $10,000 at 5'interest

figured on the unpaid balance and not on the original
amount of loan each month.

You pay back in monthly installments within one-

three-five years or longer if desired.
The cost of getting a loan is very small. Our serv
ice is prompt.

Come in and Know the facts.

ROCKLAND' LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N
18 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

(Opposite Post Office)

Beats Northport At Golf
With Topheavy ScoreReturn Match Aug. 25
The Northport Golf Club played
a match Sunday with Knox County
Country Club at the local course,
the Nortlvport boys losing with two
points against 18 points won by
Rockland. The prize for first gross
score wept to Jud Flanagan, who
shot a 74. and second to Steve
Kcske cf Northport with a score of
76. Harcld iMetcalf of Northport
took first net honors with a 60,
and second went to A. E. Butters of
Northport with a 67.
The results of the foursomes were
Salmond and Adams (R) defeated
Smith and Westhall (N); Payson
(R) defeated Scribner (N) and But
ters iM) defeated Robinson <R);
McRae and Glendenning (Ri de
feated Clement and Cole <N); H.
Allen and Whitman (R) defeated
Reed and Durham <Ni; Foss and R.
Allen wfatd Manning and Strieferd
(N); iFrost (R) defeated Lightner
(Ni and Metcalf (N) defeated Maz
zeo (R); Emery and Bartlett (R)
defeated Sprague and McKennon
(N); A. Fanagan and J. Fanagon
(Ri defeated Jones and Kcske IN).
A return match wil he played in
Northport Aug. 25.
Awnings, large or small, hammock
'.ops. chair backs and seats, boat
covers. All sorts of canvas work.
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W,
16 Willow St.
73-tf

Amoco

babies in each picture.

INSTITUTION

D_ _|,1_ _ J
KOCXland Winner

ROBINSON REUNION

The annual reunion of tlie Robi inson family was held in the St.
George Orange hall Aug. 8 witn
about 50 present. A bountiful din| ner was enjoyed followed by an ln. terestlng program. Albert Robinson
presided, in the absence of Presi
dent George iL. Tobey, Sr., and i
Mrs. Stein Skoglund was at the
piano.
Comunity singing opened the pro- '
gram, followed by "It's Still In Us" .
Leonard Hinton, read by B. F. |
Jones. Mrs. Frank Hilt, wife of
Capt. Hilt, Portland Head Light, [
gave an interesting talk on “Life in j
Lighthouses," covering the 27 years
that Capt. and Mrs. Hilt have been
in the Lighthouse service at Ma
tinicus Rock and Portland Head.
Mrs. Hilt closed her talk by read
ing the poem “Brasswork, or The
Lighthouse Keeper's 'Lament'’ by
Fred W Morong, district machinist.
Miss Ethel Sheldon of Bloomfield,
N. J., and Spruce Head, then spoke
I interestingly regarding her work J
with retarded children in the Bloom- 1
; field schools. She brought out many
! interesting facts and several asked
questions about her work,
j It was voted to have the reunion
at the same place next year and
these officers were elected: Presi-!
dent, George L. Tobey. Sr.; vice
i presidents, Helen K. Robinson and
! Wilford S. Robinson; secretary and
I treasurer, Ella Robinson; necrology
i committee, Carolcna Robinson.

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS
|

bh po a

AUGUST
CON-I-SUR

7 18 11 3

All Loan

NATION-WIDE

WHEAT CEREAL

r bh poa

Indian Blankets.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. each
.89
Full Length Mirrors.. .. .. .. .. .. . each 1.00
1 lot 39c Hose.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 4 pairs (or 1.00
1.00 Canning Kettles.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 89
1 lot Full Fashioned Silk Hose,
59c and 69c values.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . pair .44
1 lot Belgium 1.00 Rugs.. .. .. .. .. each .75
39c Floor Mats, 27x54”.. .. .. .. .. each .25
Mens’ Flannel Shirts, .89, .98,1.39,1.50
SPORTSWEAR
DRESSES
SLACKS, ETC., AT HALF PRICE

19c

MUFFETS

RED BAG in. 21'
BLUE BAG il 19'

15<

Whole Whoa)

QUAKER

1 11
0 1
2 0

no

QUAKER

CORN MEAL
NORMAN R

PKGS

17c

5 LB
BAG

23<

All Purpose

FLOUR
GOLD FLAKE

PEANUT BUTTER

1 L3
IAR

17c

LA CHOY

1 Can NOODLES
1 Can CHOP SUEY

COMBINATION
KNI-CEST

BH c
B we e
rKtafcKVtj

STRAWBERRY or
RASPBERRY

1 LB
JAR

CLICQUOT CLUB

LEMON and LIME RICKEY
SWEET MIXED

PICKLES

VINEGAR

1 QT BOTS
(Conlon ts)

"Af Surtshh

Volley

SILVER SEAL

2

QUART
JAR

23c

1 QT
BOTS

19c

k

[

golcen
-A HIGHLY NOURISHING

SILVER SEAL

RAISIN COOKIi THAI CHILDREN

VINEGAR

1 GAL
JUG

35c

8OZ

27c

AND GROWN URS WIU ENJOY

THREE CROW

MUSTARD

CAN

OVALTINE

THREE CROW

WHOLE MIXED SPICE 2 nSI9t
CERTO

BOT

PLAIN or CHOC.

SMALL
CAN

23c

% 59c

-

33<

THE MARJORIE MILLS RADIO HOUR SPECIALS

E. B. CROCKETT
5c & 10c TO $1.00 STORE

NESTLE’S— Semi-Sweet

CHOCOLATE

RED CAP

2

BARS

25c

REFRSSH-R

BOT

23

O and C

WHEATENA

POTATO Sticks 2 CANS 17c

PKG

21

MONDAY thru FRIDAY, 1:30 to 2:00 P. M., ovr WCSH

Va&M ut f/eafith firi&cfarn

V. F. STUDLEY
REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
I have several Houses and Farms at
Very Reasonable Prices
If you ever want a Home, don’t miss seeing these
at once
Terms ran be arranged on some of them.

283 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1154 OR 330
FOSS HOUSE, 77 PARK STREET
81T&Stf

SCOTTISSUE 3
WALDORF
SCOTTOWELS

ROHS 25c
4 ROLLS 19c
2 ROLLS 21c

TEAR EASY

NATION-WIDE

OXYDOL
(MAKES CLOTHES WHITER)

SMALL
PKG

9c

20c

SERVICE GROCERS
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TALK OF THE TOWN

(More Talk of Town on Page One)

ft.
te'

The first nomination of officers
of the Rockland Encampment,
I.O.O.F., Wednesday, Aug. 14. AU
members are asked to be present.

"The best Irish terrier at the
show" was the award given Playboy
Duke of Rockland at the Bar HarlibAran **~OwU Head-"church lalr “ bor dog show. "Duke" ls the propAug 14 Annual State Field Meeting erty of (Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
of Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences
at Knox Arboretum.
Sheldon.

Aug. 14-MartlMvlUe Ladles Circle
fair at orange hall.

Aug. 15- fTenants Harbor—Silver Tea
at "The Crags.' benefit Library.
Aug 15- Warren—Concert at Baptist
Church.
Aug. 15 Reunion of Rockland High
School class of 1901 at Trail s End. Ash
Point
Aug 18—Reunion of Rockland High
School class of 1916 at Rockledge Inn.
Aug 16 (2 p m (—Meeting of Knox
County Womens Republican Club at
Mrs E Stewart Orbeton's gardens,
West Rockport.
Aug 16 — Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagers second Summer Theatre Play
Series at Watts hall.
Aug 16-18 Maine Aero Rendezvous
at Augusta State Airport.
Aug 17 Special Newton Day -An
nual Kent's Hill Summer reunion,
Seminary campus.
A«g 18 — Parents Day at Camp
Tanglewood, Camden hills.
Aug. 19 — Camden — Open meeting
Chamber of Commerce at Yacht Club.
Aug. 20-23 Union Fair.
Aug. 22 -North Haven Lecture by
Commander Donald B
MacMillan,
auspices Improvement Society.
Aug 23 South Thomaston—ChurchGrange fair at Wessaweskeag Grange
ball.
__
Aug. 23 Meeting of the Maine Press
Association at Community Building.
Au» 23 -I Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagers, third Summer Theatre Play
series at Watts hall.
Aug. 26 Three Quarter Century Club
meets at Old Orchard Beach.
Aug 27 — Camden — Meguntlcook
Orange fair.
Aug 27-29 Damariscotta Fair.
Aug 28 Reunion. Class 1930. RHS.
Aug. 30 — Thomaston — Pine Tree
Btagers fourth Summer Theatre Play
aeries at Watts hall.
Aug. 31-Sept 3-Blue Hill fair
Sept. 3 Warren—Schools re-open.
Sept. 5 Union—Schools re-open.

REUNIONS
Aug 14 Winchenbaugh Family: 41st
annual at Sandy Shores, South War
ren.
Aug 14 Moody Family. At Noble
boro Community Building.
Aug 14 Hall family: 35th annual,
at Penobscot Grange hall. Olen Cove.
Aug 14 Simmons Family: At West
Rockport Grange hall.
Aug 14 -Calderwood family: 44th
annual at Mr and Mrs. James Calderwood's, Waldoboro.
Aug 15-Starrett and Spear Families:
60th annual at the Congregational
Chapel. Warren
Aug 15 Gilchrest Family: 50th an
nual at St. Oeorge Grange hall
Aug 15 Young Family: 49th an
nual at Mr and Mrs. John Mender
son s. Lincolnville Beach
»
Aug 18 Light Family: At the Look
out" In Jefferson.
. ’
Aug 22 Hoffses Family: 58th annual
at Mrs Madlyn Thompsons. Friend
ship.
_
_
.
Aug 28 Kalloch Family: At Penob
scot View Grange hall ln Glen Cove.
Aug. 26—Payson-Fogler Families: At
St Clair cottage. Crescent Beach.
Aug. 28 Hills Family: At the home
of Marlon Brown and Conrad Nearton,
S High St . Belfast.
Sept 7 Whitmore Family: At home
of Mr and Mr- W J. Bryant. Union
Common: If stormy, following Mon
day.

Baraca Class of the Methodist
Church will have a picnic Thurs
day at Mrs. Ellingwood's cottage at
Crawford Lake.
An inquiry came to this office
yesterday concerning the date of
the Ellsworth conflagration. Supt.
A. F. McAlary who is a infallible
source of Information on such mat
ters. acted as pinch hitter. The
date was May 7, 1933.

A bas-relief placque of the
Republican Presidential candidate
Wendell Willkie was shown at this
office yesterday by Its creator a St.
George man who modestly desires
to have his name withheld. It was
four inches in diameter, and a very
artistic production.

It didn't have any tires, but Willie
Atwell's newly purchased Jitterbug
found its way
Into the Brook,
head foremost. Sympathetic friends
gave freely of their aid and ad
vice In Its removal, and the car is
now drying out.

TICKETS GIVEN AWAY
FOR BIG FREE PRIZES

A black eye, said to have been
inflicted upon Fred H. Conrad of
Washington by E. J. Whalen of
that town, earned the latter a re
primand and caution from Judge
Dwinal ln Municipal Court Satur
day. A fine and costs, amounting
to J37S0 was netted out to the as
sailant. but the sentence was sus
pended.

Carl Lawless of Thorndike meets
Frankie Nelson of Haverhill Friday
night and "Tlie -Mystery Kid" of
Portland stacks up against Micky
Boynton of Jefferson. Other bouts:
Happy Skinner of Rockland vs. JC
O. Bryant of Belfast and Tippy
Larson of Rockland vs. Speedy Sullivan of Portland. Butch Wooster
ol Rockland and Lou Cooper of
Bath will clash Aug. 23.

. .We make a big event of Dollar

Days at Senter Crane’s.

These days have come to mean a

THIS COUPON AND 29 CENTS
Entitles You To a
Dollar 2-Dram Package of
LEIGH PERFUME

drastic cleanup of all summer mer

chandise. Frankly the savings are
great!

assorted odors

’

SATURDAY, AUG. 17

!I
"
p

I
1

With Eddie Dodge of Camden as
instructor, the First Aid class at
Community building has completed
the course, with 21 graduating.
Those who have completed the 1
course are Edgar Ames, Glenys El-1
Hot, Rosalie Harvey, Evelyn Peaslee,
Shirley Firth, Irene Allen, Mildred
Ferrln, Olive Carnes, Nina Greeley, |
Flora Merchant, Catherine Libby, 7
Cynthia Greeley. Ruth Rogers, Bar- ’
bara Rogers, Ruby Elliot, Virginia
Gray, Arlene Sprowl, Annie Brooks. ’
Edith Gray. Agatha Flood and
Mrs. Wilhelmina Fogg.
The Yankee cruiser Lillian was
back in port at the weekend. her|
guests in an ecstatic frame of mind I
over their delightful week afloat,
favored by the Summer's very best
weather. Away again yesterday,
with plenty of nice rations in
the cook's galley and a fine time
ahead for the following persons
who have signed up for the cruise:
Louise A. Jupenlay, Rochester, N
Y„ Oris McCormack, Needham,
Mass.; Ruth McCormick. Needham.
Mass.; Ekina M. Finck, New York;
Florence Riley, Somerset, Mass.;
Anne Fields. New York; Anne Wild,
Medford, Mass.; Leo Ooldberg, Ja
maica, N. Y.; Virginia Chisholm,
Cambridge Mass.; Alma A. Tretan,
Welfare Island. N. Y.; William
Lynch, Allston. Mass.; Dorothy
Moran, West Haven, Conn.; Mar
garet Masterton .West Haven,
Conn., George Gatlbraith, New
York City and Mrs. Dayton Newton,
Rye, N. Y.

.95
1.00
1.10
.25

63x99,
72x99,
72x108,
42x36 Cases,

1.10
1.15
1.25

81x99,
81x108,
90x108,
42x38 Va,

*.27

FOUR YEAR SHEETS
.75
85
.89
.19

63x99,
72x99,
72x108,

42x36 Cases

H. S. Cases,
81x99,
81x108,
42x38i/2,
Montauk,

Hope Cotton,
80 Square Unbleached Cotton,
*4
Lockwood A,
Oilcloth,
Ironing Board Covers,
Crinkle Spreads,
2.98 Moth-Proof Closet,

5 for

1.00
.89
.95

22
8 f°r 1.00

10 yards
11 yards
9 yards
yard

1.00
1.00
].00
.19
.25

Francis McAlary is home on a
fortnight's vacation from his duties
with the Beaver Valley Water Co.
in Beaver Falls. Penn. Mr * Mc
MARRIED
Alary is learning the water business
Reynolds-Morre At Camden. Aug 12
from the ground up. and proving a LeRoy J. Reynolds of Boston and Made
credit to his father who is super leine O. Morre of Lynn. Mass. By
John L. Tewksbury. J. P
intendent of the local system.
Putansu-Mcgray-iAt Rockland. Aug.
Motor cars driven by Adelbert
Leonard of Camden and Timothy
McCarthy of Jamaica Plain were
in collision on Camden street late
Saturday night, due it was said to
a blowout on the Leonard car. The
Massachusettes man had a bruised
hand and wrist. The accident did
not end there, as an Old Town car
collided with the police patrol and
Cobb Peterson's beach wagon while
trying to pass the scene of the ac
cident.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of RusseU Havener
who died Aug. 12. 1939
Peacefully sleeping, resting at last
The world's weary trouble and trials
are past.
In silence he suffered, in patience he
bore,
TUI God called him home to suffer
no more.
Father, mother, sisters and brothers.

Church fair Owls Head Com
munity Building. Wednesday after
noon. Chicken pie supper, 5.30;
Not until exactly the right per
adults 50c, children 35c —adv. 97-lt fect peaches were obtainable would
E. & M. produce their Fresh Fruit
Peach Ice Cream. It Ls here nowfresh and supremely delicious—at
all E. & M. dealers.—adv

DANCE

Highland Grange Hall
EAST WARREN

Friday, August 16
Admission 15c and 25c

DANCING
Every Wed.
AT

Sox, to close,
29c Wool Anklets,

4 for

15c and 19c Anklets,

Men's 15c Hose,

8 for
5 for
8 for

Mens' 25c Hose,

5 for

Men's 19c Hose,

7 for

25c Anklets,

GLEN
COVE
Music By

BUD CLARK AND HIS BAND
Featuring Ernie Munro, Jr., Vocalist
97* It

HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES

.09
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

.39
.69
1.39
1.98

59c Fabric Gloves,
1.00 Van Raalte Gloves,

1.98 Doeskin Gloves,
2.98 Doeskin Gloves,

114-112 LIMEROCK STREET
KOCKLAND, MX.

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. <42
KOCKLAND. MB.
44-tt

119-tt

COATS
s5.OOs7.5O

ABOUT
HALF
PRICE

Bathing Suits, reg, 1.00 to 3.98,
Slack Suits, 1.98 and up,

Play Suits, Jackets, etc.,

Values to 15.50

UNDERWEAR

CHILDREN’S COATS
$3.00 - $5.00
Values to 9.50

59c Van Raalte Chiffons,

3 f°r $1.00
2 for 1.00

Children's 29c Undies,

4 for

39c Tricot Undies,

1.00

Less 10%
1.00
$3.50

All Glove Silk Undies,

1.98 Slips, odd lots,

5.00 LeGant Corselettes,

LINENS, TOWELS

Part Linen Crash,

1.00

25c Turkish Towels,

.88
.88
.59
.69
.88
1.00
1.00
.69

79c Bath Rugs,

5 for

Men's 25c Ties,

All Wool Sleeveless Sweaters,

1.00 Sport Shirts,
69c Sport Shirts,
Boys' 79c Slacks,
Boys’ 98c Slacks,

Boys' 1.19 Slacks,
1.59 Swim Tights,

1.00 Swim Tights,

18 inch Linen Napkins,

doz.

.59
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
.23
2.39
.17
2.00
3.98

20 inch Linen Napkins,

doz.

4.75

Luncheon Sets, reg. 1.00,
8 yards

8 f°r
2 for

Green Toweling for beachwear,

2 yards

Heavy Turkish Towels, 20x40,

Lace Filet Cloths, 72x90,
Linen Dish Towels,
Linen Damask Sets, 55x67-4,

6.00

8.50 Lace Bed Spreads,

NEEDLEPOINT AND YARN
All Needlepoint in stock,

Tapestry Wool, reg. 21c,

10% Off
6 for 1.00

BARGAIN AniC SPECIALS
♦* U f-’I V-

Ladies’ 1.98 Dresses,

Ladies' 2.98 Dresses,
Famous Mystery Hose,

39 inch Unbleached Cotton,

Misses’ and Ladies' Anklets,

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

We never carry Sportswear over!

1.19

White Enamelware, red trim,

TELEPHONES
IM. 781-1 »r 741-11

1.98
.39

yard

GREAT HALF PRICE SALE

SPRING AND SUMMER

Men's 1.59 Shirts,

Gray Enamelware,

•

1.50
1.59
1.00
1.29
.19

$2.00

.88

Boys' Sneakers,

FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

1.00

Oablets, Sherbets, Cocktails

2.50 Bird Baths,
59c Damask Brocade,

Mens' 1.00 Shirts,

Percale, fast color,

Ambulance Service

Rugs, Hit or Miss, size 18x36,
Grass Rugs, size 4x7, at
,89’
India Stencil Rugs, 27x54,
India Stencil Rugs, 3x6,
1.98 Hammered Metal Bridge Lamps,
1.39 Card Tables,
Tilt Top Coffee Tables,
Crystal Stemware,

IN THE BOYS’ DEPARTMENT

DOOR PRIZE

BURPEE'S

Values to 12.50

Madras Curtains, Special,

BATES NAUTICAL SPREADS, $1.98

Summer Hats,

87Ttf

Summer Dresses

Odd Curtains and Drapes,

SPORTSWEAR

$1.19

Nylon Hosiery,

; :>:•>

DANCE
At White Oak Grange
No. Warren, Tuesday, Aug 13

Our Complete Stock of

15c and 19c Curtain Materials,

Cottage Sets, closeout,

HOSIERY AND ACCESSORIES

To soften shoe polish that has
hardened pour a little turpentine
over it.

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

SUMMER DRESSES
$2.00 $3.00 $5.00

.59
1.00
.10
2 for
1.00
’/2 Price
pair 1.00
.15
3x6, at
.50

Dollar Days

48 in. Cushion Dot, Ruffled Curtains,

EVENING DRESSES,

a.

10. William Putansu of Waldoboro, and
Mrs. Mertie Mcgray of Madison —By
Rev J. Charles MacDonald
Staples-Weaver At Rockland. Aug
10. WUliam Staples of Rockland and
Mias Dorothy Weaver of Thomaston.—
By Rev J Charles MacDonald
Saunders-Philbrook — At Rockland.
Aug 10. Donald Saunden and Miss
Barbara Philbrook. both of Rockland.
—By Rev. J. Charles MacDonald

Real Scranton Nets,

.69
1.98

BORN
DeMass—At Rockland. Aug 4. to Mr.
and Mrs Ernest DeMa-s a daughter—
Caroline LucUle. weight 8 nounds
Arau—At Camden Community Hos
pital, Aug 9. to Mr. and Mrs Louis
Arau. a daughter.
McGrath At Camden Community
Hospital. Aug. 11. to Mr. and Mrs.
Francis McGrath, a son
Hurley At Knox Hospital Aug 8. to
Mr and Mn Ralph Hurley iMarle
Dorgan I of Providence,
I., a daugh
ter—Patricia Marie (Correction]

CURTAINS, HOUSE FURNISHINGS

PEQUOTor LADY PEPPERELL SHEETS

39c Sweaters,
Boys’ and Men’s Dungarees,
*. ..
7l»
•

«• fi’.J

BAGS, TOILET GOODS

:

$1.49
1.98
2 for
1.00
.07
.29
.11
.49
,09 and .121/z
.15 to .89
.09
.25
.59 and .69

2.98 Summer Hand Bags,
1.98 Summer Hand Bags,
1.00 Jewelry,

Salesmen’s Samples

2 for

59c Jewelry,
29c Jewelry,
39c Boutonniere Flowers,

1.00 Tress Curling Comb,

60c Fresh,

.11

Vajad Napkins,
Park Royal Face Tissue, 500's,

25c Dorothy Deane Toiletries,
67c Alco-Bay Rum-Witch Hazel deal,

5 for

50c Stationery,

4 for

■ fl

s‘

$1.50
1.00
1.00
.25
.10
.25
.25
.43
.19
1.00
.50
1.00

WALDOBORO
ftftftft
MRS. LOUISE MJl/USg
(Dorresponden$
ft ft ft ft
Tel. 27

Every-Other-Day
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Standard Weights

Jn The Northern Tier Oi Towns

Standard weight per bushel as pro-,
sided by Section 38 of the Revised
Statutes as amenaed by Public Laws
of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut
it out and keep for references.
1 Bushel—Lbs
Apples ...............~.......-.............. ~ 44
Apples, dried ......................... •• 25
Barley . .......................................... 48
Beans .......
60
Beans. Lima..........................
56
Beans, shell _............ -.............. - 28
Beans. Soy................—.—............ 58 '
Beans, scarlet or white, runner,
pole ...........
50
Beans, string ....... -...................... 24
Beans. Windsor (broad) ............ 47
Beets . ....................................—60
Beets, mangel-wurzel ................. 60 |
Beets, sugar.... _...................
69
Beets, turnip....... -................... — 60
Beet Greens................................. 12
A street scene in Appleton, showing Riverside hall, scene of many fine entertainments.
Blackberries ...............................
40
—Photo by Dow.
BlueberTies ................................. - 42
58
Bran and Shorts........................ 20 Pears ............
00
Buckwheat ...............
48 Peas, smooth
Carrots ....-...... -...............
50 Peas, wrinkled .....-..................... 56
£Orn cracked .............................. 50 i Peas, unshelled, green
28
Corn. Indian ............ -....... .......
56 Potatoes ......... ........................__ 60
Cranberries ---32 Potatoes, sweet........... ............... 54
Currants —..........-...... —.... —— 40 Quinces ..... -................ -............... 48

WARREN
ftftftft
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 40

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle
l1

2

3

4

“i 8

7
1

9

to

II

12

5

b
L

ii

W
b
Mrs. Maud Silva of Medford,
KSS
18
15
16
17
IH
Mass., who has been visiting ln
W
Thomaston, was guest Friday of
20
21
2i
19
Mrs. Willard Wylie.
w
Mrs. William Stickney and Mrs. |
fe 24
25 i 26
23
Helen Hilton gave a birthday party
at their heme recently, compliment
30
29
27 2ft *
ing Joseph Stickney. Mr Stickney
received several nice gifts, among
32
31
them a birthday cake made by Mrs.
Ralph Stickney of Rcckland. Pres
38 39
35
36 37
33
ent were Mr. and Mrs. William
Stickney and sons. Richard and
HO
41
42
William of Framingham. Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stickney of
SW
4b
this town. Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gaspar
47
44
45
43
and two daughters of Thomaston,
w
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stickney and
51
w 48
50
49
son. fiugene and Mrs. Clara Ler
w
SW
mond of Rockland.
1
53
52
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Reever and
son John of Beverly .Mass, have
r
54
been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Oeorge Newbert.
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
Tlie Long Cove Sewing Circle
1-Pertalning to a
13- Telegram
40- Comfort
and Finnish Coffee Committee will
41- At any time
14- Bulwarkt
court
hold an auction and Finnish Relief
15- Literary presenta
42- A Russian title
7- Box
Benefit program next Saturday
tion of a subject
43- Sainte (abbr.)
8- Course of food
night at Glover hall.
45-Half an em
17- Female head of a
IO-Saturate
Over one-third oof a mile of State 14-Speck
47- A little girl
school
.......... ...... 40
Dandelions .......... —..... -............ 12 ,
48- lntersecting
18- Colonists
highway is being built on the West 16- Near by
..................
44
20- Enigma
52- Shower
Feed-----------50 | Rice, rough
ern road to Union, between the Erk- 17- Prefix. Wrong
21- Offer
53- Paper measure
56
56 Rye ... ............ ............. —................
.......
Flaxseed _____ ___ —
kila place and the Edwin Kalloch 19- Makee a mistake
24-Ooze
20- Tumult
54- Seesawed
(Second Installment)
flrst •baptistry was installed and
<0
U 8alt. coarse _......................______
_....
bridge. The first coat of ta rhas
Hair....................................
28-Act
Mr. Barrows seems to have used Oct. 26. 1903. Evangelistic ef been applied on the western road to 22- lgnite
VERTICAL
________
70
•
12
Salt.
Turk's
Island
....
.
.....
....
28-Jumbled type
23- Salary
Kale _________ ____
forts were made by Evangelist
1- Country of Asia
30-A continent (abbr.)
Union from the Howes place in 24- Transgressed
70 Salt, fine________________
________ 60 preached hell and damnation with
Lime__ ___ ——.....
Cochrane and Perley Miller with
(abbr.)
34-Tardy
Union to the Fuller brock bridge at 26- Place
________
60 all its ran ifications. and evidently
50 I Salt. Liverpool ................
......
Meal (except oatmeal)
little success. Mr Hussey remained
2- Employed
36- Birds (Latin)
27- lmitated
North
Warren.
2'4
miles
of
which
________
60
50
Seed^alfalfa
.
......................
the people liked it for the morning | four years and received 29 into the
37- A number (pi.)
Meal, corn------------------- ------- 50
3- The (Ger.)
29-Bird home
come
ln
Warren,
and
1*-..
miles
ln
________
50 services and prayer meetings were membership of the church. Those
39-lnvade suddenly
’
50 Seed, clover .. ........................
4- Girl's name
31- Bound
Meal, rye___________ 1— — 50
Union.
5- -Small inland islands 44-Large lake
32- Beloved
________
44
.. increased, and at the eve- i remaining 40
da;. .are~?*rS'
Millet, Japanese ..... ................... - 35 Seed, hemp........... ...............
Thirty members of the Baptist 33- One hundred fifty6- The sheltered side
46-Olrk (Scot.)
iff services the building would be Viola Durgen. Mrs. Edith Robin
Oats .......___ .... ____ ...............— 32 Seed, herdsgrass ------------48- Feline
9-lnflamed place on
I n ng
one
Women's Mission Circle and their
son.
Ray
D.
Robinson.
Mrs.
Emma
49- Unit
the skin
35-Covered with a film
Onions _____________________ 52 Seed. Hungarian grass------------- 48 cicwded to its utter capacity. In
Seavey, Mrs. Ina Overlock. Miss famUies met Thursday at the Bel
50- lrregular (abbr.)
11-Chief
of metal
8
Timothy ........ — ...of the growth of the mem- EUa Ladd and Mrs. Helen Atkins fast City Park for a picnic.
Parsley __________
51- Go about aimlessly
12- Short jacket
Dr. and Mrs. Forrest T. Bangs of 38-Before
Parsnips ________
Eldridge
..........
ubershlp and the material prosperity
Belmont.
Mass.,
have
been
guests
Seed,
orchard
grass
--------------14
H
a
I Peaches, dried........------- -------- 33
The next pastor was Rev. H. S.
Welt.
14 of the church- the salarV had not
Mrs May Starrett of Portland.
i Seed redtop
Kilborn.
Mr. Kilborn served ___
the of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Oordon while children of Mr and Mrs. Arnold
Mrs Lawrence Nadeau returned Peanuts,’. green —...................... 22
20 Seed. Sea Island cotton "_—— 44 advanced beyond 6700. In his _____
______________________
church efficiently and with consid- visiting other relatives in this local- Teague of Union spent the weekend who has been with her sister. Mrs.
Monday from a visit in Brookline. Peanuts,
with their grandmother. Mrs. L-a Mcntell Ross. in Waldboro. has reSeed, sorghum............................... 50 re’ignation Mr. Barrows says. "The ,rablereligious ferver. During this j lt\’1
Mass., with her sister, Mrs. George
Mrs. George Gibson, son Oeorge j Teague during the absence of their turned to the home of anothersispastorate gifts andbequests were
Gertrude Benner. Mrs. Fannie Oray. Seed, upland cotton_ 30; financial support that as a church
Brown.
and daughter. Miss Edna Oibson and parents, who enjoyed a weekend ter. Mrs Chester Wallace, for the
Mrs M. R. Tonkin. Mrs. J. O. Mrs. Bessie Benner. Mrs. Maude Spinach ___________ ..............._ _ 12! you give a pastor is not sufficient left to the church amounting to her grandson, all of Can on. Miss., motor trip Into New Hampshire remainder of a vacation.
over
$3500.
Hon.
Moses
R.
Mathews
Keller. Mrs. W H. Oreen and J. F Ralph. Mrs. Pauline Wallace. Mrs. Strawberries
-- ---------------— 40 t0 meet the need of myself and
-----------------,,
...
gave $1,000. the interest to be used are spending a vacation at Ed- Vermont, and New York, accomHawthorn of Ansonia. Conn., and Bertha Moody. Mrs. Nellie Benner, Tomatoes ..... .............................
- 56 ,,
u
j famiiv. and for this reason it for fQr {he church Jabez R Mom. ward Clements place, which Mrs. panied by Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Dollar Days in Rockland. Aug.
Mrs. W. H. Wilson of Plainville, Miss Jane Dutton and Mrs. Kath Turnips. English ------------------- 50 j no other. j believe that my rela- eomery donated $1,000 without con- Gibson. niece of the late Edward
Whitehill of Thomaston.
16-17.
Record smashing values.
Conn., spent the past week at Open erine Eugley. A picnic supper was
Clements, bought from the other
Turnips.
rutabaga
------------60
tion
as
your
pastor
should
termincations.
Deacon
Leander
S.
RobArthur
Wotton
Is
employed
at
the
$100
in
free
cash prizes. Reduced
Gates returning Monday to their served by the out-of-town fireplace I Wheat ---- —......... ...... ——..... — 58 ate."
inson gave 10 shares of the capital heirs.
farm of Chester Wallace during fares on island steamboats,
homes in Connecticut.
at the Crowell home.
This sugestion, while too late to stock of the Thomaston National * *Yr an<L Mrs Joseph Stickney the blueberry season.
----- ~
"—
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Day ac-‘:andard weight of a
Mrs. Dorothy Dutton was hostess
William and Richard of
be of benefit to him. evidently did Bank, the interest to be used for and sens
5604 W
Esther Smith ls visiting her aunt, COURIER-GAZETTE WANT AUS
companied
by
a
party
of
15
people
j
barrel
of
Flour
is
.............
196
lbs
Friday night to the Mending Club
help in the calling of the ne\t church purposes and later installed Framingham. Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Montell Ross ln Waldoboro.
WORK WONDERS
at the home of her sister, Mrs. spent Saturday at Cadillac Moun- | The standard weight of a
Mrs. Ralph Stickney of Rockland
Olive Crowell. Guests were Mrs. tain.
barrel of Potatoes is.......... 165 lbs. pastor, as he was called on a salary the Memorial Window. Mrs. Irene enjoyed a recent picnic at Saga
of $800. During the ministry of Robinson left the church $500. Ex. The standard weight of a
Mr. Barrows two of our present tensive repairs and additions were more Park. Camden.
barrel of Sweet Potatoes is 150 lbs.
Program numbers at a Finnish
oldest members came into the fel- made to the vestry, church and
Destroyers ior Britain Urged
lowship of this church. Mrs. Emily parsonage. Sixteen were added to Rel.ef Benefit held at Glover hal!,
Hodgkins. George E. Libby and Ed- the church by baptism. Of that Saturday night were: Saxophone
SIMONTON
number we call the roll for—Ray- solo by Wilho Elgland of Long Cove:
Mrs. Jessie Harriman and chil win Carroll.
Rev.
Albert
Green
was
the
next
mond Watte. Mrs Sadie French, ■ org by Hannes Rabcll of New Ycrk
dren of Auburn and Miss Ruth Marpastor.
His
two-year
pastorate
Dexter
Selden Robinson. Mrs City; story by Hilma Sulkanen of
I cello.
N.. of
Portland,
re- proved him t0 be 8 preat worker- »' Chissle Hart.
turnedRhome
after
snend’nehave
several
Trone. Miss Bertha E. Hart
Y°rk C/ty: violln Sections by
turned nome alter spenoin, several man with
-.i»w deep spiritual convic __ ,
.
Albert
nf New
Npw York
Vnrt ratv
Albert Stenbere
Stenberg of
City;
ar.d
Mrs.
Doris
Overlook
days with their mother. Mrs. Sarah
tions and a determination to make . Rev. Robert Carey was pastor poem by John Puolakka and Mrs. U. |
Marcello.
thtm known. Thirty-four members from August 1911 to April 1913. It J Laiho of Warren; poem by Hilma '
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Carroll were I werp added to the church. Of that is interesting to note that during Sulkanen and Anna Arola of New
callers recently on Mr and Mrs ' number five, are still members—Mrs. this time the pew-holders voted to York city: and song by W Maltnen
Henry Carvers An evening of card J Eisie Copeland. Mrs Grace M. paint the church and accepted an of New York city. A collection
games was enjoyed.
j starrett. Mrs. Lizzie Waltz. Deacon assessment of $225 for that purpose. amounting to $22.40 was taken to
There was no dance at Communi- Herbert Waltz and Mrs. Annie Later a gfit of $100 was received buy two flags, one American and the
ty hall Saturday because of the Spear.
from Mrs. Inez Brown.
Perley other. Finnish, to be displayed at
Carnival-Regatta at Rockport.
Rev. Samuel H Emery came to Miller again conducted evangelis- Olover hall curing tne Finnish re
Mr. and Mrs. Bemest York and ichurch in 1890 During his I tic services without apparent re- lief programs. Tasty cakes were
family and Mrs. Emma Patterson of j ministry of three years some minor suits. Receifed at this time were— auctioned off by Otto Karl cf Union,
Belfast were callers Sunday at the I repairs were made on the church Mrs. Eva Cogan, Mrs. Edith Wot- who also was master of ceremonies
and frcm the cake auction, $13.30
home cf Mr and Mrs. Harold 1 property and back bills were paid. ton and Mr. Herman Payson.
was received. The auction and pro
‘ He is the first pastor of whom
Buzzell.
(To be continued)
gram were followed by dancing.
Mrs. Chesley Cripps, Katheryn record is made of his having an
Miss Maud Eagles will be chairTurner and Kenneth Turner mo afternoon service. These services
| man of the public supper to be
tored Sunday to their home in Bur were held somewhere on the
served Thursday at 6 at the Baptist
lington. where they attended thc Middle road. Twenty-eight united The Youth in Business
Church.
family reunion. Miss Turner, who;
t^le church in 1891-92. From
By C. E. Johnston
Mrs. Montell Ross and children,
has been spending the past week
ministry we have—Miss FlorEunice and Donald of Waldoboro
here. remained at her home there. I ence Tolman, Mrs. Clara Smith,
Dean, School/ of Bu/ine//
were recent guests of Mrs. Chester;
International Corretpondence
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Simonton Mrs Fannie Tan. Mrs. Marilla
Wallace.
Schooh
motored Monday to Portsmouth. N. Copeland and Mrs. Martha Watte.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thompson1
Rev. Herbert Thayer followed Mr.
aeats are often “all sold out” on “THE
H., where they were guests of Mr.
EAST WIND"—gay-cclored silver and
Emery. It has been said of Mr.
and Mrs. Lester Havener.
HE youth who for the past sev- of Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs.
canarj Train which makes a daylight
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Carver were Thayer in past history, that he had
ieral years has been eagerly Henrj- Miner of this town motored
dash across 9 States between Maine,
a quiet pastorate of five years, yet. awaiting an opportunity to get Wednesday to Portland.
callers Sunday in Union.
New Hampshire. Massachusetts. Con
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C. Cutting
Warren Bachelor has returned to as we review the facte, one is led ahead on the Job should take a
necticut. Ne v York. New Jersey. Penn
to
wonder
If
it
were
not
a
very
self-inventory
now.
The
state
of
of
South
Portland
have
leased
the
Massachusetts after spending a week
sylvania. Delaware, Maryland and
vigorous
ministry,
disguised
by
the
affairs
which
has
developed
recent,
Jameson
house
for
the
month.
at the home of Arthur Hawes. Hls
Washington. Don't be disappointed by
calm ar.d quiet of the man. I.read ly.in the United States as the reMiss Mildred Jackson who has
failing to get reservations and tickets
JF THE BRITISH FLEET fell to the dictators, our battle fleet would wife and daughter will remain here ♦v,.. w.
,
j
.
I suit of the war in Europe means been a patient at Knox Hospital,
that
he
left
many
friends
and
no
that
more
and
more
hi?hl
y
trained
for a longer visit.
ln advance.
be outnumbered more than two to one by the capital ships of Germany,
is
now
at
"Galashiels,"
the
George
Miss Margaret Walker is able to enemies, and considerable work people will be needed by business
Italy, and Japan, as shown ln the above chart ot our two-ocean pro
"THE EAST WIND" is thc new
was done on the church both in- and industry. There will be no Walker cottage at Martin's Point.
tection today, prepared by the Committee to Defend America by Aiding be out after her recent illness.
train with luxury supreme. In
side
and
out.
Steeple
repaired,
a
great
number
of
new
types
of
jobs,
Mr.
and
Mrs
Charles
Williams
|
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Morton and
tbe Allies, of which William Allen Wblte Is chairman. Sale ot sixty
dividually reserved, reclining
but
there
will
be
an
Increased
de

of
South
Braintree,
Mass.,
and
Mr.
steel
ceiling
put
in
and
decorated,
over age United States destroyers, of the 162 left over from the World family ol Camden spent Sunday at
chairs; Luxurious Smart Tavernmand
for
skilled
and
trained
per

and Mrs. Charles Brooks of East
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles and there was not a year that did sons.
War, to Great Britain to aid in ber defense against Nazi and Fascist
Lounge; Bmart Orill Car (56c
Braintree, Mass., returned home
not witness new addition—50 in
meals); Radio; Magazines—yes.
invasion ls urged by tbe Committee, ln tbe interests of our own secur Morton.
Of course, it is not possible tor Friday after being guests of Mr.
all during hls pastorate. Mrs. Abi- the youth to acquire great skill
even a soda fountain.
ity. Thousands of Committee adherents are now communicating with
and
Mrs.
Fred
Peabody
Cool as the wind It’s named for;
The area of most counties ln the l?ail Boggs left the church $100 in and technical training overnight,
tbe PresidenL Senators, and Congressmen asking that immediate legis
Miss Marion Wallace has re
air-conditioned, of course. Thrifty
United States is roughly between the Thomaston Bank, one-half the but he can begin a program ot
lative action be taken to speed tbe sain of tbe destroyers, which the
—only TWO CENT8 A MILE Ior
100 and 200 miles.
income to go to Home Missions study and self-improvement which turned to Spruce Head Island
Committee savs the United States could easily spare now.
all ite comforts.
from this church and the other will make him a decided factor in where she is employed for the re
Capacity Limited—Buy Your seat
half to go to the Bible Society. Mrs. the nation's plan of preparedness mainder of the Summer at “Cen
NOW.
Elizabeth Robinson left $200, thc and self-defense. With the steadily tury" the Summer cottage of Mrs.
increasing tempo of business, Jobs
interest to be used for church pur will appear and he who has the Ruth B. Spear.
—he topped his league poses. Of those received during necessary training and background Mrs Glenwood Reever of Beverly,
Mass., who passed two weeks at
that period, there remain still in will be given the first call.
in pitching last year
membership—Mrs. Elizabeth Rob
Our great factories and plants Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert's has
inson. Mrs. Hattie Robinson. Msr. are beginning to hum with activity returned to Province Lake, N. H.,
Alice M. Gordon, Miss Bertha and thousands of men who have to finish a vacation. Mr. and Mrs.
MY CIGARETTE
Teague. Mrs. Edith Spear and Mrs. been "marking time” until they Newbert motored there and were
could get back to a regular Job, her guests over the weekend.
HAS TO BE MILO.
Lizzie Young.
are returning to work. Some of
Rev. George S. Chase was the these men. many, in fact, have
Miss Elizabeth Thomas of South
CAMELS BURN
next pastor, coming to the church gone into other fields of work. Braintree. Mass., is visiting Mr.
(Eastern Standard Time)
SLOWER AND GIVE
some five months after Mr. Thayer; There will be a certain number of and Mrs. William Cunningham.
SWAN
’S ISLAND LINE
vacancies
at
the
bottom
of
the
the church having called Rev.
Mr and Mrs. Leland Philbrook
ME EXTRA MILDNESS.
STEAMER NORTH IIAVEN
Theodore F. White who died before scale, but the great demand will be and lamily. Mrs. P. D. Strarett and
Effective June 20 to September 15. Inclusive
I LIKE ALL THOSE
actually taking up the pastorate for men with special training. Here guest. Mrs. Merton Thayer of
the chance that the young man Brockton, Mass., visited Mr. and
Read Down
and later called Rev. Edwin C. is
with
ambition
has
been
seeking
—
OTHER EXTRAS IN
Dally
Daily
Whittemore unsuccessfully.
The the chance to show what he can do Mrs. George Gonla of Quincy,
Except
Run.
Exeepl
Sun
CAMELS. TOO
Sun.
Only
delay had not been best for the with the knowledge he has been ac Mass., Sunday at Crescent Beach’
Run.
Only
A-M.P.M.A.M.
church and Mr. Chase found a very quiring. Much depends upon these Mr. and Mrs. Gonia returned home
A.M.P.M.P.M.
• In recent laboratory tests, CAMELS burned
4.30 S.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
low Spiritual atmosphere. During young men ln this hour of concern Monday.
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH IIAVEN,
25% slower than the average of the 15 other
Ar. 10 55 6.00 4.35
Frank Burns, who has been with |
this pastorate the church celebrated 'or our American way of life.
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Ar, [ 9.50 5.00 3.25
ite 100th anniversary. It was at
his aunt, Mrs. Nellie Orbeton, and i
of the largest-selling brands tested—slower
7.50|
111.30 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
Lv. 1 8.45>
12.15
his uncle, E. G. Burns. In North ]
this celebration that the history of
than any of them. That means, on the average, ’
Read Up
Warren for a vacation returned I
the
church,
so
ably
written
by
a smoking plus equal to
Deacon James M. Studley, was
Sunday to Bronxville, N. Y. He
VINALHAVEN LINE
read by Pastor Chase, Deacon Stud
was accompanied home by his aunt,
WATER PIPES RENEWED
STEAMER W. S. WHITE
ley having met with a fatal acci
Mrs. Kate Stetson of Bronxville,
AND WIRED OUT
Read Down
NEW SEWERS LAID
dent and passing away just prior
who had been weekend guest at
Dally
.
Dal,y j »,
• ►,
CET THE “EXTRAS” WITH SLOWER-BURNING
Except^ Dally B =
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
F.xrepl *to the services. During his min
the Orbeton home. Mrs. Burns and
Sat. 4x5 Except = 5
Sat A cZ 5 Dally
PLUGGED
istry of over three years 20 were
the family will remain until Sep
Sun.
Sun.
Sun
EXTRA SMOKES
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
tember.
added to the church, of whom the
A.M.A.M.P.M.A.M.
A.M.A.M.P.M.
AND CEMENT WORK
following are with us—Mrs. Alice
5.00 *8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Schools will reopen Sept. 3.
Ar. ,9.45 11.45 5.30
PER PACK!
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
1 9.05
j Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
1
1
1
Greenlaw, Mrs. Lucy Hart, Mrs.
Mrs. Winnie Sherman has re
6.15 10.00 3.30 9.151 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Lv. 18.30 10.30 4.15
Margaret Page, Mrs. Lena Carroll,
turned to Waldoboro after passing
Read Up
Arthur Peabody and Clifford Spear.
a week at the home of Mrs. Isa
* New York train connection Saturday only.
TEL. 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
Teague.
In September 1902, Rev. A. C.

Supt. and Mrs. A. D. Gray left
Monday for Blue Hill where Mrs.
Gray will visit relatives, Mr. Gray
going on to Castine where he will
attend the Superintendents’ Con
ference. They will return home
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Packard and
two children were callers Saturday
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A.
D. Gray. Mr. Packard a former
principal at Jefferson High School j
is now principal of Plummer
Academy.
Miss Clara Gay and Mtss Dora
Gay in company with their guest.
Miss Harriet Smith of Boston are
on a motor trip around the Gaspe
Peninsula.
Miss Helen Perkins and Mrs.
Elizabeth Costello of New York are
spending some time at the home
of Mrs. Richard Elkins.
Prof, and Mrs. Avery Lambert of
Iowa City, Iowa, are occupying the
cottage owned by Mrs. Leola Oliver
during August.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stenger
of Hartford are visiting his par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stenger.
Carl Glidden, daughter Harriet
and son. Webber of Laconia. N. J.,
left Monday for their home after
passing several days with Mr. Gildden s father, Ernest A. Glidden.
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Dag
gett of Springfield. Mo., have been
calling on friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Burns and
family have moved from Marble
avenue to the apartment formerly
occupied by Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Davis on Church street.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Smith of
Brunswick were visitors Sunday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Osborne

WARREN BAPTIST CHURCH

Members At 140th Anniversary Hear
History Prepared By Rev. Wm. Stackhouse

T

BUCX/WERS

MAINE CENTRAL R.R

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

EXTRA MILDNESS
EXTRA COOLNESS
EXTRA FLAVOR

NOW IS THE TIME!

5

CAMELS

THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

S. E. EATON

Hussey oame to the pastorate The 1

Frank, Philip and Jean Teague,

78-tf

Every-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN
«« ««
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent
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THE HERMIT OF MAINE

Page Five

OWL’S HEAD

DAREDEVIL DRIVERS DEFY DEATH

BLUEBELLS

I could full down and worship.
I have seen

Mrs. Frances Dow who is emploved tn Augusta was a weekend Bluebells beneath the spreading trees.
,i,„

„r

........ 1 Great tides of amethyst chasing a blue

visitor at t.ie nome of her parents, >

New arrivals at “The Moors,"
Lane's Island are Prof, and Mrs.
James Mason of Ithaca, N. Y.; (Miss
Margaret Rumbeck of Sharon,
Mass.; Miss Beatrice Atlas of New
York city and Samuel 3'.ewart of'
Chicago, Ill.
Ouests ot Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Lane at Camo Alyoica, Shore Acres
for over Sunday were Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Smith of Portland. Mr. and
Mrs. Pred Fairbrothcr. ML: Mil
dred Pairbrother, Joseph Korda of
Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Aines .Mrs. Ella
E. Ames, C. Meservey P. Ames and
Malcclm Whittington, enjoyed a
meter boat sail Thursday to Ston
ington on the launch "Thor." A |
fine denner was served on board.1
thc boat alter which an auto ride
was enjoyed around the Island up
to the Deer Isle Bridge in cne of
the Cleveland Express pleasure
cars.
Almost everybody who visits thc Desert of Maine goes to see “The
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Cleaver
of New York nre guests at Lee Shore | Hermit of Maine.” Charles Coffin is very proud of his ancestry, having
descended from a long line of Coffin shipbuilders and sea captains. He is
Country Club.
shewn dinlaying a pair of handcuffs brought him by his grandfather from
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of (hr frigate “Savannah,” and a Portuguese cutlass used in a bloody scrap
Waterville were guests Sunday of ‘ aboard a Malay pirate ship in which his grandfather played a prominent
hls parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon San- part.
—Photo by Alton Hall Blackington.
bom.
________________________________________________________________
Mrs. Eva Smith of Hyde Park,
Mass , is visiting Mr and Mrs. La
fayette Smith.
iMr. and Mrs. Ezra Conway, are
in Stonington for the Summer
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
Mrs. Emma Mills of Quincy. Mass.,
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
• guest of her sister, Mrs. Rena
ford: WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
.Johnson.
Edwin Maddocks of Weymouth.
There used to be a song about i a buttered baking dish, cake batMass., arrived Saturday.
J
"the little things ln life" and the ter to which a teaspoon of grated
3?'^^’27^,old tune runs through our head orange rind had been added, poured
liam Bruce and Douglass Qilchrest sometimes when we eat particular- I over, the cake and then, rich heavy
were home from Whitinsville. Mass ly delectable and dicerent ,food. ' cream with a few drops of almond
for over the weekend.
Its almost always the little things extract added to serve with the
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hi.dinss tpa| make that food memorable warm upside down cake.
and Mr. and Mrs. Elijah York visit- stopping by “The Cellar” last week
It's almost the last call for your
ed in Stonington Saturday, making a fascinating cocktail lounge that Edgar Guest picture poems you
the trip in Mr Hildtaigs high pow- looks out over YorK Haroor. we can have by sending an Indian
ered motorboat, Eagle.
had the most delicious “mouth-ful" head girl cut from a carton or roll
Mrs. Cora Carlon. arrived Satur- sandwiches with tall cool drinks of Land O' l akes butter with a
day from Belmont, Mass.
White meat of chicken djsted with dime to Marjorie Mills. Yankee
pepper between squares of fine Network. Boston, or your own sta
bread and butter, chunks of tender tion. The "picture poems' are
New Undtr-arm
lobster In good mayonnaise for the large pictures, with the poems, “A
Cream Deodorant other sandwiches. <Or you could Heap O' Livin'" and "Boy or Girl",
buy the hickory' smoked salt to and picture engraved in sepia gra
safely
dust over chicken or turkey for a vure on antique paper, suitable for
Stops Perspiration flavor that will make everyone mur framing. They would make a
lovely gift or you'd like them
mur. "What is it."
"The Cellar ' is a feature of the framed and hung in your own home.
I Hillcrolt Inn where Florence Smith
Here's an offer that needs no
| also regales her guests with chicken money at all. Send three labels
salad to which white grapes have from Rival Dog Food with your
own name and adress. and get a
been added.
Do vou ever stuff tomatoes with 4C-page illustrated book. "Dogs of
diced chicken, celery, white grapes the World ' showing 111 breeds of
and a few toasted almonds? A dogs in full color. The book is
mixture of seedless grapes, cucum free—and Invaluable to dog owners
1. Does fcr t rot dresses, does
ber cubes and tuna with mayon and lovers. Send to Marjorie Mills.
not irritate skin.
naise makes another stuffed toma Yankee Network. Boston or your
2. Nowaitingtodry.Canbcuscd
own station
to salad we like.
right after shaving.
If you will send us a card, for
3. Instantly stops perspiration
A dessert that's making a hit at
for 1 to J days Removes odor
York Harbor is a mixture of rich the brand ntw Nestle Cookie Book
from perspiration.
vanilla lee cream and raspberry we can send you an illustrated leaf
4. A pure,white.greaseless,stain
Ice beaten together in the serving let of Nestle £emi-Sweet Chocolate
less vanishing cream.
bowl til there are swirls of both cookie receives, a grand little col
5. Arrid has been awarded the
to be served in stemmed glasses lection of cookies you ll adore mak
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for
with slices of sponge cake or lady ing, hot off the press. It's free for
being harmless to fabrics.
the asking and so is the Morrell
fingers.
25 MILLION jars of Arrid
Getting back to salads. If you’re book. “Mr. Ham Goes to Town," a
have been aold. Try a jar today!
| tired of cole slaw, try six peeled book of ideas for serving Morrell
! tart apples put through the food E-Z Cut Ham ft’ new and unusual
I chopper with a red pepper or pim- ways, also recipes. Address Mar
’ iento. a seeded green pepper, one jorie Mills. Yankee Network, Bos
At all Morn ^riling toilet gnoda
39* • J(aliao in IO/ at»l
)ar» >
peeled onion . . . use the coarse ton. or your own station for the
blade, of course, and then season free booklets.
with salt and paprika and blend Orange Peko Sherbet
Make 2 quarts of Tetley orange
with sour cream or mayonnaise.
A slick relish with cold meats or pekoe tea. average strength, by us
ual method. Strain and cool. Mix
with baked beans.
We had a blueberry upside down the tea with juice of 3 lemons and
cake in Maine, and here again the 1 cup sugar; freeze partially. Add
"little things" did the trick. The beaten whites of 2 eggs, a few
stewed, sweetened blueberries in grains of salt, and finish freezing.
Nestle Krispies
1 bar Nestle s £eml-Sweet Choco
late
BUY A KALAMAZOO. DIRECT TO YOU
2 cups Rice Krispies
1 cup walnuts
Stoves, Heaters, Furnaces and Combinations
H cup ground cocoanut
Vour Old Stove Taken in Trade
Very Easy Terms
1 teaspoon vanilla
Melt the chocolate over slow
Harold B. Kaler, local representative, Washington
97'It
heat. Chop walnuts and add to
thc Krispies and coconut. Remove
melted chocolate from the fire and
stir in the other ingredients. Drop
by spoonfuls on waxed paper and
put in a cool place to harder.. (In
the ice box in Summer. Once they
are hard they wont melt.i
Peach - Plum-and-Aprirnt Butter
Wash 14 pound died apricots.
Cover with cold water. Bring to
boll. Simmer, covered. 15 minutes.
Drain. Measure liquid into large
SOLD AS LOW AS ?5.00 DOWN
preserving kettle. Add water, if
We allow you from one to two years to pay balance
necessary, to make 1'4 cups.
Your oRl stove taken in trade
Wash, peel and remove pits from
about 1 pounds ripe peachps and
This trademark is famous from Maine to California. There
about 3L pounds plums. Put each
are few Americans w ho do not know about it. For nearly 10 years
through
food
chopper.
using
it has meant to people in every part of our country High Quality.
LOW Factory Prices, Fair and Square Dealing.
coarse knife. Measure 1 cups
peaches and 1 cups plums into
When any factory stays in business for 10 years constantly
apricot Juice in kettle. Grind apri
growing bigger and stronger it must be producing a good product
cots jgnd add to other fruits. Bring
al an attractive price. BECAUSE wc sell direct our factory prices
to boil.
arc $25 to StO less than a stove of comparable quality. When that
product wins and holds the friendship of nearly 1.500,000 fami
Simmer, covered. 10 minutes or
lies, it must be a mighty satisfactory, well performing product.
until fruits are tender stirring oc
casionally. Add 6'.. cups sugar and
When it comes to the stoves with which they cook their meals
teaspoon salt. Mix well. Cook
and warm their homes! A MILLION AND A HALF AMERI
slowly until sugar is dissolved and
CAN HOUSEWIVES CAN'T BE WRONG!
mixture bells. Stir constantly. Boil
One hundred and forty-four Models of Coal and Wood
rapidly 10 minutes or until clear
ranges, 15 Styles of Oil Ranges, 12 Styles of Electric Ranges, 12
and of desired consistency. Skim.
Styles of Bettled Gas Ranges. Combination Oil and Elec
Pour into hot sterilized jais ar.d
tric Ranges.
seal Ten lie f-pint Ja-s
Combination Coal-Wood, and Electric Ranges, with dual
String Brans With Rosemary
ovpn in which you can bake either way. Ask the other dealers
2 pounds string beans
if their Combination Electric Stoves have this feature. Combi
Salt and pepper
nation Oil and Bottled Gas Ranges.
4 tablespoons olive oil
Combination Coal-Wood and Bottled Gas Ranges, with a dual
1 clove garlic
oven in which you can bake either way. Ask thc other dealers to
’4 teaspoon rosemary
show you both thc approval of the American Gas Association
String the beans and cut them
and Good Housekeeping on their dual oven stoves. As far as
In half. Put a layer into a sauce
we know they can’t show both.
pan. Sait them, then another lay
Requests for prices, pictures, etc., answered promptly.
er and more salt and so on until
CONSULT US FOR FURNACES
all are in. Add *4 cup water, cover
FACTORY BRANCH STORE AND DISPLAY ROOM
tightly and steam *4 hour over a
I slow heat. Cook down the little
AUGUSTA, MAINE
304 WATER STREET,
water that remains. Heat the oil
95*98
|in a frying pan, add garlic split

too

Aleut

STREAMLINED

1940

EASY

SELL wiik

$10.00 leu than ever belore —
for an EASY with exclusive
Streamlined Wringer! One look
at . ■ . this EASY . . . thia
PRICE, and you know it's
TIME TO BUY NOW!

HRILL wvkers can be Mire nf getting all they want al the Eastern States Exposition In Springfield,

Mass., the wivk of Sept. IS to 21 by watching "Lucky" Teter and his "Hell Drivers" through
T
their program of hulr-ralalng
driving every afternoon at the grandstand, Sunday through Thurs
crash

FEATURES THAT SERVE
THAT STAND UPI

day. "Lucky's" newest stum of jumping an automobile full length over a big bus Is a spine-chiller—
whether he crashes or not!
daughter Nancy of Larchmont. N.
Y„ are passing a few days with Mrs.
Elmer Allen.
Herbert Davidson of Somerville,
Mass., spent the weekend here with
his family.
Rodney Wiley has bought and is
occupying the homestead in Wallston village formerly owned by Mrs.
Rose Davis of Port Clyde
Oeorge E. Mills has moved from
Waliston to the house of Bernard
Smalley in Willardham.
-------------------

TENANT’S HARBOR

Thursday at Saints Refuge with Mr.
and Mrs. Oeorge Eaton and Mr and
Mrs. James Peck of Woodbrdige,
Conn., who are pasing a week here.
Mrs. Orace Payson of Thomaston
and sister Mrs. Cameron of Boston,
were luncheon guests Friday of Mrs
Ruth Rockwell at her Bird Point
cottage,

Mr and Mrs Byron Boyles are
visiting friends and relatives in
town for a few days
Frank Rawley of Rumford is
passing a week with relatives here
Mr and Mrs. Hugh Montgomery
of Camden were in the village Sat
urday.
Rev John Sivewright and famlly
of Binghamton, N Y.. are visiting
Turn gas burners down when foods
relatives here for a few days. Rev.'
have begun to boil. Nothing is
Mr. Sivewright occupied the Baptist [
gained by too-rapid boiling.
pulpit here Sunday.
CUSHING
Robert Reid of Providence was
Mr an<1
p p Broughton of
recent guest of hls parents. Mr and : N(,.v york #re a{ ,he schoolhouse on
Mrs. John Reid
>n annua, vacation.
Mr and Mrs. Colby Kalloch and
Mrs. H. H. Wilson and Miss Pris
cilla Peabody of Worcester, Mass.,
lengthwise and speared with tooth are guests of Mrs. Charles Bailey at i
picks and let lt brown on all sides Pilot Point. Mrs. Wilson being Mrs.
Add beans to the oil. Add rose Bailey's mother, and Miss Peabody a
mary, stir well and add a da3h
girlhood friend.
of pepper and more salt if needed.
Mr. ancl Mrs. Charles Crute of
Cover closely and cook for 10 min
utes. Discard garlic and serve Portland have been in town this
week to visit Frank Oute and Miss
beans either hot or cold.
Fannie Crute.
MENU
Helen Hahn of Thomaston is the
Breakfast
guest of Ida Olson.
Chilled Kemp's Tomato Juice
Toasted Bacon Rolls
Mr and Mrs. William Turner, son
•Peach-Plum-and-Apricot Butter
Eric and daughter Ida of Springfield,
Coffee
Mass, are occupying the Wheeloch
Lunch
bungalow.
Jellied Fruit Soup
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Chappcl
Cucumber Sandwiches
of Boston have joined the Savorys
Relish
and Weeks at the Egerton bungalow.
Raspberry Turnovers
Mrs. Ira Hatch with friends visit
Iced Tetely Tea
ed Bar Harbor and Mount Cadillac
Dinner
recently.
Breaded Morrell Ham
Doris Stirling of Woodbridge,
with Pineapple
Conn.,
recently joined the party at
•String Beans with Rosemary
Saints Refuge for a few days' visit.
Green Com
Ralph Richards of Thomaston
•Tetley Orange Pekoe Sherbet
pent the weekend at hls cottage on
‘Nestle Krispies
Elliot's shore.
Iced Coffee
Daniel Young of Thomaston spent
• Recipes given.

• Big. all-white porcelain tub
• Streamlined, Super • Safety
Wringer
• Faet. thorough waehing ac
tion
• Lifetime motor sealed in oil

CENTR
POWE

AINE
OMPANY

Once a year we try to Give You Unusual Values.

AH items on

the Two-Day Sale are Regular Stock Items Marked Down to Give
You Extra Value!

WANT-ADS

KALAMAZOO

V

t

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

ARRID

ct®op to name.

Mr. and Mrs. Dana Knowlton.
Splashes of sunlight, pools of purple
Shot with emc-ald green
Capt. and Mrs. Sidney L. Arey And birds prai-lng the beauty
had as guests Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. j
the newer.
song.
Charles Keirstead of Lexington,
—From poem by Lucia Coulson
Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Keirstead
(Christian Science Monitor).
and child of Newton Mass.; Mrs. C.
V. Olover and son Elmer, Fred Her
Melbourne, Australia. fines blrick. Mr. and Mrs. Cheney Arey, Mr. |I cyclists who ride more than two
and Mrs. Arthur Knowlton of Cam abreast on the city streets.
den. and Frederick Bening of Bald
win, L. I. The men enjoyed a de
Dollar Days in Rockland, Aug.
lightful cruise in Mr Bcning's boat 16-17. Record smashing values,
$100 in free cash prizes. Reduced
Subse.rtbe to The Courier-Oazette fares on island steamboats.

Invigorating!

SALADfl
ICED TEA

F

In packages and tea-bags at your grocer's

THE BIGGEST STOVE & FUR
NACE STORE IN THE WORLD

cHow you. can afford Qcnuinc, Socially Correct

ENGRAVED

STATIONERY

At the Lowest Prices
Ever Offered Anywhere!

Miller End Table Lamps, 3.00 value............. ...............

$1.00

Nosco Casserole and Steamer, 6.45 value........ ..........

4.95

General Electric All Metal Ironing Boards, 5.95 value....

3.95

G. E. Coffee Maker and 16-Piece Set Dishes. 5.95 value ..

4.95

Self Starting Kitchen Clocks, 3.00 value......... •............

1.95

General Electric Automatic Irons, 8.95 value........

6.95

Several Type Lamps, reg. 3.00-14.95 value.................. 1.99-9.95
Circulating Room Heaters, 5.95 value.......... ............

3.95

Waffle Iron with Bowl and Pitcher, 4.95 value...............

3.95

Telechron Clocks, Alarm, Luminous Dial, 5.95 value ....

3.95

Telechron Clocks, Mantle Type, 5.95 value........

4.95

Universal Automatic Ovens, 29.95 value........ ............

19.95

Nespo Automatic Roaster and Broiler, 24.95 value..........

12.95

VISITING CARDS
Why Buy

100 Paneled cards, choice of 4 sizes and 30
styles of engraving,
plate Included,
only............................................................ ”'#S

Imitahona?

WEDDING ANNOUNCEMENTS
QR INVITAT10NS

Genuine engraving is
the
socially correct
thing for business sta-

On white or ivory stock—wedding or plate
finish. Inside and outside envelopes and
plate included____ ______ ______ ... 18.95

rmZ^Tve’melTm £

SOCIAL STATIONERY

business or professional
use
Now at these
amazingly low prices—
there is no need to be

Special styles for men and women. A
choice of lovely colors, monograms and
styl°* of engraving, plate Included---------

satisfied with imitation
engraving or commonplace printing
ALL

BUSINESS STATIONERY

At These Price*,

PRICES IN THIS ADVERTISEMENT
INCLUDE THE COST

Free Prize Tickets with all Purchases of Table Appliances
*

Terms Available On Most Dollar Day Specials

Shop Our Windows Thursday Night

$2.25, $3.95 and up.
... ,
,
,,
„
500 busir‘e8< carda or Hammermill Bond

letterheads (814x11 or 7*/«xl014), plate ineluded, only---------------------------- $7.95

OF ENGRAVING THE
PLATE.

I

THE COURIER GAZETTE

CENTRALSjMAI N E
POWER^COMPAMY
97-98

!
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THOMASTON
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent

ft ft ft ft
Tel. 190
Miss Eleanor Corbett of Wake
field, Mass., arrived Saturday to
visit Miss Esther Achorn this week.
The Nurse Association is hold
ing a sale of cooked food Friday
at 1.30 on the Legion lot next to
the I.G.A. Store on Main street.
Miss Betsey Bulkeley of Marble
head, Mass., is visiting her grand
parents Mr. and Mrs. Richard O
Elliot.
Miss Emily Young arrived Sun
day from Noroton Heights, Conn.,
for a visit with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Young. She was
accompanied by Miss Caroline
Miller, also of Noroton Heights,
who will be her guest.
The Garden Club meets Thursday
at the Levansaler house, Knox
street, at 3 o'clock. The topic for
discussion is "Perennial Phlox."
and each member is asked to bring
a sample of any outstanding variety
she may have.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Williams of
Oakland Beach. R. I., are guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith.
They were accompanied on ar
rival by Miss Virginia Smith, re
turning home after spending two
months with them.
Mrs. Forest Stone and son David
ara spending the week at Sebec
Lake, guests of Mrs. Stone's par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Leon McKusick
of Winsted, Conn., who are at their
Summer cottage there. Mr. Stone
and Mrs. Josephine Stone went
with them Sunday and remained
for the day. Also accompanying
them was Miss Mary Lou McKusick
who has been their guest the past
week.
Mr. and Mrs. William R Sharpe
and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Deschenes
and son. Joseph of Hartford, and
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Lermond of
Lynn, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Lermond.
There were two tables at the
meeting of the Contract Club Fri
day at Levansaler house on Knox
street. Prizes fell to Mrs. Ferd
Overlock and Miss Lucy Rokes. The
meeting next week will be held at
the same place.
Supt. and Mrs. F. L. S Morse are
attending the Superintendents'
Conference in Castine this week.
Eugene Henry of Oak Park. HL,
is guest of Mr. and Mrs. John
Hewett. Mr. and Mrs Edward G.
Wicks. Mrs. Frank F Curling and
Mrs. Stuart G. Pratt of Providence
returned home Saturday after a
few days spent with Mr. and Mrs.
Hewett.
Mr. and Mrs. Orvel F Williams
with their guests. Mr. and Mrs. Al
bert A. Porter and children. Harold
and Joan of Quincy, Mass., went
Sunday to Togus Pond. Augusta,
to spend the day with Mrs. Win
fred Tabbutt. They were accom
panied by their son. Winfred Wil
liams, who is spending the week
there.
Fred M. Hewett and son Beming
Hewett and Miss Rose Zack of New
Britain, Conn.. Miss Barbara Marden of Portland and Miss Kath
erine Scott of Brunswick were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
John Hewett, coming to attend the
French-Creighton wedding Satur
day afternoon.
Forty members and guests of
Grace Chapter, O.E.S. were enter
tained by Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ler
mond at their cottage at Holiday
Beach Sunday at an all day picnic.
Besides being treated to a ride in
the Lermonds' speed boat. "Sea
Wolf." the guests were privileged
to visit the Maritime Commission
passenger and cargo steamship.
"Del Orleans" which is in the
Rockland Harbor for trial runs.
Those attending the picnic were
Mr and Mrs. Aaron Clark and
daughters, Rae and Norma. Mr.
aryl Mrs. Edgar Libby and son
Roger, Mrs. Lura Libby and daugh
ters, Nancy and Kathleen. Mrs.
Eleanor Cullen and sons. Edward
and Frederick. Mrs. Marion Graf
ton and son, George Gilbert, Mrs
Estelle Newbert. Mrs. Leila Smalley,
Mrs. Avis Brazier, Miss Mary Mc
Connell. Miss Helen Studley, Miss
Helen Stetson, Walter Studley.
Miss Glenice Lermond and Levi

Nightly at 8.00
Last Times
Matinee Saturday, Aug. 17

LAKEWOOD DRAMA
FESTIVAL

Presents
Philip Dunning's New Comedy

“Dollars and
Horse Sense”
A Saga of the Racetrack
with
ANN MASON

FRANK WILCOX
Week Beginning Mon., Aug. 19
Matinee Sat., Aug. 24
Lakewood Players Present

HARRY CAREY

“Ah

in

Wilderness”
By Eugene O’Neill

Seats 55c, 75c, $1.10, $1.65 tax incl.

Has Many Duties

EAST WALDOBORO

■

■■ ______

Every-Other-Day

_____ <------ »------ ---------i------------

IN SOCIETY THE HANDSOMEST TWINS

Mrs Arthur M Fickett of Chica
go has been visiting her sister Mrs.
The Story Of Betty Fox- H. B Bovey.
well, Who Handles
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Blan of
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Dunbar of
South Warren. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lowell and Mrs. Jennie Robbins of
Executive Duties Of
Miller and children of Belfast were , Worcester are visiting at tire home
Camden’s C. Of C.
guests Sunday at Norman Miller's. | cf Mr. and Mrs. Fred French,
Mr. and Mrs. M. T. Mank and Granite street.
Up in Camden they call her
Betty Foxwell, and they also call son of Farmingdale were visitors
her a valuable factor in the town's Sunday at L. L. Mank's. They all
A charming luncheon and con
progress through the medium of motored to Christmas Cove.
tract were given in honor of Mrs
her unceasing efforts as secretary
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Black ar.d Mary Newell of New York at “Green
son of Rockland. Mass., were re Gabies" Camden by Mrs Arthur
S Littlefield last week. Sweet peas
cent guests at T. Black s.
Mrs. Anna Whittaker, Mr. and were the motive decoration of the
Mrs Byron Whittaker ar.d son of five tables, surrounded by ladies in
Boston called recently at Mrs. Nel all the lovely Summer coloring,
lie Reever s and G. J. Manks. At matching these mid-Summer flow
L. I. Mank's recent visitors were; ers. Favors were received by the
Mrs Annie B. Wallace. Miss Elea high and low of each table. Some.
nor Lash and Miss Evelyn Wallace al»o. were bidden who carried their
of Friendship. Thomas TefTt and work and enjoyed the piazza pleas
Ernest Heath of Worcester. Mass.. ures.
Mrs Nellie Reever received word
Dr. and Mrs. Everett C. Herrick
recently of the death of her brother
called for a few words with friends
Charles Standish of Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Rlnes and in the city yesterday on their re
children. Floyd and Virginia, and turn from Southwest Harbcr and
Mrs. Fred Rines of Oakland were now hurrying home for the many
duties that fill the lives of this dis
guests Sunday at J. A. Rines’.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wilson have tinguished and faithful pair of
returned from a motor trip to Ver workers in the field of higher at
mont, where they visited his sisters. tainment in religious and cultural
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Jameson helpfulness.
of Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Guests at the weekend at the
Besse of Friendship and Mrs. Gates
of Augusta were callers Sunday at home cf Mr. and Mrs. Harry P
Chase were Rev Howard A. Welch,
H McIntire's.
Recent visitors at C. Bowers' former pastor of the Littlefield
were Mrs. William Smith and son Memorial Church, and wife.
Mrs Maude Feyler and daughter
Mrs. Abbie Hanscom entertained
of Rockland. Mrs. Everett Wall.
Josephine Thompson of Port Clyde, and sister, Mrs. Pauline Saun
Mrs. Clayton Keizer and Mrs. H. the Dorcas Club at the Mrs. Ralph ders of Rockland, beauty contest winners at Maine's twin party.
E. Keizer of Thomaston.
L. Wlggin cottage. Ingraham Hill.
A' total of 120 "sets" of twins at twins were Della Mae and Mac Lou
At J. L. Flanders' residence re Picnic luncheon was the order be
cent guests were Mrs O G Bar fore the sewing bee.
tended the third Maine annual twin Randall, of Washington, D. C.
The beauty contest winners were
nard, Miss Beatrice Barnard. Miss
Grace York of the village. Mr and
A picnic dinner and social gath- day at Lakewood Saturday. Win Josephine Thompson of Port Clyde
Mrs. Judson Benner, Misses Lizzie eiing at the Carini Summer cot ners included Edwin and Edmund and Mrs. Pauline Saunders, of
Elizabeth Foxwell, energetic sec
and Winnie Winslow of Warren, tage. Ash Point. Saturday had as Wentworth of Mercer, given the Rockland, 19 years old, and winners
retary of the Camden Chamber of
in the same contest last year.
Mrs. Dora Goudy and Miss Chris hostesses Miss Vittnce Carlnl and
prize for being the youngest in at
Commerce.
Contest judges were Harry Carey,
tine Goudy of South Bristol.
Mrs. Sanford Delano. It was the
tendance—they were three and one- Burns Mantle, and Pliilip Dunning.
Chester Wren who has employ Lafalot Club
of that wide-awake town's Cham ment at Wells spent the weekend
half months.
There was a large crowd In attend
ber of Commerce. Her full name Is with his family.
The oldest twins were Willis ance. and inusiu was provided by the
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Tibbetts
Elizabeth B. Foxwell The CourierMadison band.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Roder of
Gazette is indebted to the Camden Arlington and Mrs. Mabel Roder of have recently returned from a week Hawes of Augusta and Wilson
The famed twins. Donn Pendler
end visit with Mr. Tibbetts’ sister. Hawes of South China, 79 years old.
Herald for the following sketch, as Allston visited L. I. Mank's recently
and Rvan Fendler, Summering at
Mrs Harry Breen and his daughter.
well as the accompanying por- 1 Mrs. Nellie Reever and Miss Unah
Given the prize for the “cutest" Newport, attended.
Miss Bernice Tibbetts In Augusta,
trait.
Clark motored recently to Province followed by a trip to the White >
This Is not another story about | Lake where they were joined by
Mountains.
and Mrs. Ernest Rogers and Miss
the Camden Chamber of Com Miss Myrtle Reever and Glenwood
Beverly Cogan of Rockland.
merce. of which you have heard Reever at his cottage.
Supt. and Mrs. Charles Lord left
Mrs. Margaret Chase Smith and
and read so much the last year or
Miss Doris Bowley is spending a her sister were recent dinner guests I
Monday to attend the superintend
two. but a sketch of its wide awake few’ days at Earle Miller s.
ents' conference being held this
of Mrs. Alden Ulmer, Sr.
and hustling secretary. Mrs. Betty
JUNE COTE
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rich and
week in Castine.
Foxwell—"The C. of C. Reporter." daughter Mr. Spear of Hallowell
Correspondent
The technicolor film "Maryland"
Chapin Class is invited to a pic
to you.
Aft ft ft
visited Sunday at Otto Bowdens.
with Walter Brennan and Brenda
nic supper Friday at Mrs. Ella
■When the former Camden Board
Mrs. Jennie Heyer, son Thurslow
Joyce will be the feature at the
Tel. 713
of Trade was having a "sinking and Miss Carolyn Bowden motored Bird's farm.
Comique Theatre Wednesday and
spell" and was just about to expire recently to Bath also Pleasant
in December. 1938. the Camden Point.
Among those attending the lec
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Colburn of Thursday. Today "We Who Are
Young" with Lana Gurner and
Chamber of Commerce was formed
Recent guests at Aunt Lydias ture on "Christian Science" in Newton, Mass., are visiting her John Shelton Ls playing on the
the following month and Mrs. Fox Tavern were Mr. and Mrs. Tauter- Boothbay Harbor were Mr. and father. Ernest Herrick.
screen.
well was elected head nurse for | head of New York. Miss Alice Mrs. A. P. Richardson. Mr. and
Dr. and Mrs. Ray Frcisncr of In
the new organization. Under her 1 Jenks and Miss Alice Stoddard of Mrs Clarence Moore, Harold Spear. dianapolis, are at their cottage at | “Bud" Pitcher. James Hendrick
ministrations the patient has grown i Southern Pines. N. C„ Mr. and Miss Ethel Knight, Miss Christine Lake Megunticook for a few weeks. and Edward Belyea are camping
this w?ek at Alford Lake.
into a powerfu organization and is j
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid Society
Mrs. Carl Swanholm of Los An Norwood, Mrs. Damie R. Gardner,
Mrs. Charles W Jones of Essex
a credit to both Camden and her- ; geles Mrs. A. W. Nason of Brook Mrs Juliette Lundin. Mrs. Geneva will meet at the vestry Wednesday
Fells. N. J . is visiting her sister and
self.
Huke.
Mrs.
Edith
Fisher,
Mrs.
Al

at 1 o'clock to tack a quilt.
lyn. N. Y . R H. Nason of Windsor.
brother-in<.iw. Mr. and' Mrs
Among the secretary's almost Conn.. Hazel Pancoast of Crawford. berta Rose. Mrs Charles Wotton
Mrs. Helen Dean spent the week Jchn L. Tewksbury.
countless duties is the handling of Conn.. Sarah Dyer and Louise Dyer and Mrs. Leola Rose. The lecture end with relatives in Islesbroo.
inquiries about Camden. Hundreds of Augusta. Ga.. Mr. and Mrs. Ste was given by Mrs. Louise K. Wheat- ! Mr and Mrs. Eilsworth Gale of
of letters are received from almost
Gardiner, Mass. and Mrs. Gale'.-, UNION
phen of Harbanch. Chicago. Mrs. ley Cook of Kansas City.
every corner of the United States
Miss Ida Hughes visited friends
J.
H.
Blair
of
Easton.
Pa.;
A.
Theosister. Mrs. Harold Weymouth, are
and each one receives her personal !
Miss Eleanor Snow of Worcester. spending a few days in Ayer.
Friday in Farmington.
don. H Brody, L. L. Ernst of Newattention and is answered in a !
York City. E. L. Broudern. N. Mass., is visiting her grandparents [ Miss Betty Sparrow of Faiinouth
The Methodist Ladies' Aid will
courteous and informative manner. '
Fobres. Attleboro, Mr. and Mrs. P. Commander and Mrs. C. F. Snow ’ Foreside. Miss Marion Kenney and hold an all day meeting Friday in
Some person might want to know 1
at
Treasure
Point
Farm,
Tenants
Roland Gague -ef Portland were the vestry, work being done for the
M. McLovern of Whitinsville.
how much snow fell in Camden in
weekend guests of Robert O. Trask. Red Cross. Husbands and friends
Joseph Androlouis of Lynn. Mass . Harbor.
■92 or when Uncle Bill Barrett rode
Mr. and Mrs Leslie Farr of Kittery,
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy ("Peanut”) are invited to the dinner at 12.
the wildcat down The mountain, or
Mrs. Charles McOann, Mrs. Ed Alley are occupying the Heal house
and James Williamson and family
Dr. Pearlie Russell and family
where Capt. Gregory was born and of Boston.
ward Roundy and Mr. and Mrs | on Maple street.
of Hagerstown. Penn, were recent
why—but such trifling questions
Arthur Austin of Waterville were j Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Schipper guests of friends in town.
are only a part of her day's routine.
Mr. and Mrs. David Luce of New
She answers them all courteously in the city last week to attend fu- I of Newton Mass, were weekend
and likes it—for it’s her job—She's neral services for Mrs. Samuel Doe. guests of Mrs. Schipper's parents, York City are visiting Mrs. Eliza
Copeland and the Lermonds' guests the secretary.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Alexander. Mr. beth Hilt.
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Sharpe.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. SpeaT and Mrs. Schipper will soon leave
Last
week
came
a
letter
from
Mrs. Edith Goodwin who has
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Deschenes, son
Minneapolis, Minn., inquiring if went on a weekend fishing trip to for Colon. Panama, where Mi" been guest cf Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Joseph of Hartford. Conn.. Mr. and
Schipper has a position ’at the Naval Goss recently went to Bath.
the town was soon to erect a 27- Moosehead Lake.
Mrs. Maynard Lermond of Lynn.
Air base.
foot monument to the memory of
H. H. Fossett who has recently
Mass, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Miss Gwendolyn Rubenstein, who
Mrs. Robert C. Randall and graded his lawn is having a garage
Capt. Hanson Gregory of doughnut
Lermond of Union.
hole fame. This will be a tough is employed in a beauty salon at daughter. Ethel, of Skowhegan arc erected.
Mrs. J. W. McCloy. of Flushing, one to answer, but probably Mrs. Coolidge Corner. Brookline. Mass..! visiting her father, Fred Sherman.
Dr. and Mrs. L. W. Hadley of
L. I., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. Secretary will write the party that is spending three weeks vacation | Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith of South Portland have been calling
Murray Miller.
Hallowell were visitors Sunday at on friends in town.
the town is to wait until next year at her home on Rockland street.
the home of Mr. ar.d Mrs. Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hastings so that Willkie may be present at
Miss Carrie Sherriffs of Rockland
Miss Marion Norton expects to Alexander.
and son Henry returned Saturday its unveiling.
has been recent guest of Miss Ida
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Hughes.
from a week's trip during which
Among her many other duties, arrive in Rockland later this month,
time they visited in Massachusetts Mrs. Foxwell has prepared the copy for a visit before returning to Hono Robert A. Dexter were Mr. and
An all day meeting of the Ladies'
New York. Niagara Falls, and On for. and caused to be printed, some lulu. Her recent South American Mrs. R. A. McLeod of Boston, and Aid will be held Friday for Red
tario. Canada.
30 000 folders depicting Camden in tour was filled with many pleasures Mr. and Mrs. R P. Aldrich of Lin- Cross work. Friends are invited to
donvllle, Vt.
dinner.
Miss Blanche Henry has returned picture, map and story. Under her
Mr. and Mrs. Hale Herrington
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Wads
home after attending the Summer supervision these folders have been
session at University of Maine, and mailed to every State In the Union and daughter, Barbara Marylyn, of worth and daughter. Jean of Bel
Wednesday and Thursday
will remain at home until the open and many outside territories and Orand Rapids, Mich., are guests of mont, Mass., are visiting Mr. and
ing of school at Dover-Foxcroft, have undoubtedly brought hun Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Southard at Mrs. Frank L. Gilmore.
R. S. Thompson of Troy. N. Y
dreds—perhaps thousands of visi their Summer home, "Shoreland."
where she is to teach.
professor of History will be the
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Emery, son tors to our town.
guest speaker Tuesday at the Lions
Mrs. Foxwell, while known to the MEDOMAK
Rcbert and daughters Dorothy and
Marilyn, of Melrose, Mass., are many Herald readers as just the
Mr. and Mrs. W H. Keene of Head Club.
Dr. and Mrs. F. S. Powers had as
guests of Mr. Emery's sister Mrs. "C. of C. Reporter." is the daugh Tide visited Sunday with Mr. and
guests recently at their Riverside
Earl Woodcock and Mr. Woodcock ter of Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Babb of Mrs. L. W. Osier.
this week. On return they will be Camden and is a graduate of Cam
Mrs. Alda Genthner and daugh Park cottage. City Solicitor Stuart
accompanied by their other son den High School and Smith College. ter, Mrs. Lillian Limrick of Haver C. Burgess and Mrs. Burgess oi
After her marriage to Richard S. hill, Mass., called recently at Astor Rockland.
Donald who has been visiting Mr.
Foxwell, also of Camden, the couple Willey’s.
Raymond Alden. Jr., of Boston
and Mrs. Woodcock five weeks.
Miss Olive Leach came home Sun moved to Yankton, South Dakota,
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Penniman and was weekend guest of his aunt and
day from the Maine General Hospi where they resided. After the children of Massachusetts are occu uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Gil
more.
tal, Portland for three weeks’ vaca death of her husband she returned pying J. H. Miller’s cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Powers enter
tion which she will spend here with with her two small sons, Marshall
Mrs. Herbert Benner and infant
her parents, Rev. and Mrs. H. F. and Billy, to her native town and daughter of Friendship are with tained Sunday at their cottage Mr.
purchased an attractive home on her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Leach.
Mrs. George Davis entertained at Elm street.
Carter, for an indefinite stay.
Wh
*r you desire information
a surprise shower aiyd tea party
Miss Lucille Prior, who has been
"dude cruise," the height
yesterday afternoon in honor of aboi
O R A PH 1C S
P"*
visiting in Friendship, has returned
Mrs. Ralph Davis of Camden. Her of i.. Megunticook. or who has home.
Halste’s a gold-digger new (pick
caught
the
biggest
bass
in
the
lake
and all!) . . and Heaven Help the
home was attractively decorated
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Benedict
men when tHe Hits the West I Her
with garden flowers and the shower this year- ask Betty Foxwell. She have arrived in their yacht from
no wo si screen riel I
THEATRE
T
Newport.
■ndrn
T<i. 2515
of gifts was presented in a doll car knows all the answers.
riage decorated in pink and white,
Mrs. Susan Prior of Round Pond
and wheeled into the room by Aud
is guest of her daughter, Mrs. Ash
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Toclav and Wednesday
rey Young, little daughter of Mr.
ley Genthner.
Greater than “Kentucky”
and Mrs. Ellis Young, wearing a
Mr. and Mrs. Orwin Woodward of
< tar ring
“MARYLAND”
long white dress with a ribbon sash.
Plainville, Mass., called at L. W.
In
Technicolor
Tea was poured by Miss Belle Spurr
Osier’s recently.
ANN SOTHERN
Eay Baintcr
of Cliftondale. Mass. . and Mrs.
Mrs. W. H Hurter has arrived at Walter Brennan
«M LEE BOWMAN
John Bayne
Brenda Joyce
Harold Johnson of Los Angeles
her cottage for the remainder of the
Him SUMMnvmc • Virginia WEIDHR
Added:
Disney
Cartoon
CAMU
IAMNS
HURT
VKCOXM
Calif, both of whom, are visiting in
Summer.
•
‘
MICKEY
’
S
TUGBOAT
”
OHSlOW
STEVUS
NOW PLAYING
Maine. The other guests were Mrs.
Kenneth Genthner, who has been
Lawrence Richards, Mrs.. Roger
very ill, is able to be out.
“SOUTH OF PAGO PAGO”
TONIGHT
with
Young and children Ruth and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Barter and
THURSDAY
LANA TURNER
JON HALL, FRANCES FARMER
Frederick, Miss Elzada Cookson and
children of Boothbay visited Sunday
JOHN SHELTON
VICTOR McLAGLEN
CLARK GABLE, HI YEN'A LOY
Miss Lillian Davis, all of Camden,
with Mrs. Barter’s parents, Mr. and
"WE
WHO
ARE YOUNG”
Miss Eunice Goff, of Providence,
Mrs.
Eugene
Genthner.
“
Too
Hot
To
Handle
”
SHORT SUBJECT DAY
and Mrs. Howard Beattie. Mrs. Ho
BIG CASH NITE, $270
ratio Thorndike, Mrs. Luther GlidDollar Days In Rockland, Aug.
den. Mrs. Howard Rowell Mrs. Gil
16-17. Record smashing values.
Coming "Reefer Madness”
bert Beattie and Miss Jacqueline
R O C K L A H OjT ! $100 in free cash prizes. Reduced
Rswell of this town.
fares on island steamboats.
*

ROCKPORT

3

I York who have been guests of Miss
Marion Weidman returned home
Friday.

UDA O. CtHAMPNET

Correspondent
ftft ftft
Tel. 2228

Fred Leach of Wakefield. Mass.,
was guest Sunday of his grand
mother, Mrs. Augusta O. Shibles.
Mr and Mrs. Nelson McLeod of
Boston have been visiting her
father. Rad Clough, for a few days.
Arthur Crawford of Metuchen.
N. J. arrived Thursday to Join his
family who have been spending two
weeks at the home of Miss Lillian
Brann. Mr. and Mrs. Crawford and
daughters Judith and Nancy left
Friday for Sebois for a two weeks’
visit
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Sylves
ter of Wollaston. Mass., are visiting
her sister. Miss Hortense Bohndell.
Grover Young of Owls Head was
recent guest at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. D. A. Whitmore.
Mr.and Mrs. Ross Spear and
daughters Dianne and Nancy re-'
turned Sunday to East Corinth
after a week's visit at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. L. True Spear. Guests
Saturday at the Spear home were1
Stanley Brown and Clyde Casady
of Cambridge. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellery Fessenden
returned Saturday to Cornish after
a visit with relatives and friends
here and in Camden ,
Rev. and Mrs R Mitchell of Win
chester, Mass., who are Summering
at Nobleboro, were guests Saturday
of Rev. and Mrs. C. V. Overman at
the Baptist parsonage. Present1
guests at the parsonage are Mrs.
Overman's parents, Rev. and Mrs.
Charles R. Sims of Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Small and
family returned 3unday to Whit
insville, Mass, after a visit with
his sister, Miss Helen Small. Miss
Eleanor Small and Wilbur Cum
mings of Attleboro, Mass., were also
weekend guests of Miss Small.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Greenlaw
returned Sunday to Yarmouth, hav
ing visited friends here for a few'
days.
Mr and Mrs I.ouis Beach of New

Rev. and Mrs. C. V. Overman will
leave Wednesday for a vacation
trip. Their first stop will be at
Ocean Park, where Mrs. Overman
will give the welcoming audress at
the Maine Baptist Women's House
Party which opens Wednesday for a
three-day period.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Knite
and family of Worcester. Mass., are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Jones,
Jr, for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. John Porter Hen
nings and sons. John Heistad ar.d
Peter Chris;ian. who have beer,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heis
tad for the week, left Sunday for
Belgrade where they will make a
short visit with Mr. Hennings' par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. John I. Hen
nings. before starting their home
ward Journey to Sharon. Pa. En
route they will make brief visits
with Mr. and Mrs. Ri-herd Tonseth
tRngnhlld Heistad) in Reading,
Mass. Mr. and Mrs. Carleton Cole
(Thordis Heistad), in Oakdale.
Long Island, N. Y„ and Mr. and
Mrs. Rolf Heistad in Brooklyn.
Mme. Elizabeth Schumann ac
companied by Miss Katherine Har
ris of Baltimore. Md., and Miss
Florence Volk of Dallas, Texas,
left Monday to attend the Berkshire
Festival where Mme. Schumann Is
one of the soloists.

Dollar Days in Rockland, Aug.
16-17. Record smashing values,
$100 In free cash prizes. Reduced
fares on island steamboats.
*
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
THREE-rooni nicely furnished apart
ment to let, 28 MASONIC ST.. City
___________________________ 07-99
TWO-horse cart for sale; sawing ma
chine: Round Oak stove: iieds and
springs cheap.
N
YOUNG.
West
Meadow Rd______________________ 97*lt
1940 WILI.YS l»-ton pick-up for sale,
equipped with heater and defroster.
Will sell at a bargain. E. O PHILBROOK A SON, 632 Main St., Tel.
4S6 W. City______________________ 97-tf
SAI.PIOLOftSIS blossoms wanted Im
mediately SILSBY'S I'LOWER SHOP,
Tel 318 W______________________ 97 98
DINING room table, chairs, small"
tables. Iron bed -«nd picture frames
tor sale TEL 143 M.
97*99

CAMDEN

• It is not hard to
get a loan from us

We will admit that sometimes we do

say “No” to a borrower—when condi
tions simply force a refusal upon us.
But we are proud of the fact that we

say “Yes” far oftener than we say
“No." Therefore, your chances of get

ting a loan from this bank are good—
if your ability to repay is good.

KNOX COUNTY
TRUST COMPANY
-ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN
WARREN

mete impteteive ?

COMIQUt

First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer

GOLD RUSH

ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make

goo</ first impressions.

MAISIE

Each envelope is your personal messenger,

classified instantly by the appearance of your

MYSTERY SEA RAIDER

name in the corner. Which is more impressivethree lines of black type on a government stamped

envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead ?

e

Let us figure on your next envelope order and

submit some "corner card” ideas. We may be

able to save you some money, too.
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Every-Other-Day

,OCl ETY.

Mrs. C. Wlnnifred Spalding and ,
daughter Alice and Miss Eleanor j
Bangs of Mattapan, Mass., are
spending three weeks at the Harold
W. Look cottage at Holiday Beach.

INDIAN PRINCESS VISITS US

Miss June Freeman has taken up ,
_____________________________
her new duties in the Heme Service
'Mr and Mrs Levi Flint were in
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Estes. Dr. and ,
a*.the 1“a: to'ahch of Central;
tugusta Saturday, to attend the Mrs. Dana S. Newman, Mr. and
irnold-Simons
going on i Mrs.
Mrs. Charles
Donald Berry,
H. Fuller,
Mr Tre-1
and; ‘ Miss Ruth Cluff,
fluff a'hn
|
Monson for awedding,
short visit.
Mrs. Fred
who recent'v
recenLy
,*
-------cartln. Miss Hazel Webster of Bos- j res*8neu
,^lr. and Mrs. Arthur Bowley and I ton. Miss Carrie Fields and Joseph
Mrs. Stanton Swett of Dedham,
,Jiss Barbara Ross spent the week- Soffayer were guests Sunday of
n.
visit I
md in Boston, returning yesterday. Victor Whittier of Belfast at his •
•
• "
•
Mrs.
V.
L.
Chapman
and
Mrs
Rayi
Summer home on Gay's Island.
mond Hoch.
‘ Dr. Ralph H. Wyllie and son1
ialph of Aver. Mass. who have
Rev. and Mrs. B. S. Browne and
Mrs. Thcmas Lawson spent Mon
Sen visiting'relatives in St. George family of New London. Conn., are day in Bangor.
are returning home today. Den- visiting this week with Mr. and
fctry has continued to be Dr. Wyl- Mrs. E. N. Sylvester, Hill street,
M^s Lucy Ball of the Central
tt's vocation since he left Rock-1
Maine Power Co. staff is spending
find in 1804 The encampment of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. McGovern a week's vacation at Unity Lake.
nany soldiers makes his home town and daughter Dorothy of White
.1 very busy locality these days.
Plains, N Y. are staying at the
Miss Marion Carter of Portland
,
_____
i Noremac cottage at Holiday Beach. has returned heme after a week's
, Mrs. Roy Estes and Mrs. Charles Miss Agnes McGovern of Winthrop. vacation spent with Miss Ruth Reg- ]
Berry entertained recently in honor Mass, has returned home after a ers at her home on Pleasant street.
if Mrs. Estes's sister, Miss Hazel week at Holiday Beach.
A postcard from George E. Smith
Webster of Boston and Mrs. Robert;
------garrison of Houston, who are guests ■ Mr. and Mrs. William Stickney of Norfolk. Mass., found the former
the Estes home. Miss Carrie of Framingliam. Mass. have been j Rockland boy spending part of his
1lelds poured, and was assisted by recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Summer vacation in Ticonderoga,
N. Y. Accompanied by his family,
SHckney.
.Miss Marie Berry.
he was headed toward the old home
The Garden Club will meet Mon-1 william »*®°ugall of Middle town, where he arrived yesterday,
way night, in the lower room at i b°r°. Mass , arrives Thursday to at- accompanied by Mr. and Mrs..
Sommuoity Building, when Carl t<>nd tlle class reunion of 190t and Chailes Frost of Attleboro, Mass.
Buchheister will speak on "Maine Wl11
guest cf Mr. and 'Mrs. Ray- The vacationists are stepping at
Hall's Cabins, Glen Cove.
*Birds." The club goes Saturday on lnon<1 Hoch
Its annual visit to Audubon Na
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bonsey and
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Tolman and
ture Camp.
son Charles of Boston are spending his mother. Mrs. Clara Maker left
the month of August at the Oscar for their heme in Worcester. Mass.,
f Mi's Beatrice Flint and her Duncan cottage at Holiday Beach.
Sunday. They have been spending
guests Mrs. Sanford C. Flint and
two weeks with Mr. Tolman's
Iwo daughters, went Sunday on a i Miss Dorothy I awry, president, brother Harold A. Tolman of 56
motor trip to Quebec and Montreal
hostess to Rubinstein Club Grace street.
Friday, at the I awry farm in
Mr.* Grace Butler and Miss Abbie , Cusl^ing. A social afternoon was
The A. H. Newbert Association
Butler of Belmont, Mass., are .pent, members enjoying the inspec- will meet Friday night with Mr. and
guests of Mrs. Ralph L. Smith, tlon of the beautiful gardens and Mrs. Milton M Griffin at Spruce
{Broad street. Miss Butler will re- scenery. Picnic supper was served Head. Housekeepers will be Mrs.
anain for the month cf August.
out of doors. Present were Mrs. Griffin. Mrs. E. C. Boody, Mrs.
Lydia Storer, Miss £aychel Emer Belle Frost and Mrs. George Gay.
Mr. and Mrs. James H. Pillsbury son of Warren. Miss Maxine Mears,
iwere here for the weekend and at Miss Alice Erskine, Mrs. Katherine
Mrs. Charles Schoiield is enjoy
tended a family picnic party at the Haines, tMrs. Ella P Grimes, Mrs. ing her annual vacation from
Robbins cottage at Ash Point. They Grace Strout. Mrs. Nathalie Snow, Ptrry's Park Street market, and
‘returned to Yarmouth that night, Miss Margaret Simmons, Mrs. Mil with her two sons, Billy and Ar
{where they are happily located in dred
Havener.
Miss
Patricia thur, is spending two weeks at the
■their new home
Thompson, Miss Mabel Spring. Mrs. Philbrick cottage at Crescent Beach.
Katherine Derry. Mrs. Dora Bird.
Mrs. Choris Jenkins entertained
Dollar Days in Rockland, Aug. Mrs. Nettie B. Frost, Mrs. Faith
{l6-i7. Record .smashing values. 1 Berry, Miss Hope Greenhalgh, Mrs. Corner Club Friday afternoon, with
S100 in free cash prizes. Reduced Blanche Morton and Mrs. Lillian Mrs. Mida Packard winning high
(fares on island steamboats.
score.
I Joyce.
■ »-----------r-^graJHJzrejgjgjgraiajgjzrerazrarerarararamuznjararajgrefajzizn'i

DOUBLE
SWAP FOR CASH
DURING $1 DAYS

DOUBLE
SWAP FOR CASH
DURING $1 DAYS

WOTTON’S
1- Famous Gold Bond Sheets, 81x99; 1.29 value............. $1.00
2- Famous Gold Bond Pillow Slips, 42x36 ........... 4 for 1.00
3- All Ladies’ 1,98 Summer Dresses................................
1-00
4- Special Discount on all new Fall Children’s Dresses.
5- Discontinued patterns in Rugs, including Wiltons,
values up to 8.95. To close.. .. .. ...................................
6- Gordon Hose (pure silk); 2 pairs for.........................

2.98
LOO

7- 10% Discount on All Corsets in the store.
8- Special Discount on All Luggage and Trunks.
(Buy Now for going away to school)

9- Special Value for Dollar Days in Ladies’ Slips........... L00
10- Everything ieft in Summer Togs................................ V2 Price
11- Sheet Blankets for Dollar Da ys.. ............... 2 pairs for 1.00
12- All Bathing Suits, to close at.. .. ................................. V2 Price
13- New Cottage Sets.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..................................
L00
14- New Ruffled Curtains, just arrived................................ L00
15-All 80 Square Percales; for Dollar Days . 7 yards for LOO

16- Reg. 4.75 Broadloom (leaf pattern) Wilton Stair
Carpet. Special.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..................................
2.98
17- New Hooked Rug Design Axminster Stair Carpet; yd 1.98
18- 25% Wool Single Blankets (all colors). Special... 1.98
19- Full size (best Hartshorn) Water Color Shade
Curtains; 2 for.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..................................... L00
20- Reg. 39c Cannon Towels (heavy quality)......... 4 for 1.00

Everything in the Store not mentioned at Special Prices for
Dollar Days

This And That

NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER
By Pauline Ricker

By K. S. P.

1732 was the date of building the
old Millbrook farm house in Dam
ariscotta. and it has the purest
Colonial lines of any house between
Poston and Bar Harbor, so say the
architects who visit there.
....

Ik

Hotel Samoset—Rockland Breakwater

Many parties add to the nightly Young. Mr. and Mrs. William E.
The Buffalo Evening News says
festivities
while golf, tennis, swim Farnham. Mrs. George Snow. Mrs.
that since new homes have no
Edwin
DuBois,
Mrs. Charles
ming
and
boating fill the days.
attics where is one to rummage
Miss Sarah Harrison will enter Dinkey. Mr. and Mrs. McCain
when one wishes? Imagine trying
tain at dinner In honor of Mrs. Bush. Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Johnston,
to rummage in a breakfast nook!
Deane Osborne and her house Mrs. Joseph Hart. Harold Hart, Dr.
, • * •
guests tonight. Saturday night Mr. and Mrs. B. W Glover, the Misses
Someone has just perfected a
and Mrs. William Steele, 3d. who Gladys and Dorothy Lee. Oliver
strawberry nine inches around. Who
are visiting Mrs. Andrew McBur- Deex. Mrs. E. B. de Sauze. Mr. and
would want a strawberry shortcake nty, in her cottage, entertained Mrs. W. H. Frey^ang. Walter Freymade out of one berry?
in the marine cocktail lounge at gang. W W. Faunce, Judge Lewis
• • • •
The
Samoset. In her party were Fawcett. Mrs F. E. Ballard. Mrs.
Why should not Rockland have
Mr. and Mrs. William Collins, Mr. | James Fawcett. Mrs. George Wcsan Early American Glass Club?
tcrfield, Miss Sarah Harrison, Mrs.
Tills neighborhood has many rare and Mrs. J. Scott Fowler. Mr. and D-ane Osborne, Mrs. Theodore
Mrs.
Charles
Fritz,
Jr.„
Mr.
and
pieces and it would be a good tiling
Frohne. Mr. and Mrs. Donald Sinto find out just how much there is Mrs. Earle Anderson. Mr. and Mrs.
Beard- iclalr.
and the value of the excellent col- Harbour Mitchell and Mrs
George Gould. George Gould. Jr.,
lections.
It's quite the popular I
Maughn Gould, Arkadi GershanMr.
and
Mrs.
J.
Scott
Fowler
had
thing to have In these days.
as their dinner guests Mrs. Andrew owitz, and Robert Collins have a"• . • *
Dad: "Johnny, what is this '60' j McBurney and Mr. and Mrs. Wil cepted the challenge of the Megunticook Club of Camden and the
liam Steele. 3d.
on your report card?"
tennis matches will be held soon.
Among
those
attending
a
party
Johnny: "Could It be the temper
Mrs. Joseph Beardwood gave a
In the ballroom Saturday night
ature, Dad?'
were Miss Blanche Spadone. Mrs. bridge party Friday evening. Her
It Is said that man may give with A. C. Pieuer, Mrs. Alfred B. At- guests included Mr and Mrs. Wilout loving, but he cannot love with-1 kinson, Mr and Mrs. Jay Gates, I liam Collins. Mr. and Mrs. J. Scott,
Charles B. Fritz. Dr. and Mrs. P. C. Fowler, Mr and Mrs. Charles Fritz,
Indian Princess and grand opera singer who visited at Mrs. R. W. Bickford's out giving.
• • • •
Boomer. Mrs. Estella Ficks, Miss Jr.. Mr and Mrs. Earle Anderson,
Our thanks to Irene Polk, R. N„ Helen Ficks. Miss Helen Hazelline. Mr. and Mrs. William Steele, 3d,
A famous visitor in Rockland over all singing the enthusiastic praises
of Augusta’ for this answer to a Mr. and Mrs. B Wlltnsen, Joseph I and Mrs. Andrew McBurney.
the weekend was Mobley Iushanya. of critics and audiences alike.
Her American debut was made quest: Wyoming was nicknamed
who. with Mrne. Louisa Franceschi, last Fall at the Chicago Opera the Equality State because the first
Samuel Ross of Roxbury, Mass., STAPLES-WEAVER
was guest at the home of Mrs. R. House, in the title role of Aida guaranty of equal suffrage to wom has been guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Saturday qight at 7 o'clock, Rev.
W. Bickford. Beech street. Lushan- and she appeared in New York en in the United States was con David Rubenstein for several days. J Charles MacDonald's home was
tained in the Act of 1869 of Ter
ya is the first and only American the past Winter, receiving high ritorial Legislature of Wyoming;
a scene of a charming wedd.ng,
Hugh B Snow returned Sunday
praise
from
the
press.
An
inter

Indian to achieve notable success
esting sidelight of her debut in and the Constitution subsequently to Quincy, Mass.. Mrs. Snow and uniting Miss Dorothy Weaver of
in grand opera.
j Chicago was the attendance of adopted by the voters of that State two children remaining for a long Thomaston, daughter of Wilson
Possessing a fascinating per- < yjrs Anna Carolyn Thueinmler. 90 was confirmed by Congress on July ?r visit at Mis Margaret Sncws Weaver of Bath, and Mrs. Mabel
sonality, a charming, almost shy who also witnessed the world pre 7, 1890. Wyoming was admitted cottage. Dynamite Beach.
Weaver of Thomaston, to William
manner, a sweetly soft voice, she I miere performance of Aida 67 years into the Union." And there you
Staples of Rockland son of Mrs.
have
it.
makes instant appeal to audiences I ago in Cairo, Egypt
Miss Mary Wasgatt of Boston is
• • • •
William Staples cf Rocklar.d.
and friends. Her beautiful natural
|
spending
two
weeks
vacation
at
The prima donna was presented A laughing boy is the wind.
The couple were attended by Mis.
coloring makes it unnecessary to with the key to the city in Phila
Crawford lake, the new cottage
Hoyden and full of glee.
.built
... to
. rep, ace ..
.. . ,burned
_ . , Edson
Spear
wear make-up on the stage. She delphla by the mayor, in April, at
the one that
J
• of Thomaston as maid
With voice now high, now low
.. _
ubeen
_ . of honor, anu Edson Soear as best
Is an Indian Princess to the Chick the Academy of Music. She has
n
the
Spring
having
recently
Ever ready for a spree.
man. The bride was charmingly
asaw tribe of Oklahoma, and was been painted and sculptured by
| completed.
He tantalizes fruit trees
arrayed in a white silk dress, with
named by her own tribe, which Katherine Leighton, famous por With dance and whirling zest,
gold accessories. Mrs. Edson Spear,
means.
appropriately.
"singing trait painter of Indians, and can
Mrs.
Ellen
Gilchrest
of
Chicago
He throws shadow through the
inaid of hcr.or, wore an attractive
bird.” She attended University of be seen in the Vose galleries in
| is visiting friends in this city, and teal blue taffeta dress with match
breeze
Oklahoma before beginning her Boston.
n Thomaston and Belfast.
Like cloudlets never at rest.
ing accessories The couple will re
vocal studies in New York, thence * she opened the Democratic con- He pilphers milkweed's blow
side In Rockland, due to Mr. Staples'
to Germany and Italy schools for ! vention in Chicago, singing "Star
Mrs. Carl Snow and children of postilion.
And whirls it into spaces
more intensive study. As part of Spangled Banner" dressed in na- Then hides, the roguish elf.
Auburn. Mass., arrived Saturday
her training, she was booked for tive costume. She also opened a
night for a week at the log cabin PUTANSU-MrGRAY
Leaving no chance of traces.
concerts from Stockholm. Sweden series of five operatic performances
| at Treasure Point Farm. Mr. and
He cools the anguished brow
Saturday at 9 o'clock. Rev. J.
to Cairo. Egypt, appearing success on station WOR Aug. 3. and will
Mrs. Sydney Snow of Worcester
Fever torn, with soft kisses,
Charles MacDonald's home was a
fully from the beginning.
appear on the N.B.C. concert tour
I
have
also
arrived,
and
will
spend
And fills the world with joy;
scene of a quiet wedding uniting
Her formal debut was made in this coming season, opening in
lire month of August at Donut Mrs. Mertie MtGrey of Madison,
This laughing, lilting boy.
Trieste in May. 1937. in the title Philadelphia in October in "La
,
K. S. F. I Point.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
role of "Aida." This was followed by Scala." In a previous visit to this
Greene; and William Putansu of
appearances In Turin. Florence, [ country, she was soloist with the
The Duke of Windsor and Wallie
Miss Ilplen Coltart is having her
Parma. Perugia. Palermo. Savana. Philharmonic Symphony Orches- are soon to visit the United States. annual vacation from F W. Wool- Waldoboro, son of Mr. and Mrs.
August Putansu.
Bologna. Bari. Catania, and under . tra. under the direction of Malcolm Thus said the Duke.
worth store, and with Miss Doris
The couple were attended by Miss
the sponsorship of the Italian gov- Sargent.
• • • •
Coltart and Mrs. Ruth O Shaw is Daurlce Tolman was maid of honor
ernment. made a concert tour in 1 Lushanya has had experience in
Years ago the way to cure elder visiting the New York World's Fair.
and Charles Wadsworth as best
Sicily. She also appeared in the the movies, and was technical dl- ly men of irascibility was to teach
man. The bride was charmingly
world premiere of “Tziganl’ by ' rector of Cimarron. In which Rich- them to knit. A Pittsfield man of
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Sczak and son arrayed in a ipink silk dress and
Cremeslmi. in the role of Nadia, In 1 ard Dix appeared. She was soloist 73. and that really is not an old
Tommy of Orono were we< kend gold accessories Miss Daurlce Tol
Bologna. Italy, and in Bari she was at the Hollywood Bowl on one 1m- man. is an expert at quilting. He
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kel- man, mail cf honor wore an* attrac
portant
occasion.
awarded a gold medal by the Italian
has made many beautiiul patch- •ey. Mrs Sezak coming for the fu
tive wine crepe dress with matching
( Commission of Theatre for the outI ushanya returned Sunday to work quilts, and why r.ot?
neral cf Mrs. Josephine Burns.
accessories. The couple will reside
• • • •
j standing performance at Teatro New York, and although her visit
in Otter Creek where Mr. Putansu
j Petruzzelli.
in Maine was brief, she was much
A Bingham man has bu.lt a boat
In her scrapbook were uncount impressed by the beauty of the different from any the world has | Mr. and Mrs. Leonard North and is employed.
able clippings from newspapers of State, and hopes sometime to ever known. It Is made from nephew John Mann arrived today
every large city throughout Europe, | make a longer visit
strips of cedar, saplings, graceful j from Jackson Heights, L. I., N. Y„ SAUNDERS-PHILBROOK
for three weeks vacation at the
Miss Barbara Philbrook, daughter
as a birch canoe. 16 feet long and
North-McCormack cottage at Ash cf Mr. and Mrs Warner Philbrook
Is
a
motor
craft.
Mrs. James Balloch cf Manches A SILVER TEA
Point.
cf I^pckland. and Donald tsauiiuw.s,
• • •
ter, N H . teturr.s home this week
Thursday, Aug. 15 is the date for Men of Adventure
son cf Mr. and Mrs. Ansel B«**nafter a fortnight's visit with her the annual Silver Tea, for the bene
Mrs. Carl Shapiro of Newton, ders of this city, were married Sat
\fen of this world’s adventure
I sister, Mrs. Berkeley D. Winslcw.
Macs., has been the guest for one urday night at 8 o’clock at the
fit of the Elinor Jackson Library at Should command a spirit clean;
Tenants Harbor the home of the Stand for courage, men of sorrow. week of Miss Helen Ruben: tein, home of Rev. J. Charles McDonald
Mrs. Rocco Lagcncgro and chil : ,t( T. B. Aldrich. This Tea is at Stand for right in daily mien.
who performed the single-ring cere
Talbot avenue.
dren, Joan and Robert and Mr. and ‘The Crags," as usual, from 3 to On this earth made dark with
mony.
Mrs. Anthony Arena and daughter 530 p m d s t Major and M„ A,_
The bride was attended by Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Jones cf
wrong.
Josephine of Waterbury. Conn, drich w,n welcome everyone who Pray each hour and every morrow Ingrahams Hill recently gave a Beverly Bowden of Rockland as
were the guests cf Mr. and Mrs. may come bringing their pocket- For the restless surging throng
birthday party for Mrs. Helen maid of henor, and Donald Sim
John B. Moulaiscn on Broadway.
books wlth plcnty 0, gllver and a To awaken and stampede
Jones. There were 30 guests. Mrs. mons of Union was best man. The
delightful social hour is always the From this gruesome hate and greed Jones was presented with nine bride wm lovely in navy blue with
white accessories. She wore a carBernard Dorfman. a proud and | result of these gatherings. Reserve That has caught us in its thong. birthday cakes.
sage of red roses and white sweet
dignified youngster, considering hisI this date for this event, Thursday
K. S. F.
• • • •
immature two years, was a sue- j Aug. 15. 3 to 5.30 p. m. Plenty of
Supt. and Mrs. George Cum pea,. Miss Bowden was attired in
Hint—Pull every ragweed you ming and son Gordon were called white, with navy accessories, her
cessful host last Friday when he ' parking space.
W-98
j entertained 17 young friends with a
-----------------see, and those who suffer from | to Houlton Thursday by the death corsage was pink sweet peas and
birthday party at the home of his | Miss Gail Sharp is home from asthma and hay fever will bless | of Mr. Cumming's uncle. On their roses.
After the ceremony tlie bride and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Dorf- | New York, vacationing from her you all their days for the comfort return Sunday they wpre accom
man. 6 Rockland street. Mother.' responsible position in Chase Na- they may take in Summer time. panied by their daughter Joyce who groom went on a brief bridal trip.
present were Mrs. Marion Breen tional Bank. She is dividing her
I has been at Camp Natarswi for destination was a secret.
The bride graduated from Rock
What nice things are being said | tnree weeks. Mr. Cumming leaves
and Mrs. Inez Roberts. The re- time between Battery Beach with
freshments included five birthday' her mother, Mrs. Sath Low. and of the flower gardens of Rockland today for Ca<tme to attend the land High School In the class of
cakes. Bernard is the happy pos- the home of her grandmother, Mrs and well deserved, too.
Superintendents' Conference tills 1940. Mr. Saunders graduated from
• • • •
Rockland High School in the class
scssor of a number of nice presents.| E. D. Spear, Maple street.
week.
Co-operative wildlife research
class of If,38 and a student of tha
will be headed by John Pierce biMrs. Wijder Whcelright, Mrs. University of Maine. While at the
ologist, becoming stationed at the Paiiey Whcelright, Mrs. Irwin How University he became a member of
University of Maine. He will be ell Mrs. T. Wilson Lloyd, Mrs. the Theta Chi Fraternity. He is
helpful in many other lines of re Josiah H. Gifforu, Mrs. John Dey. now employed with Swift & Co.
search.
Mrs. Charles F Young and Miss Mr. and Mrs. Saunders will reside
Naturalistic
• • • •
Edith iPruddcn form the dlstin-1 at the corner of Broadway and
Our very good friend of State guished list of pourers and helpers Holmes street at present,
Chat in the Lewiston Journal of at the Silver Tea today at “The I
Aug. 8 speaks of the "pale blue Crags."
I
IMore Personals on Page Six)
cornflower by the roadside" as hav
ing its day. We of this part of
the State do not recognize the pale
blue cornflower and would like in
formation. The more than lovely
ANNOUNCING
blue—and not too pale blue—chi
Our Annual Display and Sale of
cory is now having Its day and it's
$7 Deluxe Oil
too early for the lovely blue asters,
Permanent
so we yvonder if they call chicory,
cornflower In the Lewiston section
• • • •
Clarifying editorials through the
You Are Cordially Invited To Make An Early Inspection
next few months will do much to
Reg. SIO.OO
help to an understanding of the
Supreme
Quality Furs at Moderate Prices
needs of this country today and
Push Up Wav
these needs are many. Editorials
render distinct service to the
BEAUTY
QCz-s
AIDS
Out
people and should never be passed
over. Ideas and ideals will be
FURRIERS
helped, ways of living and think
ing improved by close study of the
CLOTH COATS
BURDELL S DRESS SHOP
375 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, PHONE 142
j
editorials in both your local and
16 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 540
your metropolitan newspaper these
days of tragic events and basic
89-tf
misunderstandings.

GILBERT’S

OIL
Permanent

$2

$3.00

FURS AND FUR GARMENTS
LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

LBLON
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Page Eight

For Home Defense
Sons Of Union Veterans
Are Seeking To List
Patriotic Citizens

THE MOUNTAIN TOP MAIDS
Their New Clubhouse At Razorville,
Scene Of Many Activities

Educational Club

Every-Other-Day

“An Angel Unawares”

Civil War Veterans

Wade Tourist Home Finds
Itself Host To Con
gressional Member

Fine Array Of Speakers
At Mrs. Ulmer’s Picnic—
Club Has Surprise Guest

Mrs. Flora Ulmer pleasantly en
George T. Wade of 96 Camden
tertained the Woman's Educational
street, who operates a home for
During the World War in 1918.
Club Friday afternoon and eve
tourists, entertained on the night of
Sixteen years ago some of the doors. hang new curtains, and
the Sons of Union Veterans of the
Aug. 9, Mrs. Clyde H. Smith, mem
ning at her home on Willow street
Civil War proved their loyalty and schools in the town of Washington make other improvements. A local
ber of Congress from the Second g
Current
events
and
topics
pertain

patriotism, by supplementing the were consolidated, and the school- family gave them a stove, and the
District. Mrs. Smith had been a
regular estatlishments, in various house in the Mountain district four club itself bought a piano. The ing to self improvement engaged
guest at the Rockport Carnival, and
communities, of police and fire de- miles from Razorville was aban- club bought some dishes and par- the attention of the club members
accompanied by her-sister called at
caitments. guarded docks and terMr W'ade's heme for accommoda
until the arrival of tlie first speaker,
mimls and other activities to
tions fcr the night. She was a
Lawrence Hamlin. Democratic canwhi-h they were assigned, work
stranger to Mr. Wade and finding
I
didate
for
the
State
Legislature.
that called fcr. primarily, unques| that license plate bore the identiflHe discussed conditions in this
t oned liyalty to the United States
1 cation given a member of Congress
j city that need remedying, and aired
of America.
he consulted his register and to hls
j
his
political
views.
In
his
boyhood
The present state of World af
I surprise learned that he was host
days, saloons were inconspicuously
fairs seems to call for a wider
to one of Maine’s most distinguished
I located and not as a rule frequent
scope of activities and the Camps
daughters.
Left, William 11. Smith; renter, Albion Allen; right, E. Kirk.
ed by women and children, he At-'
in various parts of Maine are do
He found Mrs. Smith and her
i plained, but today lt ls ndt an uning their part in preparation for
sister to be most gracious and pleas-,
Pershing
rather
than
that
of
Col.
by
Dick
Jurgens
comes
from
Col
1 common sight to see Intoxicated i
any emergency.
umbia and is a sweet-swing version ing and appreciative of all favors
women on the streets and in res- ' Lindbergh and that ln view of the
In the 5th Maine District, com
of this smooth number. It is vo- shown them It was gratifying in'
taurants
which
are
really
saloons
j
fact
that
we
are
in
need
of
modern
j
prising Rockland. Camden. Bel
calized by Harry Cool. Tommy deed to mtet and to know one who
These Records May Be
fast. Liberty, Vinalhaven. Waldo
’ In the old days a saloon was a equipment and men trained in the
Tucker puts in his hat by swing is so skilfully and gracefully carry
I saloon and did not parade under ■use of it, strict economy, consider
boro and Boothbay Harbor, under
Heard At Maine Music
ing “Vou Darlin'.’’ This number ing the banner of our State in high
the direction of the District Super
the guise of a restaurant, he point ing that the deficit ls now nearing
O. 6.
is vocalized b>’ The Voices Three places.
Co..
Rockland
ed out.
visor the various camps are pre
$7,000,000,000, should be practiced
and is a grand revival of an older
Returning from the last war he in order to provide adequate de
pared to list all patriotic citizens
United States Record Corpora piece. These are Vocalion record MARTINSVILLE
c' the United States, in their com
found many changes for the worse fense.
tion starts off the review this week ings by Columbia.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. George F.
munities. who would serve, locally,
in this locality. There appeared to
Henry Howard and grandson Ed
Finally. Columbia presents Kay
Not a palace, but a rosy home for happy and industrious young folks.
lf called upon, in duty within their
be fewer industrial opportunities win Edwards, showed excellent with two records from Lou Breese Kyser with “Palms of Paradise" Nichols the past week were Mayor
capabilities.
and less activity than was once the colored views of Florida where he anc* his orchestra "I'm Nobody's with Ginny Simms; "Imagination" and Mrs. Joseph Woodcock and Mr.
All applications should be made <oned. For 16 years the old school- ents and neighbors donated others, case hereabouts. As more and more spent the past Winter. Many fa- Baby" and "Tennessee Fish Fry.” bj- Jack Miller's orchestra with Kate and Mrs. George Burgess of Cliff
side Park, N. J.
in person, their blanks completely house clung to the side of the and now thej' can serve refresh- °f the earlier industries have died miliar faces were seen in these views These are very good in two differ
Smith vocalizing; and Benny Goodfilled out. giving their experience
out, ln increasing number ot the which Included handsome floats in ent strains of fun.
•nents
at
their
meetings.
mans
presentation
of
"The
Moon
along any lines that might prove mountain empty and forlorn, win
younger generation must seek work the parade of States, with a close
Van Alexander records "Jungle Don't Talk."
READ THE ADS
Outside the building, the girls elsewhere, with the result that the
useful.
dows broken, roof leaking, and door
up of the Maine float showing the Jive." a smooth, but hot swing
All these applicants must be creaking on rusty hinges. Now it have done little as yet except to population has declined. He also queen and her attendants. There
number. This is also on a Var
Dollar Days in Rockland, Aug.
rigidly vouched for as to their
clear away the weeds and bushes J called attention to certain privl- were also views of Cuba, including
sity disc. The final in U. S. re
is
once
more
the
center
of
com

loyalty and dependability by three
which were encroaching upon the leges accorded foreigners .such as Morro Castle. In addition there cordings is "The Blue Room" by 16-17. Record smashing values.
persons of good standing in their munity activity, the scene of fre yard and to plant flowers about the cases where they would work for a were most attractive views of Owl's
the Buster Bailey Sextet. This $100 ln free cash prizes. Reduced
localities.
•
quent gatherings, and ringing with foundation. Later they plan for few months out of the year, spend Head and vicinity; also Blue Hill. sweet swing piece gives this sextet fares on island steamboats.
This list of certified persons, will
their money recklessly then receive
Margaret Chase Smith, efficient a chance to show its best.
the voices and laughter of young needed repairs and new paint.
ing to do duty if needed, will be
an allowance for the rest of the Congresswoman from this District
Coleman Hawkins and his Octet
The club was organized in the time, at the expense of the tax
available to the State and (Federal people.
mbde a surprise visit and told the stapt
ball roUing for RCA on a
A
wide
awake
4-H
Club
is
re

Spring
of
1939
with
Maud
Turner,
authorities, to simplify their prob
payers; whereas in like circum club members what is being accom Bluebird recording of "M>' Blue
lems when loyal help is needed in sponsible for the change. Guided an older girl, as leader. Late in stances a citizen would be obliged to plished in the way of defense. In
Heaven." This is a musical ver
any future emergency.
by efficient leadership and sup the Fall Miss Turner went away to work out his expenses at the City view of the fact that we need mod
sion of the old favorite and has
Filling out these blanks and be ported by their friends and neigh work, and Mrs Lila Crommett suc Farm. The dangers of foreigners ern equipment and men trained to
no vocalation. “I Am An American"
ing certified does not obligate a bors. the Mountain-Top Maids have ceeded her as club leader. The or- being given private as well as pub use it. lt Is necessary that many
ls a novelty number done bj' Graj'
person, only as his own willingness converted the old schoolhouse into qanization has 11 members. Offi- lic jebs were also brought out.
and time must be taken for this pur Gordon and is Tic-Toc Rhythm for
and patriotism dictates. If called
If he goes to Legislature, Mr pose. Volunteers pushed suddenly Bluebird. It is a stirring combina
he would probably be further ex one of the few 4-H club houses in cers are Irene Lenfest, president; Hamlin aims to serve the people of into a war would be at a disadvant
tion of singing and drama all on
Maine.
j
Ruth
Turner,
vice
president;
Frances
amined but our job is to have the
this district in way beneficial to age and might not know how to
Organized in 1939. the club held Crommett, secretarj- and club re- their interests, he says. Too often properly use the equipment and one record. Dick Todd and a male
list of trusted citizens ready if
its flrst meetings at the homes of porter; Betty Jones, treasurer; Bea- persons elected to public office, use protect themselves, so for this rea-'* trio present a new Lew Porter
need comes.
number. “It's All Over Now" for
And here is the blank, as com the members. But the members trice Turner, color bearer; and Bea- their position to further their own son. conscription would allow for
Bluebird. Dick is accompanied by
piled by the 5th district supervisor. were scattered, some of the girls J trice Crommett, cheer leader,
ends, as the sad state of affairs In proper training, she pointed out. a chorus which carries the under
C. W Schaller, address Memorial living five miles from each other, i The Mountain-Top Maids are ! Augusta indicates, he declared.
Regardless of this her mail is filled beat in a hum.
Building. Rockland. Me.:
At 6 o'clock the club members with protests against conscription.
and a central meeting place was ' proud of their new club house and
Wayne King records two old fav
Name ........................................ .........
found, upon adjournment to the The club members, however, de orites this week for Victor, the fox
needed.
The
empty
schoolhouse
grateful
to
the
community
for
the
Address...................... . ..... Age ....
would fill that need, so last Janu- whole-hearted support they have dining room, that Mrs. Ulmer as clared themselves as 100 in favor ' trot “If I Forget You" and a waltz
Usual occupation or trade.............
sisted by her daughter, had pre of lt.
"Because." Tlie vocal refrain in
ar>’ the club got permission from , received. In return, the club house
pared a bountiful feast consisting
As Maine lyis an unusually long the flrst ls done by Wayne himself
the town to repair and use the is open for community activities. of baked beans, hot rolls, assorted ecast line to defend and is in a posi- • and both numbers show that he
Have working knowledge of
building.
Already a wedding reception has cold meats, salads and cake to sup tlon not only nearer Europe than , has lost none of his old smoothness.
Physical status...........................
In the thirty odd years we have been handling furs we have
During the Winter the Mountain- been held there, and a Sunday plement their box lunches.
the other States, but has a consid To conclude the offering of RCA.
Applicant born at.....................
earned a worthwhile reputation among discriminating buyers in
The first evening speaker was E erable border on a country engaged Tommy Dorsey waxes a new piece
Top Maids raised nearly $100 with school has been started. An in
Date..............................................
this vicinity. The name Lucien K. Green & Son tarries the as
which they bought lumber glass, tangible something that the com J. Ccrne'.is of Camden who took for in warfare, the outcome of which Is which will be a favorite soon. The
Father born at ...... -..............
surance of satisfied customers. It is synonymous with integrity
and other material for repairs munity lost 16 j'ears ago when his subject “America's Duty in This uncertain, steps are now being taken dis; is "All This and Heaven Too'
Date
................................................
World Crisis.” In the course of his fcr adequate defense. A military with the vocal refrain bj' Frank
in Furs and wr intrnd to maintain this high place in the opinion
Parents
and
neighbors
helped
the
the
school
was
closed
has
reawak

Mother born at ........................
remarks he brought out that many road from perhaps the Rangeley Sinatra.
girls build tables and seats and a ened; that something is community |
of our patrons, both old and new.
Date ........................ .... „............
1 countries who did not attach srtl- Lakes region to Fort Kent is under
"Make-Believe Island" recorded
cupboard, repair the windows and spirit.
Previous Government service
i ous importance to the facts con consideration, she explained and
Exaggeration is not a part of our advertising or selling claims
tained in Hitler's book "Mein more landing fields are being
—
we
want a Lucien K. Green A Sot t ur Coat to give better service
i,
Every Car Needs
We. the undersigned, hereby cer
Kaimpf." and had neglected ade planned, including one here ln
than you expected—iUmuSt always represent extra value.
tify that we know the above named
quate preparation, had learned a Rockland to facilitate transporta
person to be of good moral char
sad lesson. The only thing that tion.
It is therefore, with enthusiasm that wr present our new col
acter and a reliable, loyal Ameri
prevents this country from being
Mrs. Smith expressed a willing
lection of Furs for tbe coming season.
can citizen.
ln the same position is that wc do ness at all times to receive con
Name _........... .................................
not lie in the path of the German structive suggestions from the con
We believe a fur coat is not a wise investment unless it has
Address .............. -.............. ■■..........
armies being separated by the ocean. stituents and likes to know their
a certain standard of quality. We have set our own standards
1 Many of the ccuntrier now in sub- opinions on important questions be
below which we w ill not go under any circumstance.
i mission were as peace-loving and fore Congress.
CAREER STORY
| democratic as ls this country, but
There was some dcubt expressed
Whethrr you purchase an inexpensive jacket, or a luxurious
ii i ■ i ■ tri-t ■ i ■I ■
liad not jearne(j tlle iesson that to her in Washington that Maine
Mink—here, you may rest assured, you are receiving Quality and
Only Simonix positively slope
Automobiles from far and near< doze off during the sermon, and to Hitler breaks treaties to suit his would be willing to elect a woman
weather, dirt, and ultra-vio
Fashion at a fair price.
to Congress, due to the conserva
let raye from ruining motor
created a traffic jam at Lincolnville bis vast surprise, and the enjovment convenience, as his book admits
car hmehee and their beauty
The democracies are also at a tion of the State, so there was much
So. the eooner your car le
Center Sunday morning, when the
sudden consciousness by a sharp rap' disadvantage because a dictator surprised at the cutceme of her
Si mo meed, tha better' Let us
second annual old time costume on the head from one of the tithing can act immediatelj' with discl- election, she remarked.
do it tor vou now We do a
real Simoruxing job at a rea
service was held at the old Center men.
plined armies at his control, whereThe club members gave a rising
sonable price You get the
enviable satisfaction of see
Church. License plates from the
Following the sermon, abridged by as the democracies can get into vote of thanks to the speakers and
ing your car stay beautiful for
States of Washington. Florida. Illi- Rev. Duncan Rogers from an origi-' action onlj- after much red tape and to Mrs Ulmer who so generously
FURRIERS
years MotcnstsW ise Simonist
nois, Pennsylvania. Rhode Island, nal delivered by George Whitefield delay caused by the necessity of ca'll- entertained them.
It SCHOOL STREET.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 540
Massachusetts. New York and New in 1770. the congregation adjourned ing together the lawmaking bodies.
The next meeting is to be held
Jersey were noted, as well as from to the yard, where still and motion Mr Cornells declared his accept- with Mrs. Effie Lawrence, Rockport. WINTER STREET, ROCKLAND,
other distant points.
pictures of the costumed guests ance of the point of view of Gen.
—By the Assistant Secretary
The service was conducted in an were made.
—— —
authentic Colonial fashion. John
Outstanding among the costumes
Poland acted as precentor, and were those of Mrs. Eleanora Knight
lined out three 17th century Psalm j and Mrs. Helen Harvey, whose
This month—on billboards through
tunes without accompaniment. The 1 dresses, loaned by Mrs. Henry Moody
out this territory—the Gulf poster
Tithing Men were Bernard Knight of Thomaston, were of the American
below is on display. Because the
and Deacon Peavey, who patrolled Revolutionary period. Mrs. Dora
the aisles with their long poles. Moody and Miss Rosamond Mcody
news it tells is important to all
beknobbed on one end and be- ' also were in costumes of that early
motorists, we have taken this op
feathered on the other. Through an date, while a number of other local
portunity to give you the full facts.
amusing coincidence a certain man people and visitors came in heirloom
CARY GRANT is a proof of the attending the service happened to1 costumes.
theory that love of the theatre is
hereditary. Grant was bom in
Bristol, England. His grandfather
was Percival Leach, a noted Eng
yNE GLANCE AT THIS POSTER has
lish actor who spent his lifetime
probably fold you that both Good
behind the footlights. The lad’s
association with stage people
Gulf and Gulf No-Nox gasolines have
brought out his inherent love of
been stepped up. But what the bill
the theatre. But at 12 years old
PAY AS YOU LEARN
board couldn’t explain is that this is
Grant’s ambition followed a
not a syrfiholic picture but an accurately
strange channel. He ran away to
YOUNG MEN—LEARN A TRADE
join an acrobatic troupe which
drawn graph!
did eccentric dancing, stilt stunts
and clown routines. Four weeks
ELECTRIC WELDING
This chart shows you the relative
later. Cary's father caught up with
boosts in anti-knock value—shows by
him and returned him to school.
Welders Wanted in Shipyards and Industries
direct comparison, how much these two
At fifteen, however, young Grant
great fuels have been improved. What's
broke the shackles again and re
Welding School To Locate Here
turned to his first love. His par
more, these improvements are tangible
ent permitted the boy to have
... step ups that can make a real differ
his way this time, and Cary
ence in your car!
started his professional career as
(No class room or home studying is required.
a “knockabout” comedian. When
The step up in regular-priced Good
the act went to New York, Cary
Courses can be arranged so that you can learn in
Gulf gives it an extra performance
appeared at the Hippodrome for
two years. Returning to hi* na
“plus.” The improvement in Gulf Noyour spare time, evenings or days).
tive land. Grant spent two years
Nox—which was already knockproof
in stock, and also developed a
under all normal operating conditions
singing voice. Arthur Hammer—makes it tower above its old remark
stein brought him to America to
All young men interested in learning this trade
appear in “Golden Dawn,” on
able high. NO REGULAR GASOLINE
Broadway Other musical hits fol
—NOT ONE—CAN COMPARE WITH
lowed in rapid succession. Grant's
write or call
GULF NO-NOX!
star was on the ascendency. Dur
ing the summer of 1931. Carey
played the leads in twelve operet
tas produced by the St. Louis
Repertoire Company. With Fay
Wray and Douglas Montgomery,
‘21 Way* to
Grant met with signal success in
“Nikki." Upon its close he set
Save Money.”
forth on a tramp automobile trip
This helpful booklet is
27 WATER ST.,
RANDOLPH, ME.
to Hollywood. A chance meeting
with a studio executive led to a
yours for the asking at
screen test and his film debut in
92*lt
your Good Gulf dealer’s.
"This Is the Night." Since then he
Get your copy right
has made more than twenty-five
pictures, including the recent hits
away, at the Sign of the
“Bringing Up Baby. “Holiday
Gulf Orange Disc.
"The Awful Truth,' “Gunga Din
and**Mv Favorite Wife” in which
RKO Radio stars him with Irene
Home Defense Registration Emer
gency Duty
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EALM OF
Local Merchants Have Planned Great
Things For Aug. 1617-Cash Prizes

M

USIC
Another
Interesting
Summer
musical activity is announced—at
Tenants Harbor, in I.OO.F. hall,
Monday evening, Aug. 12, at 8.30.
when a program will feature Jac
queline Langdon Hall in mono
dramas. and Earle Vining Potter,
tenor soloist, with Mrs. Kenneth
P. Lord (Helen Cooper) as accom
panist. It sounds most attractive,
and it would be the wish of all
who may attend that Mrs. Lord be
heard in piano solos using some of
hcr own delightful compositions.
....
Knowing that Mr. and Mrs.
Vladimir Sokoloff who are Sum
mering at Rockport have been at
tending the Berkshire Festival, it
ls of interest to note that the Berk
shire Festival opened its seventh
season on Aug. 1st "with less fuss
than usually attends the dally open
ing of a movie theatre." as one re
viewer commented. The first-night
audience numbered close to 6.000
persons. Although the festival as
sociation would never make such
a claim, it is probable that the nine
concerts which comprise this sea
son constitute the highest level
which Summer symphonic music
has yet reached In this country.
With the famous Boston' Symphony
Orchestra serving this festival, it
is not strange that there are those
who insist that the activity is the
logical successor to the old Salz
burg festival in war-torn Europe's
Austrian Tyrol.
It is said that the first-night au
dience had attendants from every
corner of America and from most
European countries as well. As al
ways at the festival, the orchestra
was precisely the one that plays
through the Winter in Boston's
Symphony Hall Koussevitsky has
steadfastly refused to lower per
formance standards for his Sum
mer audience, and as a result the
audience has grown beyond the
wildest hopes of the original spon
sors.
Another unique venture Ls on at
the Berkshire Festival, too. ln that
more than 300 students are study
ing and living with music through
the months of July and August.
I wonder if another Dorothy
Maynor will come forth this year.
You will recall it was at the Berk
shire Festival last year that Koussevitzky presented this find.
• • • •
My good friend, Nell Tolman, has
sent me the tentative program of
the Worcester Music Festival to be
held from Sept. 30 to Oct. 5. This
Festival, in its 81st vear. has Al
bert Stoessel as the musical director
of both orchestra and the chorus
of over 400 voices. Among the
soloists to be presented this year
are Annamary Dickey and Harriet
Henders, sopranos: Anna Kaskas.
contralto; Richard Crooks and
Charles Kullman, ftnors. all of the
Metropolitan Opera Company, and
Katherine Bacon, pianist. On the
opening day the opera "Orpheus"
by Oluck (stage production), will
be presented, with Anna Kaskas
in the title role. On Oct. 1st there
will be a Beethoven program in
cluding the O major piano con
certo and the “Ninth Symphony."
On Thursday, the 3d. there will be
a program of orchestra and choral
works featuring the world pre
miere of Mabel Daniels' "Song of

Whiskers were very much in vogue when the famous Loon and Shutter baseball teams were playing their
annual games. The series ended under an agreement that whichever team lost (Ihe exact year Is unknown
to the writer) should disband. The Anal game was played at Lake City, Camden, and the Shutters won. Exit
the Loons. Among the players on the Dodo team were two Rockland men, the late Arnold II. Jones, who was
one of the proprietors of The Courier-Gazette, and mayor of Rockland; and the late Simon II. Webb, a widely
known traveling salesman. D. N. Hardacker, who figures in the group, frequently umpired thc Rockland games.
PASTURE SONG
Back row, left to right: H. C. Chapman, T. L. Lindsey, R. F. Genthner. A. H. Jones (Rockland). Middle
Not to the community sing In the row W. L. Littlefield. J. D. Nichols, D. N. Hardacker, R.W. Sawyer, S. II. Webb (Rockland). Front row: G.
village school.
But to the wild pasture I go tonight D. Hughes. F. F. Clapp, 11. N. Harris, F. O. Sargent. In front, the mascot.
to hear
The hymns of the old pines while a
south wind
chine gun company.
Pushes the rain clouds ln one huge
mass
Arthur M. Smith, Ind., 18 In
In the west
I love these pasture
spirituals.
fantry. died of wounds.
The weekly attraction at the
Songs of the mourning dove and
Charles A. Smith, ind., 302 ma Boothbay Playhouse opens Wed
plover.
And the field sparrow. These great
chine gun.
nesday night as usual, but the per
choral lsts
Sing of the upland pasture, and cows
Andrew J. Staples, ind., medical formance that evening, “The Late
and sheep.
detachment.
And of the parched grass the drought
Christopher Bean," is a benefit for
has brought.
Frank A. Staples, ind., 4 army
Their only accompaniment ls the hum
the Annie Bailey Barrett Memorial
corps.
ming tune
Of the old Minutes lead Into hours,
Lewis R. Stevens, enlisted, 86 Fund with all seats priced at $1
and the rain clouds
without tax. The following three
pioneer infantry.
Build one on another until the first
drops
nights—Thursday through Satur
Hugh
E.
Sullivan,
enlisted,
101
(By Oliver R Hamlin)
Of a Summer rain quench the thirst
day, the Boothbay Playhouse is
French motar.
of grass
And the great mullein against the
Back after two weeks spent at
Charles A. Thomas, enlisted, 56th paying honor to the neighboring
hill.
North Haven. I am presenting Pioneer infantry.
town of Wiscasset because the
—By Lansing Christman In Christian
names of Veterans who served in
Harold A. Tolman, ind., 20 field comedy, “The Late Christopher
Science Monitor,

Boothbay Playhouse

• • • •
I learn that Barbara Murray. 36
Camden street, Rockland, has a
xylophone which she hopes to sell.
It is a Deogen make, with an all
chromium setup, standing 2 feet
8 Inches from the floor, and 3 feet
3 Inches long. It has three octaves
and all the sharps and flats, and
has a very- lovely low mellow tone.
Miss Murray will be glad to show
the instrument to anyone interest
ed. with the privilege of trying the
tone. It seems a grand chance to
get such an instrument.
• • • •
Another program recently sent
me is from the Town Hall Play
house. Westboro, Mass. Olancing
over the pages, note that Frankie
Thomas, boy star of stage, screen
and radio, was scheduled to appear
ln Philip Barry's play "The Young
est" the week beginning July 15.
I recall seeing Frankie Thomas at
Lakewood some years ago in "Re
member the Day."
• • • •
The Castine Music Camp is set
tled down to routine work now.
This ls the tenth year of this
camp for school bands and orches
tras. In the faculty is noted such
names as Frank Rigby of Portland,
Mr.s Mary Smart of Dexter; Rus
sell Jack of Auburn, and Mme.
Cora Richmond of Sanford. Mr

Yrur travel worries are gone when you travel on
this all luxury train at only 2 rents per mile.

Across 9 States in daylight—A ride on “The East
Wind" is truly thr travel sensation nf 1940.

From (and to) Maine every day to Worcester, New
Haven. New York, Newark, Trenton. Philadelphia,
Wilmington, Baltimore and Washington.

the World War from Rockland:
artillery.
Oeorge N. Torrey, ind., 303 field
Leonardo Mangogna, ind., 120th
artillery.
infantry.
Mont P. Trainer, ind., 303 field
Rizzieri Mascatelli. ind.. hospital
artillery.
94.
Ralph H. Trecartin, ind., 303 field
Laforest S. May. ind., 54 artillery. artillery.
Edwin S. Meservey, ind., 303 Field
Amilcare Trenzoni, ind., 128 in
artillery.
fantry.
Roger W. Mills, ind., 51 artillery.
William C. Ulmer, ind., 116 in
Edward C. Moran, Jr., enlisted. fantry.
Sidney R. Walker, ind., organ
73 artillery.
Thomas V. Nassar. enlisted, 16 ization unknown.
Sidney R. Walsh, ind.. 6 engineers
R. Y. engineers.
Arthur W. Wardwell, ind., 123
Edgar L. Newhall, enlisted, 318 Co. T C.
engineers.
Pearl L. Warren, ind., 20 field ar
Guy E. Overlock, Ind., 151 dep. tillery.
brig.
Harry S. Webster, ind., 54 ar
Neil B. Packard, ind., 16th air tillery C AC
squadron.
Donald R. Weeks, ind., 54 ar
Herman W Payson, ind., 303 field tillery C.A.C.
artillery.
Huntley-Hill Post will in the near
Ira E Perry, ind., 301 engineers. future sponsor a Wild West show
Lee H. Pettlngill. ind., 26 Infantry with many acts. It will last more
to death.
than two hours and will be pre
Allie O. Pillsburry, enlisted, sented at the Community Building.
Q M. C.
Commander Albert Brickley has
Arthur F. Porter, enlisted. 56th appointed a special committee. Full
pioneer.
details will appear in a future is
Clarence E. Randall, ind, 61st sue of this paper.
engineers, died overseas.
The members of Huntley-Hill
Stefano Riggio, ind.. 39 infantry. Post are 100 percent for conscrip
Sherman J. Rokes. ind., 303 held tion remembering the World War
artillery.
and the condition that we were
Philip I. Rosenberg, ind., 303 held sent Overseas. The World War
artillery.
Veterans of today know what it
Herfan Rosenbloom, ind., 18th in means to rush green young men
fantry, wounded in action.
to war with no training, no knowl
Arthur E. Saunders, enlisted, 101 edge of the gun they are to use
French motar.
to defend their own lives. We say
Morris Shapiro, ind., 110 en prepare now. not next month or
gineers.
a year hence.
Walter A. Skinner, ind., 12th maComrade and Sister Boynton
spent the weekend at South Thom
Barrett of Lewiston, who is in aston. Mr. Boynton is employed
charge of percussion, and Mrs. at the Bath Iron Works.
Comrade George Torrey has em
Smart have been members of the
Music Camp faculty all ten years ployment at the Bath Iron Works.
He is a past commander of Hunt
of its existence.
• • * •
ley-Hill Post.
Let me remind you once more
Comrade Laurence Hamlin, past
of the concert at the Warren Bap commander of the Post, spoke at
tist church Thursday night, Aug. the afternoon meeting of the Ed
15. Under the direction of the ucational Club which met at Mrs.
popular tenor. Chester O. Wyllie, Alden Ulmer's home on Willow
chorus numbers by the church street.
choir and assisting singers drawn
Comrades George Leonard and
from Knox County, will be fea Charles Hill journeyed to Friendship
tured, and a delightful array of last week to take part in the dis
soloists will give of their best. It trict meeting held by the Friend
is particularly gratifying that Rand ship Post in District 6. Comrade
Smith, young baritone who has Leonard talked on National De
been a student with H Wellington fense and Comrade Hill on the Fifth
Smith for some time, will be heard Column.
ln solos. Mr. Smith has sung ln
All members are urged to attend
sevreal previous Warren concerts Friday's meeting.
Commander
and thereby has endeared himself, Brickley has some important busi
both by hls fine voice and winning ness te talk over with the members
personality. It is of interest to of the Post. Plans will be made
know that Mr. Smith has been at to hold the annual Post and Aux
the Berkshire Festival studying iliary picnic. Guests from other
opera.
Posts and Auxiliaries will take part

For two pennies a mile you get an individually re
served seat: three-way reclining chair; a Grill car
where the highest priced plate meal is only 55c; a
Tavern Lounge car; Soda fountain; Free news
papers and magazines; Radio—a
luxurious Club on wheels.

<Sor oil £
occasions S

Rockland$8.45

Ask your nearest Agent
for schedules and fares.
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Personal

we

are

ipe-'

' cia lists in making personal
loans of $25 to $250 or more.1 •
It is our full-time business.
Just write In—ask us about
our way of doing business.'
We will be glad to serve you.

RocklandPhiladelphia 11.15

A major event in the lives of a in the assertion that the advertise
majority of the families in Knox, ments will mean exactly what they
Lincoln and parts of Waldo and say.
Hancock Counties is scheduled for
It is healthful to .bring great
Aug. 16 and 17 when the merchants crowds of shoppers into Rock
of Rockland, banded together in the land. It acquaints the custom
Chamber of Commerce, stage thc ers with the stores, the clerks and
greatest single trades event of the the merchandise and services sold,
whole year, Dollar Days.
hence encourages future business.
The half hundred Dollar Days To make this even more effective
stores have determined to make and to induce a larger number of
Aug. 16 and 17 even more successful people to shop on these days, tlie
titan Lite thoroughly successful pre merchants will give away absolutely
ceding merchants' days. In former free and without obligation, cash
years the term "merchants’ days” prizes amounting to $100.00 divid
has been used to characterize tlie ed into $5000; $15 00; $10 00; and
event, but properly it should be $5.00 prizes. Tickets will be given
called “customers' Days" That ls with each purchase and the winners
especially true this year, because, duly announced.
with prices sky rocketing in many
Special displays will be made in
lines and about to advance in oth all shop windows prior to the great
ers. the Rockland merchants have sale days, so come into Rockland
united in a solid front of value giv Thursday night or early Friday
ing and bona fide low prices for morning to see the goods before the
these two tremendous bargain days. crowds gather and make window
The Thursday issue (Aug 15) will shopping impossible, or at least, dif
be filled with bargains ln every one ficult. The same thing holds true
of its advertising laden pages and of this great sales event as of any
the merchants are taking a special sales. The early comers find the
pride in making every article exact stocks at their peak and the very
ly as represented. Any Rockland I best merchandise available at the
merchant does that as a matter of | very lowest prices. Hence it becommon honesty but on special hooves the smart shoppers to come Always think before you act, but
value days, some people might think into town early to make the most dont think too long about an
some of the ads were too enthuslas- 1 of these opportunities.
swering intersting classified offers.
tic. This is definitely not thc case,
Remember — Aug. 16-17—Rock
and this paper joins the merchants I land's Greatest bargain days

Happy Hope Farm
Three Shades Of Hollyhocks, a Goat and a Very
Timely Plea

destroyed. It stands so straight and.
proud on the hill, overlooking the
town, and its steeple, pointing
heavenward, seems like a beckonarm. The oid church seems to

”ere 1ve

through sun-

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE—
Without Calomel —And You'll Jump Out ol
Bed in the Morning Rarin' lo Go
The liver ahould pour 2 pints of bile juke
Into your bowel. every day. lf thia bile to
not flowing freely, your (ood may not dige.L It may juat deray ln the howela. Then
(*a bloata up your itomarh. You Ret con
stipated. You feel sour, sunk and the world
looks punk.
It takes those pood, old Carter's Little
Liver Tills to Ret these 2 pints of bile flow,
bx freely to make you tn I “up and up."
Get a pnrkatre today. Take aa directed.
Amazing in ninklnR bile flow freely. Ask
for Cazier's Little Liver Pills. 1<>< snd 2&A

shine and storm, through Summer
days and Winter snows. My bell,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
The end of another Lord's day made by a great patriot, has called
your ancestors to worship. Now
| and the sun is sinking in the west.
their dust ls quietly sleeping in the
Reflecting the sun's rays a bouquet arms of Mother earth, and they are
of nasturtiums, given to me by Mrs asking you to be kind to me, the
Perley Damon, make a bright spot house of God, where their voices
have been raised In song, and in
of cheer in their blue vase.
Hollyhocks are blooming—three happy communion with each other. I TYPEWRITERS
Bean," w’as written by Sidney How shades of pink, with petals like Your great grandsires and grandAll Makes—Sales—Rentals
ard while living in Wiscasset's his delicate silk. Wc also have two in dames were proud young brideROCKLAND
TYFFWKITKR CO.
toric Pumpkin House (dates from teresting small seedlings, tiny but grooms and blushing brides at my
•
II
Park Street
1807), called Pumpkin because of ternut trees. Mr. Savage brought altar and I've given comforting i
Tri. 297-W
its color. Their guest of honor on the seed from Vermont and after sanctuary to the sorrowing.
Free Typing Course
"Oh, my people, flesh and blood
those nights is the devoted friend two years in the soil, these two trees
of Sidney Howard and the dis have come up. It will be interest of those departed ones don't let me
go down to ruin, but keep me white
tinguished resident of Wiscasset ing to see (how they grow.
for 30 years. George Maurice Hau
We have a new pet, a white goat and stately, with my steeple point
shalter. who now lives in the pump with black stockings and ears, ing to Heaven's blue arch. I am a
THERE IS NOTHING
kin House. Mr. Haushalter will brought to us by Mrs. Roswell Eaton precious memory, a monument to
the
past,
a
reminder
of
the
happy
SO REJUVENATING
address the audience each of the of Glen Cove, so that I might have
three nights giving reminiscences goat's milk. I had never tasted it, days of yore. Oh, my people, care
ASA
of Sidney Howard in a curtain telk but find it delicious, better than for me—and keep me as I am!”
In closing I want to thank the j
prior to first curtain.
cow's milk in my opinion.
The other day Mr. Haushalter
“Nannie” is very lonesome and kind friend who sent me the copy ;
presented the Playhouse with roses when she doesn’t see anyone is of "The Secret Place." I mislaid
OR A
cut from the bushes which Sidney bleating continually.
Goats are the address and so could not write. '
Howard planted at the Pumpkin great pets and very intelligent. This I've also received a fine book of i
NEW
House. He said, "I am rushing one will stand up on her hind legs poems by W R. Walter, who writes '
these to you. the very moment I and beg for grain and would follow for The Courier-Gazette. It has j
heard of your presenting Sidney's us about like a dog, were she loose. some fine illustrations, pictures of
play, because it is the very sort of A goat dairy was one of my dreams Mr. Walter and his good wife. Con- j
gratulatlons, dear friend and I plan
thing he would do himself. These that never materialized.
are not from me; they are from.
My husband and I had the pleas to write my personal thanks, as
Sidney. I bring them to you for ure of attending the Baptist Church soon as I get a new stock of en
Nancy S. Savage
him because we loved him."
in Warren today and received thc velopes.
WE SPECIALIZE
Characters in the play are named right hand of fellowship, having |
with historic Wiscasset names—not taken our letters from the First
Gave Venezuela Its Name
IN BOTH
only the Beans, but the Creamers, Baptist Church of Rockland.
Americus Vespuclus, also known
and the Haggets. And the charac
Speaking of churches. I do hope as Amerigo Vespucci, mada his first
ters were redrawn typifying people the beautiful Colonial Church on voyage of discovery in 1497. It is be
whom Howard met in Wiscasset. the Hill ln Thomaston will be kept lieved that he landed in Honduras
Because Chris Bean was an artist, in repair—and preserved. Thomas and was thus the first white man
73 PARK ST.,
TEL. 1678
the artists of Wiscasset are holding ton is especially rich ln Colonial to set foot on the mainland of the
Ample Parking Spare
an Art Exhibit, in the Lounge of architecture, with Its beautiful old western continent He it the man
the Playhouse, the second of a houses and the Knox Memorial and who gave Venezuela its name. The
series of "Between-the-Acts" Art it would be sad to see the old church word means "Little Venice.”
Exhibits, during the run ol the
comedy. Prominent is the water
color of the Pumpkin by Jane
Laura Scott, of thc Wicasse. Art
Guild.
Wiscasset's annual Open House
Day. a showing of all the lovely old
homes, comes Wednesday. Thc
Boothbay Playhouse production of
Chris Bean on the three days fol
lowing, in their particular honor,
has greatly touched and pleased
them. It will bo a sort of all-Wis
casset week in the community.

Facial

Perma
nent

PAYSONS’
BEAUTY SALON

The
greatest white
RED CROSS
SHOE SALE
VALUES
in
42 Years

in the tug of war, softball game,
horseshoe pitching and foot race.
All veterans who have made out
application cards for membership
In the Post are requested to attend
and receive their obligation Friday.
Comrade Vernon O. Giles has
been appointed by State Command
er Charles O. Weeman. Department
deputy inspector for District 6. This
is an important appointment due
to the fact that all books and
movies are Inspected by Comrade
Giles and a report of same is sent
to National three times a year.

btliinMk'’

Dollar Days in Rockland. Aug.
16-17. Record smashing values,
$100 ln free cash prizes. Reduced
fares on island steamboats.

Undralhngad
voluo at

You will be glad to say
"I have ridden ‘The East Wind'"

Rockland-

' -a.

Washington 13.83

MARTIN J. RIELLY, Mgr.
Room No. 201 Floor No. 2
Kresge Bldg.

I

241 Water St.,

Tha DlftOEN

With every new season, Red Cross Shoes reach new heights
of fashion, style, fit. Come in, see for yourself why more
than 14,000 women are buying Red Cross Shoes every day.

Sale includes all New Summer Styles except Foundation I.

Phone 1155

Augusta, Me.

Small Loan Statute License

No. 1. Charges 3% on unpaid
monthly balances up to $150;
monthly on balances
above.

No better way of con
gratulating the new father,
of thrilling the mother!—
than with Flowers from
us. It has become almost
traditional that, we follow
close on the trail of “Mr.
Stork." Better than calling
in person—far more con
siderate of you! And f-a-r
more eloquent than any
words you might use—our
lovely Flowers.

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

310 MAIN STREET,

TEL. 318-W
97-98

J

$4.95

CONGRATULATIONS!

TYPICAL FARES

New York

Affording Ambitious Young
Person Chance To
Continue Music
Education
Mrs. Everett L. Littlefield, of
Kennebunk, president of the Maine
Federation of Music Clubs, is an
nouncing that the Eastern Region
of the National Federation of Music
Clubs, which includes Maine, ls to
be offered an Edgar Stillman Kelley
Scholarship of $250
The terms of the scholarship are:
An applicant must be a native citi
zen of the United States; appli
cants may be either instrumentalist
or vocalists and may perform such
compositions as are in their reper
toire. not to exceed 20 minutes; all
numbers except sonatas for violin
or cello or piano must be performed
without words or music; applicants
may enter auditions in homestate
or state in which they are studying
but may proceed only to district
audition in district which includes
state ln which entered; applicants
must be recommended by the State
president; application blanks may
be had by applying to State presi
dent.
State auditions will be held in
order to select the one to proceed
to the district.
All applications must be in to
National by Sept. 1. All auditions
must have been held by Oct. 1.

by Gladyt St. Clair Heittad

Jael," and the solo appearance of
Apolyna Stoskus, soprano, of the
Berlin State Opera. Richard Crooks
appears on artist's night. The opera
this year is Offenbach’s "Tales of
Hoffmann" with Mr. Kullman in
the title role.
I am particularly interested ln
Miss Daniel's work. The composer,
who lives in Boston (and who is a
friend of Harris Stackpole Shaw),
has written a virile and colorful
musical setting to words by Ed
ward Arlington Robinson.
On artist's night when Mr.
Crooks will be heard, an additional
feature ls announced—a tone poem
for men's chorus and orchestra,
"The Origin of Fire" by Sibelius.
In the orchestral selections is noted
"El Salon Mexico" by Aaron Cop
land.
Miss Stoskus is a former Wor
cester girl, and appeared at the
festival in 1931, having been a
member of the chorus for two years
then going on to advanced studies
in New York including the coveted
tutelage of Mme. Sembrich. This
year she comes, as one of the most
prized sopranos, from the Berlin
State Opera.
• • • •

A $250 Scholarship

BLACKINGTON’S

ROCKLAND, ME.

THE LYRIC MUSE

Every-Other-Day
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At Warren Church

AN UNUSUAL STOVE

Program For the Fine
Concert To Be Given
There Thursday Night
The annual Summer concert of
the Warren Baptist Church, under
the direction of Chester O Wyllie.
will take place Thursday night, at
8.30, when this program will be
presented:

Publication Limited to Brief
Poems
of Original Composition
By Subscribers

J

Lakewood Theatre
Philip Dunning's, new comedy
"Dollars and Horse Sense" which
is having its premiere at Lakewood
this week is a saga of the race
tracks, told from behind the scenes.

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Ruth L Rogers. Librarian
Every week-day I a m. to 8 30 p. m.

If all the 1940

w

in the

were used for food, it

crop plus the supply

** ij ,

• • • •
Knowledge is of two kinds. We
Chorus Onward. Ye Peoples!. Sibelius
know a subject ourselves, or we
Trumpet Duet Side Partners.
Clark
would provide every
and
know where we can find it.”
Dorothy Young and Frank Young
(Mrs Faith G Berry, accompanist)
An
exhibit
of
portraits
in
oil
by
Male ChorusSLEEPY TIME
(al Recessional.
deKoven
Miss Hope Hawthorne Is being dis
[Fnr The Courier-Gazette]
Ib) Ole Uncle Moon,
Scott
played at the library this week.
Soprano—MattlnaU
Tostl
Two pairs of feet. oh. so tired!
with TWICE as much
Sunshine.
Bond
Worn out with romping and play;
Mi&s Hawthorne studied in New
Mildred Edna Dixon
Four little hands soiled and sticky.
York under Leon Kroll at the Na- (
iMr Dixon, accompanist)
At the close of a long Summer day.
Plano solo—Fantasia In G Minor.
Two towseled heads on a pillow.
tlonal Academy of Design and un
Golden hair clings to each brow.
Aylesford
der Arnold Blanche at the Art Stu
Lorlmer Dixon
Eyes so heavy with slumber.
and other wheat foods as each ate
Chorus Vagabonds
Fanning
For the Sandman's calling them now.
dent's League. She has also done
Soprano Aria Pleurez! pleurez.
mural decoration and stained glass.
wT,,
Out ln the yard are the playthings.
mes yeux from "Le Cld.”
Looking so sad and forlorn;
Massenet
She herself executed an eight-foot
Mutely thev seem to be asking.
Aria—Mlml plnson blondlnetta.
in the entire year of 1939.
circule window in the studios of
' Are the captains and generals
from "La Boheme."
Puccini
gone?'
To the Sun.
Pearl Curran
Charles
J.
Connick
of
Boston,
Mother ls tired and weary
Helen Thompson Yeo
leading glassman.
With all the confusion and noise.
(Mrs Berry accompanist)
*
Yet all the gold In the country
Cello solo—Andante. Concerto
In the July issue of Travel mag
Could never buy one of her boys.
Opua 1.
King
azine appears an article "Bringing The author dkplains how Canada
Margaret Bromley
Dear Lord, send Thy guardian angels
Baritone solos
To watch with tenderest care
our museums up to date,” by Rol- is a problem, not only for us and
Blow Blow Thou Winter Wind. Quilter
Over the bed of our darlings
lin Lynde Hartt Mr. Hartt will be Great Britain but for herself ln
niTsin Valley.
Quilter
Is our costant unspoken prayer.
Ah. Love But a Day.
Beach
And as we stand III the twilight
remembered as the husband of the the present war crises.
Harry Carey
You'd Better Ask Me.Herman Lohr
And watch tlie lading light
late Jessie Knight.
A Little Song of Life.
Malotte
We pray, dear Lord, that the stlllnesi
The Brewer's Big Horses by Mil
Rand Smith
May last for only a night.
Already IS children have read dred Walker. The story of a beau
accompanist. Bdna Wellington Smith
Without
malice,
but
in
the
spirit
ot
Margaret Elwell
Chorus Ood of Nature. Tchaikovsky
the
required
number
of
books
to
tiful and charming woman. With j
8pruce Head
good, clean fun. it sets out to show
(Andante from Fifth Symphony)
receive certificates for the Sum the marriage of Sara Bolster and I
Dedicated to the memory of
B It It It
tliat
Uie
old
Army
Oame
is
still
in
John B Robinson
mer Reading Club, and many more William Henkel, a young doctor I
MAGIC OF RADIO
In the chorus will be these par vogue with John Q Public still have nearly finished. The club fresh from European study, began
| For The Courler-Gaaette)
ticipants:
sucker Number 1. And any man closes Sept. 7th.
Sara's fight against social Intoler- j
I touch a button, presto! und
Some of the newer books that ance, and eventually a fight for
Sopranos
—
Mrs.
Helen
T.
Yeo.
who bets on a horse when he can't
A cascade of rich golden notes—
A diva's song In far ofl land —
Mrs. Lillian Joyce, Mrs. Katherine afford to lose ought to have a sign have been added this month:
the survival of herself and her I
From out the cabinet sweetly ttoats
My ten years In the studios, by children. It is a rich, colorful I
It brings me news of happenings
hung
across
his
chest
bearing
the
From each far corner of the earth: I
Oeorge Arliss. In this book the novel, and Sara ls an inspiring |
It c‘h“fs <’m^°™th *1 b|hteof,mlrthd
Ever see one of these—a stove wilh two fire boxes, one above the other,
single word "Chump " All of which author of "Up the Years from character.
And as I muse sometimes at gloaming ! and having two ovens and five legs. Property of Mrs. Naomi Foss of < olecan't he taken too seriously in view Bloomsbury" gives us another de
Scrub It Out!
This ls on Me, by Katherine
I'm taken back to days of yore
brook. N. II.. nationally famous for her collection of buttons.—Shown in
of the fact that the author himself lightful volume of memoirs. The Brush. This popular novelist has !
As some old song will set me roaming
biography
covers
the
distinguished
Thru' childhood's tranquil scenes once i one of Alton llall Blackington's lectures,
written an autobiography, partly '
is an ardent enthusiast of the
more
IT'S time for the women of Amer- "sport of kings" and ln the charac actor's experiences while making personel. partly about her writing
The loveliest waltz composed by
——
1 ica to roll up their sleeves and ter of Barry Stanton, thoroughbred talking pictures both in this coun career. Every once in a while she
Strauss,
As matchless note on note it grows—
start scrubbing the dirty spots out owner of thoroughbred horses, he try and at home. Mr. Arliss also drops in a short story, a paragraph
It's murmuring heard within my room.
presents interesting sidelights on from one of her novels, or extracts
of the nation's social fabric!
The beautiful "Blue Danube" flows
gives us a loveable character who
Many leaders in women's work be stands for the best there ls in rac the picture industry and introduces from her diary or letters, to Illus CHARLES WINNINGER, one ol
My home ls lowly, yes. but oh
United States Senator Edward R lina, who. although he will not vote lieve that women as a group have
One scarse could really call It poor.
many of the famous actors, ac trate something that happened to the finest character actors of
ing.
For treasured gems of all the years
tresses and producers he knew.
Burke of Nebraska, a Democrat who Republican, will not vote for Roose- been delinquent the last two dec
Are found within nty cottage door.
her. It is humorously written and stage and screen, was born in
As the fourth offering of Lake
A New England Sampler, by
The wit of all the ages past
Athens. Wise., on May 26, 1884.
ades and now will have to pay with
will vote for Willkie as one who J veit for re-election and says: “I real hard work if they are to re wood's first Drama Festival, the Eleanor Early. A gay. sparkling sure to be popular.
The songs that ever will abide:
His father was an accomplished
They find my small cot desolate.
What's
democracy
to
You.
by
violinist Under the teaching of
feels deeply that in tlie light ot our think that Roosevelt's nomination store social conditions favorable to Lakewood Players will present, the book about New England people
But leave It—glorified!
week of Aug. 19. Harry Carey, the and places, ranging from Anne Joseph Gollomb. Prom hls many his father. Charles also became a
Nellie M Ervlne
the Christian way of living.
present
world
conditions
it
is
esis
the
end
of
democracy
as
wc
have
years' experiences in Russia. Italy. fine violinist. All his brothers and
Tenants Harbor.
noted film star, in Eugene ONeill's
Throughout history the women human comedy. "Ah Wilderness." Hutchinson to Calvin Coolidge, and Oermany, the author attempts ‘ sisters were excellent musician*.
Isential for our country to maintain I known it.'
R R R R
from
Maine
to
Newport,
its
houses
j John W. Hanes, former Uunder- have been the guardians of spiritual This beloved comedy, known and
to answer this important question so in 1893 his father organized
WE SEE THE SEA
, the two-term limitation."
and people, its quaint towns and
the “Winninger Family Varieties”
and moral life. The great social
Secretary of the Treasury, who tele movements of the Nineteenth Cen loved by young and old, will pre taverns. Full of facts and fun. for Americans in terms of an ex and opened at the Chicago Wpyld’s
| For The Courier-Gazette)
John Caffery of St. Mary Parish.
citing
story.
sent
an
excellent
opportunity
for
graphed Mr. Willkie that he would tury were nearly all originated and
Fair. Success greeted them, and
If I could be a flying fish
You will enjoy this delightful story'.
I'd leave the ocean at my wish:
for years they toured the Middle
La., who was a delegate to the Dem- , "ijge )O enlist these Democrats who fought for by women. These women Harry Carey to portray the type of A longer review recently appeared
Books of the lighter type:
Should heart and flesh dislike cold air
Trail's End. by William MacLeod West and became famous. In 1907
ocratic convention in Chicago but j believe with you that loyalty to worked under severe hardships, character in which he excells. His in a “Book Review" by K S F.
And shivering grow unhappy there.
Charles decided to try New York.
Bounding back into the sea.
Lakewood engagement will be the
Broken Pledges, by Philip Oibbs. Raine. Western.
says he will vote for Willkie.
country takes precedence over loyal- without finances, without the right
On the way he joined a stock
I d plumb the bottom lust to see
only
one
he
has
consented
to
make
Gra&sleyes
Mystery,
by
E.
P.
OpWhat mermaids really think they be
to
vote,
and
under
the
handicaps
uf
Readers of "Tliis nettle danger
Stcphen P. Chadwick, NationalI ty to party."
company and didn’t reach Man
With tails so fishy snd hair so long
this
Summer
and
he
leaves
Immedi

pen
helm
Mystery.
hattan for two years. When he arThey're really worth a comic song
Commander of the American Lcgior. Lewis W. Douglas, once budged dl- social ostracism and the fact that ately after it to return to Holly will remember John Barton and
Girl at the Cross-Roads, by Jack- rived, the “Yankee Girl” corn| last year who renounced the party rector under President Roosevelt, they then were living in a man's wood where he is to be starred by Lady Anne Ede. in this love story son Gregory. Western.
Mayhap the fate of common man
pany was looking for a German
world.
Is bout as good as I could plan.
of an American newspaper man
which his family has supported for *bo signed the telegram with Mr.
D. A Goes to Trial, by Earle comedian. Winninger was given
Paramount Company in “The Shep and an English daughter of the
So I best try with all my will
Today
all
that
is
changed.
Now
To walk ln duty o'er the hill
Stanley Gardiner DeteqUv*.
the part. The show, was a hit and
six generations to work for Willkie Hanes.
it is in many ways a woman's world, herd of the Hills."
Of life, and strive to keep serene.
aristocracy. It is a picture of the
so was Winninger. In 1912 he pro
and against a third term.
J John J. Raskob. former chairman women control the purse-strings of
Forgetting flying Ashes green
When There is Love, by Alice duced “The Wall Street Girl,” in
present,
and
told
against
the
back

Thus all the pother in the sea
Ross
Colver.
Romance.
Irvin
S
Cobb,
the
humorist,
of
of
the
National
Democratic
Comthe
nation.
They
have
more
po

Veazie.
Mrs.
Elsa
Constantine,
Mrs.
which he coached the beloved
Will not tempt my credulity
ground of war. A delightful story.
Account Rendered, by Patricia Will Rogers for his first stage
K .8 F.
Paducah. Ky.. who is supporting mittee. who wore a Willkie button tential power today than ever be Grace Strout. Miss Margaret Sim
English Air. by D. E. Stevenson.
Rockland.
role. The venture failed and Win
fore in history. In many ways, they mons. Mrs. Carrie Wyllie. Mrs. Car The story of a young Oerman who Wentworth. Mystery.
Willkie as “a real fellow Democrat." I at Ibe World's Pair.
R R » R
Somday IU Find You. by Mar ninger returned to acting. He
Harry B Coffee. Democrat, a' Samuel B Pettengill, Democrat, are doing less with their power than rie BuUer. Mrs. Ruth Perry, Mrs is sent to visit his English cousins
scored hit after hit, his role of
did the handicapped women of yes Jennie Kenniston. Mrs. Lena Sim in order to learn their mode of garet Widdemer. Romance.
HOME TOWN
Herr von Barwig in Belasco’s
former Representative from Indi terday.
member
cf
the
House
of
Represent

Money
Isn't
Everything,
by
Ber

|For The Courier-Gazette)
mons. Mrs. Mary Halligan. Mrs. life. He gradually loses his hatred
"The Music Master” being per
ana. who said that a third term
atives
from
Nebraska,
who
said:
Achievement of many social re Grace Wyllie.
Our home town's Just the nicest place
haps hls greatest. He first broke
of them and turns against Naziism. tha Ruck. Romance.
"As a Jeffersonian Democrat. I can- would be "fraught with peril for forms and of the right to vote may
you'd find In which to live.
into films with Universal in a
Tenors—Harold Greene, S. Con falls in love with his cousin, and
So pleasant with the atmosphere that
not conscientiously support any
institutions."
Ancient and honorable Is the series of comedies. Radio then
have caused women to think that stantine. Ansel Young. Russell though he returns to Oermany,
kindly people give.
And when you meet a neighbor, per President for a third term.”
i Mrs. Kellogg Fairbanks, member the good fight had been won and Young, Roger Teague, Avard Rob when war breaks out. he makes a reputation of the raspberry. The claimed his attention and he behaps to pass the time of day
ancient Greeks insisted it nad been came the famous Captain Henry
T.
Jefferson
Coolidge,
another
of the Democratic National Corn- that they could retire to placid con inson.
Your heart ls warm aud happy with
thrilling escape. A love story not
the friendly things they say.
tentment
in
an
arm-chair.
cultivated
by the gods. (Another on the “Showboat program after
Altos—Mrs. Helen Starrett. Mrs. to be missed.
former New Deal administrator, mittee for eight years, who said she
, , .
, .. . .
. .
having had the role in the stage
helping
They are sorry when you're troubled who resigned as Under-Secretary of! would vote for Willkie because he
Women sought and achieved I Virginia Thompson, Mrs. Emma
What the United States' rela helping of that homemade jam. protjuction, and also played it in
and happy when you're glad.
please!i.
the gim .“Showboat.” Continuing
equality with men Flushed with I Harvey. Mrs. Avis Norwood. Mrs tionship with Canada might be please!
Just folks' that always seem to care the Treasury. He said that an end , stands for democracy,
when a fellowman Is sad.
------------------his picture work in “Three, Smart
their new-found freedom they pushed Hazel Pease. Mrs. Annie Lehto. come in the future is well covered
Mrs. Edwin T. Meredith, of Des on to achieve equality in the un
And when you go to call they're al must be made to personal rule.
Buy Yourself rich—through clas- Girls." Winninger score a great
Mrs. Bertha Drewett. Miss Marian in this description of Canada's so
ways sure to say;
Charles A Farwell cf Louisiana ; Moines, Iowa, widow of the former worthy ways of living. They climbed
| hit as wel1 as “ many other pK>
"We were so pleased to have you.
Harvey. Miss Bertha Teague. Miss cial. economic and racial condition. titled offer*
come soon another day."
tures.
a lifelong Democrat and spokesman I Secretary of Agriculture under up on the bar stools alongside the Mary Trone, Miss Virginia WyUie.
There are roses ln profusion, growing for the American Sugar Cane, Woodrow Wilson, who believes in men.
Basses—Raymond K. Greene.
And cbubbv dimpled (babies playing ' Iieague. who pinned on a "Willkie-venerated two-term tradition?
But aU that is changing. Women Elmer Ames. Adin Hopkins. WilThere^re1 «wietCihn nth5°S.«dows, and for-President" button.
| Robert Rcsthal. who stumped New may prattle of "freedom"—when ; liam Smith. Edward Oxton. Charles
sweet scent of new mown hay i john M Hemuhill Democratic I York for Roosevelt four years ago. they really mean "personal Ucense’ Wilson, Fred Kenniston.
Comes drifting In the windows, on a
H
—but let that freedom hurt those
There will be no admission
lovely summer day
1 candidate in 1930 for election a: He said. "Thc Democratic party has
they love—husband or child—and
There's no doubt that our home town's Governor of Pennsylvania
who ruthlessly disregarded the basic women soon demand a return to the charge, but a silver offering will
be taken to be turned into the mu
Made Jbrttgh^Ubytth«niwM-n«rof each (said: "The action of the national principles of our democratic sys absolute code of Christian living.
sic fund of the church, a most
H I ^“IvS'T^turd be sure ' convention in slavishly rubber- tem."
Social disease, juvenile crime, al- worthy cause.
Mr. Wyllie has
James
W.
Millen,
chairman
of
the
to turn it darn
.stamping out of exLstence the escoholism, polluted politics, all of [ spared no effort to have the conour
sential ingredients of orderly de- Jefferson Democrats of California, these enemies of American home cert meet the high standard set
our little
little seaside
seaside town
town.
Rose B. Hupper ! mocracy is the straw that breaks who suggested the formation by “all life could be routed within the dec in previous years, and his efforts
Tenants Harbor
kinds of Democrats" of pro-Willkb ade if all women would unite be should be rewarded by a large au
I the camel's back."
hind effective leadership to use their dience who will enjoy a delightful
g it it g
Mayor Thomas L Holling of Buf organizations.
TWIN FLOWER
Alfred E. Smitli beloved four powers of finances, of the ballot, and evening.
falo, a Democrat, who said tliat he
ot spiritual conviction.
[For The Courier-Gazette]
was opposed to a third term for time Governor of New York, and
The father of modem botany
Democratic Candidate for President
Kettle Moraine in Wisconsin
any President.
We entitle Linnaeus the Swede
Let'* Face Facts!
For he classified, named the earth's
Between Fond du Lac and She
Dr. Hamilton Holt, president of in 1928. whose statement in full
Alabama
state
government
figures
flora
Of seaside, the woodland aud mead Rollins College, Florida, a lifelong published here today says Willkle when analyzed show that the state boygan, Wis., is an area known to
geologists as the kettle moraine,
Hls favorite flower was the twin leaf Democrat, who urged Democrats to Is the candidate of Jeffersonian is "losing millions through its ig
says a survey of Wisconsin's nat
Wtth crimson pink blossoming bells
noble
experiment
of
business
part

Democrats.
defeat President Roosevelt and
In Its rich mossy beds reclining
ural wonders by the American
nership
with
the
liquor
traffic,"
ac

Sweet scenting our lar northern
Samuel Seabury, former Judge of
work for a constitutional amend
Chemical society. The region re
dells.
the Court of Apiieals of New York. cording to a recent report.
ment
limiting
tile
term
of
President
sembles the deserted kettle holes of
So he gave It the name Llnnaea.
"Glowing
promises
ot
the
wet
A memorial ever to be
to six or eight years wilh no re- 1916 Democratic candidate for Gov propagandists in 1937 have not been Paul Bunyan's lumberjacks. The
Of himself and hls love of nature
ernor of New York, and Roosevelt's
election.
For the world of the future to see
fulfilled. Bootleggers still ply their kettles appear like the interior ot
Allison M Watts
Sam Jones, who became Gover investigator of the district at traffic. Liquor store profits have volcanic cones, except that they are
only a few hundred feet across, are
Jamaica. Vt.
nor of Ixiulsiana by consistent ham torney's office which led to Mayor not reduced taxes. Drunkenness and
from 50 to 200 feet deep, and have
ft It W «
James
J.
Walker's
resignation,
wel

disorderly
conduct
are
notorious.
mering at the Long political ma
their steep slopes covered with
Criminal
activities
flourish.
THE LONE TREE
chine. says he is against Wallace comed by Willkie as the most fear
trees. *
(Sponsored by W. C. T. U.)
(For The Courier-Gazette]
less
prosecutor
and
advocate
of
“1,000 percent.”
I passed you by as waning light
Vance MacCormick. chairman of clean government ln America.
Was softening Into shad' of night
‘■I’LL GET IT YET”
And saw your branches ralsi-d so high the Democratic National Commit
In triumph to the darkening sky.
Dollar Days in Rockland, Aug.
Your blossoms all had blown to rest
tee at the time of the re-election
Upon the round hill's greening crest.
of Woodrow Wilson, whose news 16-17. Record smashing values,
And you In stately boldness stood
• Something to think about, isn’t it ...
1100 in free cash plizes. Reduced
you as you save, with earnings being
Beyond the background of the wood.
Through all life's span of sun and paper, the Patriot of Harrisburg. fares on island steamboats.
when we tell you that if you set aside
paid on every dollar! The sooner you
rain
Pa., said that Roosevelt had broken
You stand above the restless plain
A bulwark staunch, content und lrec, the hearts of millions of Demo
as little as 33c a day —$10 monthly —
join, the sooner you’ll become a home
Outside show is a poor substitute
A graceful, self-reliant tree.
crats.
for inner worth.
Maurice P HUI
you’ll have the down payment you need
owner.
John J. O'Connor, former Demo
Rockland
to buy or build possibly within 36 to
But first we’d like to give you, with
cratic Representative from New
York
and
one-time
chairman
of
the
60
months.
out
obligation, a copy of the Club book
MARTINSVILLE
Rules Committee of thc House, who
Membership in our new Own-aThe Ridge Church
let, specially prepared to answer all of
said that Roosevelt is surrounded
The annual church fair will be ] by Communists and wants to be a
Home Savings Club means that money
your questions. Send the coupon today.
held Wednesday afterncon at the dictator.
Is what you want in
you’ll hardly miss will soon make home
It may mark the beginning of home
Drug Store Merchandise
Orange hall. On exhibition there
Jccph M Pro.skauer, former Su
ownership
a
reality.
Best
of
all,
we
pay
ownership
for your family.
for the first time will be a fine oil preme Court Justice, who was an
painting of the church as It exist! d associate and advLser of President
before the fire in May 1939. made Roosevelt, and who said: "We have
We use only the Best the
by Andrew Wyeth. He lias given J)ad pn
,,
. of half-baked
market affords.
Substitu
it to the parish to be sold and the
schemes."
tion and “just as good” are
proceeds devoted to the cost of re
James A. Reed, former United
only business apologies.
building which Ls new well under
18 SCHOOL ST.
ROCKLAND
States Senator from Missouri, a
way.
There Is a big variation in
It will be well worth the while Democratic leader in that State,
DRUGS AND PRICES
of anyone to visit the fair and view who says that he wants to organize
PLAY SAFE!
this distinguished painting, and independent Democrats for Willkie.
also visit the church site and view
Dr. Charles Seymour, president of
Send free booklet about your Own-a-Home Savings Club.
the fine progress of the rebuilding Yale University and a Democrat for
Contributions have been encourag 20 years, who said that Willkie
Reliable Drug Store
Name
ing but many more are necessary to would protect thc country from for
373 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
complete the work. Thus far the
TEL. 564
eign danger, and preserve American
Street
parish has not used tlie loan which
14*,.
Opp. Knox Trust Co.
institutions.
is available at the bank and na
United States Senator Ellison D.
City
turally desires to avoid debt as far
A quick dash may mean a sudden stop—and a slow recovery.
(Cotton Ed) Smitli of South Caroas possible.

♦
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WILL VOTE FOR WILLKIE

IF QUALITY

This Store Has It

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASS’N.

WALMSLEY’S

*
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Unpreparedness Of America In World At War Shown By Analysis

SENTER* CRANE'S

BLITZKRIEG

.

FW? COTT
STIF
We are selling lots of Fur Coats!
Have you soon them and tried them on?

J

MILITARY AND

TIMETABLE

NAVAL FACTS

Sept 1—Germany invades Po

clare war.

mans.

Adv.rtl.em.ntB ln thl» column co,
to exceed three line* Inserted once tor
25 cents, three tlmee tor SO cents. Ad
ditions! lines flve cents each tor one
time. 10 cents tor three times. Five
small words to a line.

LOST AND FOUND

May 28—Belgian
renders.

Army

USED rifles and shot guns wanted.
R E. NUTT, Shoe Store. 436 Main St..
City.
93-98
OOOD paying Watkins Route: estab
lished customers: no Investment, man
or woman considered. J R WATKINS
CO 231 Johnson Ave.. Newark. N J
97*98

BROWN skill found in Owls Head.
Owner may have same Wv proving prop
erty. and paying this adv. TEL 375-4.
96 98
DARK blue bill fold lost In Rockland
or Owls Head, bearing owners name
Call 770.
96-98

YOUNG girt or woman to do house
work. having experience in same and
plain cooking. Must be fond of chil
dren
Right pay and pleasant home
for right person. Call at 192 Limerock
St.. Rockland or TEL. 626
95*97

Aircraft
U. S. Army.............. 77.w 2,422
N. G. and Reserves ...
372
U. S. Navy...................... 1,765
Germany and Italy
30,000 to 40,000
I About 1.600 U. S. Army aircraft
are combet plenes.)

sur

U. I. Army Anti-Aircraft Gmt^
8-inch ..........................
448 •
90 mm. .;................... NONE
37 mm........................... '
15
.50 caliber machine
guns ...................... 1,044

May 29—Dunkerque evacua
tion starts.
June 3—254 killed in air raid
on Paris.

(rtOnly guns actually ia service
counted. It ALL of these guns were
massed about a city the sixt of
St. Louis, they would not be ade
quate to defend it against a man
air raid.I

June ,0—Italy enters war.
|une 14—Paris falls.
June 17—Petain admits defeat
of France.

Navlaa

June 22—France signs armis
tice.

June 24—Fighting c e a s e s in
France with Germans in
complete control.

Next—Assault by sea, land and
air on British Isles.

WANTED

I#Obsolete tanks and those on
order not included. A single German
Panxer division has greater striking
force than the entire mechanized
corps of the U. S.l

May 2—British admit defeat in
southern and central Nor
way.

May 14—Germans break
through at Sedan.

In Everybody’s Column

Scout cars .............. 462
Combat cars . .T.'.n
146
Tanks (lightI
297 #
Tanks (medium) ...
18
Tanks (heavy) .......... NONE

April 9—Denmark occupied;
Norway invaded by Ger

tion with your other winter coats.

Liberal Allowance on your Old Coat

Mechaiized Baits

Sept. 27—Devastated Warsaw
falls, ending Polish cam
paign.

May 14—Netherlands capitu
lates.

$69.50 to $275.00

Total...............615,300

Sept. 10—Canada enters war.

and not so heavy they cannot be worn in conjunc

CARACUL
KIDSKINS
MARMOTS
SEALS

Regulars ............... ... 264,000
National Guard . .7TT 242,300
Reserve Officers
109,000

Sept. 3—Britain and France de

May 10—I n v a s i o n of Low
Countries begins.

MUSKRAT COATS
ALASKAN SEALS
RACCOONS
SKUNKS

United States Arar

land.

The new 1940-41 Fur Coats are style garments

Buy Budget—No Carrying Charge

NOW—1 he United States can
not afford to gamble on
what might happen to Brit
ish seapower. WE MUST
PREPARE FOR DEFENSE
NOW!

BIG

STAGE

T1GHTNING war in the Low Countries and Fiance

J^ECAL'SE of this weakness, the Western Hemi

bas brought home to Americans a consciousnes-:

sphere, with its vast natural resources and raw

of the inadequate defense establishjnent of tie

materials, now is as great a lure for conquest as ever

United States. While 30,000,000 men arc under

existed. With our Navy in the Pacific, the British

arms in Europe, Africa and Asia, there are less than

Fleet is our first line of defense in the Atlantic.

750,000 regular troops in the twenty-one republics

Our second is our regular army of 264,000 men

of the entire Western Hemisphere. Counting re
serves and U. S. National Guard, these nations
could put into the field approximately 2,500,000
trained men—less than the number recently called

mechanical warfare. How long can we continue to

to the colors in Rumania alone.

AtlanticT

SHOW

AT

and a National Guard of 242,300, ill-equipped for

depend on the supremacy of the British Navy in the

EXPOSITION

MIDDLE-aged man wanted for light
farm work. One wanting good home
rather than high
Must be
b good
, wag?s
_
dry milker
E E CHAPMAN. West
Neck. Nobleboro. Me.
92*97

FOR SALE
AWNING swing in good condition
for sale.
*
~
$8
M
r----- ------------------------4YRTLE
ST
96*98

FITTED Summer wood. 75c per foot
FIRPO FRYE, Tel 1366__________96*98

FORD model-A motor for sale, first
clans condition. $12 EARL E YOUNG.
Tel 837-14. Owls Head
97*99
JERSEY cow for sale, heavy milker.
E M WII EY Tenants Harbor 97*99
SEXTANT for sale
In excellent
condition. R E NUTT Shoe Store.
433 Main St . City______________ 97-99

PRACTICALLY new 16-gauge Fox
Sterlingworth special bullt bird gun
for sale. TEL. Rockland 287 J or Union
31________________________________ 97 99

NEW milch cow with calf for sale.
Freshened Aug. 5. AUSTIN SNOW
East Warren_____________________ 97*lt
NEW 12 ft skiff for «a’“ t’S. Can be
neen after 5 p m. B. L. PACKAR1'
4-5 Granite St.___________________________ 96-98
CHOICE glads. $1 per doz.; also va
riety of cut flowers, baskets, sprays
and designs for funerals GRACE FEY
LER 8 North St . Thomaston.
96-98

PIGS for sale. NELSON N. MOODY.
Appleton Ridge. Me._____________ 95*97
NEW milch cow for sale, flve years
old. with calf
RALPH GROSS 33
Spruce St City._____________ __96*98
R I R. pullets for sale. 13 weeks
old. 65c each. T. J WILLIAMS. Rt 1.
Union_________ ___ ______________ 96*98
H E MESSER residence for sale,
near Union Common. 9 rooms, lot borden on Seven Tree pond. Apply JOHN
H WILLIAMS. Union
96-98
ENGINES for sale Air compresser
and Ford reqr end. Miscellaneous ar
ticles 19 KNOTT ST. City
95*97
USED washers for sale: ' Easy,” with
damp dryers. $29.50 to $34 50; ••Rasy.”
with wringer. $15 to $24 50
Used
ranges: Universal. Westlnghouse. Hotpoint. $39.50 to $125 Ice boxes: top
leers and front leers. $5 $8. $10 CEN
TRAL MAINE POWER CO. Thorndike
Hotel Bldg.. Rockland.
94 99
ONE-half lot. Achorn cemetery for
sale Older section. TEL. CAMDEN
2226
95*97
WHALE oil lamps, old and new.
hooked rugs
old dishes, etc.
MRS.
LUCY A BLACK 10 Sweetland St..
City. opp. ball Held.___________ 95*97
STAR Klneo range for sale. Lynn oil
burner Installed; excellent condition.
TEL 351-R
95-97
TRELLISES, arbors, fencing, bird
houses for sale: novelties built to or
der. RAYE'S CRAFT SHOP. 14 Pres•
Cltv
94*99
EIGHT room house for sale at Owls
Head
All modern, l’i acres. Ideal
year-round or Summer home. Two 8room houses for sole In Rockland at
attractive prices, also a country store
with house attached Terms arranged.
L A THURSTON, Tel. 1159. City 93-tf
LEHIGH Valley and Blue Coal, $14;
Pocohontus. $9; Coke. $11; wood. $10
Tel 62. Thomaaton. J. B PAULSEN.
__________________________ 92-tf
Hard wood per foot, fitted. $1.50;
Sawed. $1 40; long. $1.30 M B. Ac C O.
PERRY. Tel 487._________________ 92 tf
_SLOOP rigged sailboat for sale or to
let. 16 ft long by 7 ft. 2 ln. beam. Oood
condition Safe. less than two years
old
Appiv LAWRENCE HAMLIN. 14
Gay St. City.
71*100
,IL boat for sale. 18x6’, round
om. center-board, gaff-rlgged; newtinted and afloat. ROBERT HILLS,
Summer St.. City.69-tf
D <fc H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut
$14 per ton. del. Household soft ooal
$8 per ton. del Nut size New River soft,
not screened $9 ton del.; screened. $10
ton del. M B &. C. O. PERRY. 519
Main St. Tel. 487
92-tf

TO LET
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St. Tel
579 W. MRS FLORA COLLINS.
93-tf
SMALL apt. to Jet: suitable for one
or two person*, available until Sept 7.
MRS R. B MAGUNE. 186 North Main
St.
97*99

FURNISHED apartment of 3 rooms,
suitable for couple: garage lf desired
C A EMERY. Tel 436 M
94-tf
SINOLE house on Orange St., to let:
all modern. JOS. ADAMS, 6 Berkeley
St.. Tel. 769-J.
96*98

HOUSE to let at 375 Broadway. MRS
E. B SLEEPER. TEL. 36.
94-97
FIVE-room flat to let All modern,
hot water and heat Included Call after 4
p m. at 91 North Main St. Cltv 94*99
FURNISHED apartment to let. four
rooms, bath V F. STUDLEY. 283 Main
St. or 77 Park St.. Tel. 1154 or 330 86-tf
ONE-room apt with kitchen pantry
to let; two or three-room apts.; fur
nished. 11 JAMES ST, City.
85-tf
FOUR-room furnished apt., elec, re
frigerator. automatic heat and hot
water Tel. 318-W MRS FROST 92 tf
FURNISHED
two room apartment
with bath FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St,
Tel 330
92-tf
FURNISHED apartments with bath to
let. V. F STUDLEY. 77 Park St . Tel.
330 or 1154.
92-tf

Summer Cottages
MODE»N cottage avallable at once
—at Ingraham Hill, electric light, city
water. Apply HASTINGS Store, Rock
land. Phone 201-W
97-99
FURNISHED cottage to let at foot of
8even Tree pond. $1 per day Ice and
wood free. CLIFFORD MANK. War
ren.
96*98
COTTAGE to let at Dynamite Beach
Electric lights, electric stove, electric
refrigerator, screened ln porch, flush
toilet Available Aug 24. MRS FRED
LINIKEN. Tel 291-W
96-tf
TWO cottages to let at Pleasant
Beach, available Aug. 18 W H BRAGG
South Thomaston.
94*99
COTTAGE at Ash Point for sale, fur
nished. Inquire. 76 PARK ST . alter
3 p. m.
94-tf
COTTAGE at Holiday Beach to let by
month or season: lights, spring water;
shore lot. Tel. 237-W or 625. 115 Park
St.. Cltv.
68*tf

MISCELLANEOUS
MAKE money easily. $850 first order
15 boxes exclusive copyrighted Christ
mas Cards. 9 other boxes Free Portfo
lios 50 for $1 Personals. Stationery Re
quest approval sample TERRY STU
DIOS. 217 Westfield. Mass.
97*lt
GARAGE general repairs, road serv
ice
MAIN ST. GARAGE, opp. foot
Rankin St.
97*99
CALL Rockland Sanitary Service for
dependable hauling waste and ashes
ARTHUR ADOIxPHSEN. Tel. 1399 89-tf
MEN. Women! Get Pep Raw OysteT
stimulants, tonics ln Ostrex tablets
often needed after 40 by bodies lack
ing iron, calcium, phosphorus. Iodine,
Vitamin B-l Get 35c size today. Call,
write C. H MOOR & CO and all other
good drug stores.
94*105

WHY NOT ADVERTISE IN
THE COURIER-GAZETTE

QUICK RETURNS
If you want to turn your old

Car into Money, Rent that Spare

Room,

or Sell the Piano—just

phone 770—Ask for The Classified

Ad Department and we'll do the
rest.

TEL. 770
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'PROVISIONS for the speedy expansion of bur
armed forces on a scale great enough to insure
the continued safety of the nation are included in
the selective compulsory training and service bill
introduced in the Senate by Senator Edward R.
Burke, Democrat, of Nebraska, and in the House by
Representative James W. Wadsworth, Republican,
of New York. Under this measure, sponsored by the
National Emergency Committee of the Military
Training Camps Association, a gigantic reservoir
of manjiower would be trained and be on call for
service in emergencies, in numbers determined by
the President and the Secretaries uf War and Navy.

PORT CLYDE

Davis.

1-

English-Walnut shells are ground
up to provide dust for insecticides.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
WHEREAS, Overness Sarkeslan. of
Rockland. County of Knox and 8tate
of Maine, bv hls mortgage deed dated
May 17. 1935. recorded ln the Knox
Registry of Deeds. Book No 241. Page
229. conveyed to the Home Owners'
Loan Corporation, a Corporation duly
established under the laws of the
United States of America, having lta
office and principal place of business
In Washington. District of Columbia,
the following described real estate,
situated In Rockland. In the County
of Knox and State of Maine:
"A certain lot or parcel of land
with the buildings thereon, bound
ed and described as follows: BE
GINNING In the Northerly line of
Talbot Avenue, ‘(formerly called
Middle Street) at the southwest
corner of land of Grace B Crle;
NEW feature of the Eastern States Exposition at Springfield, Mass., Sept. 13 to 21, tills year will
thence Northwesterly by said Tai
bot Avenue about flve hundred
Im* the "Exposition Follies of 11140", a atupeudous outdoor stage production featuring 130 slats
eighty-Ave (585) feet, to land of
of radio, stage anil screen, singing ami dancing In a lavish setting on a stage Do hy 140 feet.
In A T Low; thence Northeasterly by
land of aald Low', flve hundred
addition to this musical extravaganza nightly at the grandstand will lie many circus ads, oilier features
thirty (530) feet, to land formerly
ami fireworks.
of
Susannah
Kelloch;
thence
Southeasterly by said land about
six hundred iflOOj feet; thence
Northwesterly still by said land, for
In the United States there are
Dollar Days in Rockland, Aug.
merly of Kelloch. four hundred
more than 300.000 drums and other 16-17. R^eord smashing values.
ten (410) feet to land of Joseph
Piper; thence Southeasterly by
percusson musical instruments in $100 in free cash prizes. Reduced
said Piper land, flve hundred fifty
California's crop of clingstone use.
fares on island steamboats.
(550) feet to Traverse Street;
peaches, harvested during the first
thence Southwesterly by said Street
about
one hundred thiry-flve (135)
half of July, is this year estimated
feet to land of Eva N Spear; thence
at 374,000 tons. Due to the falling
Northwesterly by land of Spear,
elghty-two and three-tentha (82.3)
off of export demand, caused by the
feet; thence Southwesterly still by
European war and other factors, the
land of Spear about fifty (50, feet
to land of Donald G Crle; thence
growers are confronted with a sur
Northwesterly by land of Crle. one
plus of about 35,000 tons. Arrange
hundred seventy (170) feet; thence
Southwesterly
by land of Uie said
ments are being made with the Fed"
Donald O. Crle arid land of Grace
eral Surplus Commodities Corpora
B Crle. three hundred thirty (330,
feet to the place of beginning Con
tion to buy up tliis surplus for free
talnlng about seven and one-half
distribution among those on relief
(7Va) acres.
Reserving, however, a certain
and for school lunches for children.
right-of-way conveyed
by said
The total area devoted to the pro
Overness Karkeslan to the Cam
den and Rockland Water Company,
duction of clingstone peaches in
dated April 30. 1929. and recorded
California is about 41,000 acres.
In Book 220. Page 528 of the Knox
County Registry of Deeds
Most of this fruit is grown in the
Also hereby conveying a right-ofSan Joaquin Valley, between Fresno
way over the land of the late Hat
tie
M Kallock extending from the
and Marysville, which is known as
premises herein conveyed to Ran
the Peacli Bowl. Tlie bulk of the
kin Street, which right of-way was
reserved In a conveyance by said
crop is marketed through the agency
Kallock to Charles E Burch In her
of the California Peach Growers'
deed of Saptember 19. 1922 and re
corded
In Book 194. Page 321 in
Association, the California State
said Registry, and which was ac
Grange and the Farm Bureau.
qulred by said Overness Sarkeslan.
under the will of said Hattie M
Growers this year figure their cost
Kallock. abstract of which Is re
of production as $25.71 per ton.
corded In Book 233. Page 224 ln said
Registry
For further source of title see
More than 75 percent of the cross
deed of Bva Moody Armsfleld. for
ties now being installed by the rail
merly Eva Worth Moody, to said
Overness Sarkeslan. dated Septem
roads ire chemically treated, which
ber 22. 1914. and recorded In Book
gives them a life of from 20 to 25
167, Page 37 In said Registry.’’
years.
WHEREAS the condition of said
Mortgage ls broken:
According to the latest compilation
Now. therefore by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, the
of prices received by farmers at local
said Home Owners’ Loan Corporation,
markets throughout the country,
bv Elisha W Pike, Its Attorney there
unto duly authorized by Its power of
the average level as of June 15 was
attorney dated October 1. 1936. and
85 percent of base period. 1909-14.
recorded in the Knox County Registry
of
Deeds. Book 249. Page 313. claims
Prices paid by farmers for com
a foreclosure of said mortgage, and
modities bought averaged 128, giv
gives this notice for that purpose.
this twenty-ninth day of July,
ing the farm dollar a purchasing
Ann Sothern tells Lee Bowman to point his gun a little more to the A. Dated
D. 1940
power of 77 cents. June prices for South as she begs for shelter for the night at his Arizona ranch. The scene
HOME OWNERS’ IOAN
CORPORATION.
farm products averaged 3 percent is from “Gold Rush Maisie,” with Miss Sothern again enacting her merry
By Elisha W Pike
role of the stranded, man-wise show girl.
less than in May.
i
91-T-97
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With The Granges

STRAND THEATRE WEDNESD’Y-THURSD’Y
“GOLD RUSH MAISIE”

SUNSET

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mercier and
Mrs. Robert Elliot of Lowell, Mr.
and Mrs. Calvert and Miss Con family are moving to Oeorge Wal
stance Calvert of Erie, Pa., have ker's at South Deer Isle.
Mr. and Mrs. Healy, who occupied
been spending 10 days at The Po'Conary’s cottage for the Summer,
castle.
have moved to Stonington.
Dr. and Mrs. Raymond Orcutt and
Mrs. D.L. Sellers and Mrs. Alyce
daughter of Massachusetts who Ellis were visitors in Castine re
have been visiting Mrs. Ralph Sim cently.
mons, have returned home.
Charlotte Haskell of Deer Isle is
Rev. and Mrs. B F. White of employed at The Firs.
Vermont who recently visited
Mrs. Carrie Eaton of Massachu
friends here, are enjoying a motor
trip through Maine before return
SEALED BIDS
ing to their pastorate in Vermont.
Federal Works Agency Public Build
Rev. and Mrs. White and Rev. ing* Admlnlatrutlon ofllce of the Super
vising engineer. Waslngton D C . Au
Harry Daniels were recent dinner gust
6. 1940 8ealed Bids, ln Triplicate,
will be received at this office until 10
guests of Mrs. Alice Trussell.
a m. standard time. August 28. 1940.
The Desmond sisters of Massa and then publicly opened, for fur
the materials, and perform
chusetts who spent a vacation et nishing
ing the work for New Heating Boiler.
the home of iMrs. Ada Brennan, Breeching. Etc . at thc U. fi Post Of
fice. Rockland. Maine, ln strict ac
liave returned home.
cordance with the specifications dated
The Willing Workers met last SE-R, July 18. 1940. and drawings (If
any) mentioned therein, and the gen
Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Lillian eral conditions dated April 1. 1940
Speciflcatlons and other data may be
had at the olhoe of the Custodian of
the Building or Public Building* Ad
ministration. Federal Works Agency.
Washington. D C.. Neal A. Mellck.
Supervising Engineer.
97-99

. 1x257.360 t
U. S. (tons)
1,461,294'
Britain ....
|apan .................... A
> 968,296
France ................. »
544,468
Italy .................... .'.4 515,900
Germany................... ' 281,074

any

an

than 10,000.000 fully.trained and
equipped soldiers Counting re
senes. Russia has from 10.000,000
to 12,000,000 troops.
The combined regular armies of the
20 Latin American republics is ap
proximately 400.000. with partially
luipped resents totaling 1,750.

35'

setts is spending a vacation with
her daughter Mrs. David Murray.
Because no mention is made of
spectacles in the whole Latin litera
ture. it is believed that such aids
to vision were unknown to the an
cient Romans.

Subscribe to The Courier-Oacetta.
COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE

August 5. A. D. 1940
Knox. as.
We. the undersigned, having been
duly appointed by the Honorable Harry
E Wilbur, Judge of Probate within
and for Held County, Commissioners
to receive aud decide upon the claims
of the creditors of Earle McIntosh
late of Rockland ln said County, de
ceased. whom- estate has been represen
ted Insolvent, hereby give public no
tice, agreeably to the order of the said
Judge of Probate, that six months
from and after August 5. 1940 have
been allowed to said creditors to pre
sent and prove their claims, and that
we will attend to the duty assigned
us aa Commlaaioners on August 27
and February 27. 1941 at the Probate
Court ofllce at two of the dock ln
the afternoon of each of said day*.
STUART C BURGESS,
ALONZO H TUCK
Conunlaalonen.
94-T-100

WHERE YOU CAN BUY

THE COURIERGAZETTE
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday At Noon
IN ROCKLAND
222 South Main St.
Naum & Adams,
438 Main St.
Chisholm’s,
404
Main St.
Huston-Tuttle Book Store,
272
Main St.
A. H. Robinson’s,
246
Main
St.
Jack Green’s,
724 Main St.
Isaac B. Simmons’,
304 Main St.
Carver’s Book Store,
288 Main St.
Charles Tibbetts’,
Rankin Block
C. M. Havener,
10 Limerock St.
George W. Hemenway,
548 Main St.
Kennedy’s,
102 Broadway
Murray’s Market,
17 Willow St.
Jake Smalley,
9 Park St.
Economy’s,
79 Park St.
State News Co.,
Maverick Square
W. E. Graves,
IN NEIGHBORING TOWNS

S. W. Hastings,
A. J. Donaldson,
Mrs. E. M. Ludwig,
Cogan Drug Store,
W. E. Carroll,
A. B. Vinal,
Harold Fossett,
Flora Baum,
A. B. Borgerson,
Mrs. Bert Andrews,
L H. Ewell,
H. A. Barrows,
C. W. Stockbridge,
D. J. Noyes,
Ernest Rawley,
Alfred Kenney,
Mrs. Enid L. Monaghan,
Mrs. Carrie A. Geyer,
Mrs. Lillian Stevens,
Fred Ludwig,
Shaw Book Store,
Brown & Sprowl,

Camden
Thomaston
Waldoboro
Warren
Rockport
Vinal Haven
Union
South Thomaston
Owl’s Head
West Rockport
Rockville
Glen Cove
Atlantic
Stonington
Tenant’s Harbor
St. George
Port Clyde
South Cushing
Pleasant Point
Washington
Bath
Appleton
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A PLEDGE

AND A PROMISE
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Rockland Merchants have
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task of making 1940 Dollar
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Days the greatest possible

mccess as value giving events
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and promise the buying pub
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lic they will find Aug. 16-17

true Bargain Days!
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FOLLOW THE CROWDS TO ROCKLAND

FRIDAY ■ SATURDAY
AUGUST 16-17
When your dollar will reach an all time
high in PURCHASING VALUE. See
the advertisements in The Courier-Gaz
ette of August 13 and 15 for amazing
values. Also-

FREE

CASH
PRIZES

$50.00-$ 15.00-$ 10.00 and Five $5.00
Visit These Dollar Day Stores For Top Values
MIKE ARMATA
THE BELL SHOPS
L. E. BLACKINGTON
BOSTON SHOE STORE
BURPEE & LAMB
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
CARROLL’S CUT RATE STORE
CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE STORE
R. P. CONANT
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
H. H. CRIE & CO.
CROCKETT’S BABY STORE
CROCKETT’S FIVE & TEN

CUTLER’S
DANIELS, JEWELERS
ECONOMY CLOTHING CO.
ENDICOTT-JOHNSON
FIRST NATIONAL STORES
GENERAL ICE CREAM CORP.
GOFKAUF’S
LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON and
BURDELLL’S DRESS SHOP
J. F. GREGORY SONS’ CO.
HEIKINEN’S LADIES’ SHOP
HOME METHODS BAKERY
VESPER A. LEACH
KARL LEIGHTON
MAIN STREET HARDWARE CO.

MANSFIELD’S
MID TOWN CAFE
CHISHOLM’S SHOE STORE
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
NEWBERT’S RESTAURANT
R. E. NUTT SHOE STORE
PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
ALFREDA PERRY
PERRY’S MARKETS
B. L. SEGAL
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
SHELDON’S DRUG STORE
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
F. W. WOOLWORTH CO.
M. E. WOTTON & SON

FREE

PRIZES
ASK FOR YOUR TICKETS
FROM EACH MERCHANT
WITH EVERY PURCHASE
DURING DOLLAR DAYS

